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ABSTRACT

The chemically non-perturbing deuterium ("H) spin probe provides a unique tool for
investigating equilibrium and dynamical properties of lipids, integral membrane proteins, and
nucleic acids in relation to their biological activity. Analysis of "H nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) relaxation rates gives information about reorientation rates and meansquared amplitudes; whereas simulation of the spectral lineshapes obtained within the
biological temperature range yields bond angles and degree of ordering.
In the first part of the dissertation, the frequency dependent "H NMR spin-lattice
relaxation rates

for l,2-dimyristoyl-5«-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) vesicles has

been analyzed in combination with the corresponding '^C /? ,2 relaxation rates, which enabled
one for the first time to unify the "H and '^C relaxation data for lipids in terms of dynamical
models for slow order fluctuations. However, none of the existing models is able to account
simultaneously for the "H /?,z frequency dispersion and the orientation dependent "H

and

quadrupolar order (/?,Q) relaxation rates of DMPC. A new composite membrane deformation
model is proposed which simultaneously describes both the frequency and orientation
dependent data. Influence of cholesterol on lipid dynamics is also investigated by analyzing
the orientational anisotropy of the "H /?,2 and

R^ relaxation rates for DMPC-J54:cholesterol
Q

(1/1). The composite membrane deformation model including variable residual coupling
tensor predicts a significant variation in the degree of chain entanglement along the acyl
chains as a result of lipid-cholesterol interaction, and a smaller contribution from collective
motions indicating an increase in the bilayer rigidity versus pure lipid systems.

22

The second part of the dissertation describes a general method for calculating 'H
NMR lineshapes of uniaxially-oriented samples. Several intermediate transformations of the
coupling tensor are introduced, describing the position of the bond with respect to the
symmetry axis, the distribution of the symmetry axes, and the orientation of the specimen as
a whole. Lineshapes are calculated using a Monte Carlo method which allows one to
effectively treat complicated geometries. The closed-form expression is also derived. The
method has been successfully applied to the "H NMR spectra of bacteriorhodopsin, and
helped to resolve previous controversies between the different interpretations of X-ray
diffraction studies versus "H NMR regarding the conformations of Na-DNA at low humidity.
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PREFACE

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND SUMMARY

Quantitative information about the dynamical and equilibrium properties of cell
membrane constituents can help establish a more definite picture about their role in various
biological processes. In most cases this information is embedded in various experimental
observables corresponding to interactions of various rank. Solid-state nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy provides a unique tool for studying different assemblies
including lipid bilayers and integral membrane proteins. In the case of deuterium ("H) NMR,
isotopic substitution of deuterons for the protons of the lipid acyl chains provides a nonperturbing probe of the equilibrium structure and dynamics as manifested in the second-rank
quadrupolar interaction (Bloom et al., 1992). Here the dynamics of the C-'H bonds is related
to fluctuations in the electric field gradient tensor which give rise to the nuclear spin
relaxation; whereas static distributions of bond angles contribute primarily to the spectral
lineshapes within the biological temperature range.

Knowledge of the predominant

mechanism for the "H NMR relaxation makes it possible to investigate dynamical properties
of various systems such as the elasticity, microviscosity, diffusion coefficients, and
correlation times for various motions. These are contained in the theoretical spectral
densities of motion, defined as Fourier transforms of the correlation functions, which can be
derived for a particular model and fitted to the experimental spin-relaxation rates by using
NMR relaxation theory (Abragam, 1961, Bloembergen et al., 1948, Redfield, 1965. Void,
1985, Void, 1994). By contrast, if only fast (on the "H NMR scale) motions are present.
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lineshape analysis yields average (equilibrium) values for bond angles with respect to the
main magnetic field.
In the first part of the present dissertation, the dynamical properties of a
representative phospholipid, l,2-dimyristoyI-5n-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) are
investigated as manifested by "H NMR relaxation. Despite the fact that lipid bilayers have
been studied by "H NMR for a relatively long time (Auger et al.. 1990, Bayerl and Bloom,
1990, Bloom et al., 1992, Bocian and Chan, 1978, Bonmatin et al., 1988, Bonmatin et al.,
1990, Brown, 1996, Brown and Chan, 1996, Brown and Davis, 1981, Brown et al., 1983,
Brown et al., 1990a, Brown et al., 1979, Davis, 1983, Dolainsky et al., 1995, Jarrell et al.,
1988, Kochy and Bayerl, 1993, Mayer et al., 1990, Morrison and Bloom, 1994. Nevzorov
et al., 1997b, Rommel et al., 1988, Seelig and Seelig, 1974, Siminovitch et al., 1985.
Siminovitch et al., 1988, Speyer et al., 1989, Stohrer et al., 1991, Thurmond et al.. 1993.
Trouard et al., 1994, Weisz et al., 1992), the predominant mechanism of the nuclear spin
relaxation in these systems has not yet been revealed with certainty. One reason for this is
that the angular dependence of the relaxation rates for oriented lipid bilayers in the liquidcrystalline state has been typically studied at a single field strength (Bonmatin et al., 1988,
Bonmatin et al., 1990, Brown, 1979, Jarrell et al., 1988, Mayer et al., 1990, Morrison and
Bloom, 1994, Siminovitch etal., 1985, Siminovitch et al., 1988, Speyer et al., 1989, Trouard
et al., 1994); whereas the frequency dispersion of the relaxation rates has been analyzed for
the case of orientational averaging (vesicles and multilamellar dispersions) (Brown and
Davis, 1981, Brown et al., 1983, Brown et al., 1990a, Halle, 1991, Nevzorov et al., 1997b,
Rommel et al., 1988). The results show that interpretations may differ depending on the type
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of sample used, the number of fitting parameters in the model employed, or the viewpoints
of particular investigators. In the present work attempt is made to build a consistent
framework for the interpretation of the broadest range of NMR relaxation data available to
date measured within the MHz range for lipid bilayers.
In the first

Chapter, "H /?,2 frequency dependence of DMPC vesicles and

multilamellar dispersions in the liquid-crystalline state, having specifically "H-labeled acyl
chain positions C3 and C7, has been considered. General theoretical background is presented
including a brief outline of the NMR relaxation theory which relates the experimental
observables, such as spin relaxation rates, to the spectral densities of motions describing the
system dynamics. Various existing models for motions of membrane constituents, which
aim at describing the predominant mechanism for nuclear spin relaxation in lipid bilayers,
are introduced. To further extend the effective frequency range, the "H spin-lattice relaxation
rates have been analyzed in combination with the corresponding '^C /?,2 relaxation rates,
which enabled one for the first time to unify the "H and '-^C relaxation data for lipids in terms
of existing dynamical models for slow order fluctuations. However, analysis of the
relaxation rates only as a function of frequency does not allow one to clearly distinguish
among the various models. Thus in the second Chapter, the frequency dependent data have
been analyzed simultaneously with the orientational anisotropy {i.e. as a function of the
macroscopic sample tilt) of "H /Jj^and

R^ relaxation rates for DMPC-o^ with perdeuterated
Q

acyl chains. Results show that none of the existing models is able to adequately describe
nuclear spin relaxation in lipid bilayers as a function of both frequency and sample
orientation. For instance, a non-collective model describing individual molecular
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reorientations in the presence of a potential of mean torque is able to adequately account for
the orientation dependence; however, the quality of the fits to the frequency dispersion is less
satisfactory. By contrast, a three-dimensional director fluctuation model accounts for the
frequency dispersion for DMPC vesicles, but does not fit the orientation dependence of the
and

RIQ relaxation rates. The above

may mean that a single motional process is

insufficient for a simultaneous description of the spin relaxation rates in lipid bilayers as a
function of both frequency and sample orientation. Thus a new composite membrane
deformation model is proposed, including local fast segmental motions, non-collective
molecular reorientations, and collective membrane excitations, which is able to account for
the nuclear spin-relaxation rates of lipid bilayers in the entire MHz range, thus suggesting
a broad hierarchy of motions detectable with *H NMR spectroscopy.

Quantitative

information about the bilayer dynamics including lipid reorientation rates, degree of
molecular ordering, relative contributions from collective and non-collective motions, and
director-frame spectral densities of motion, has been obtained. In the third Chapter, the
composite membrane deformation model has been used to estimate effect of cholesterol on
the dynamics of DMPC bilayers by comparing the dynamical parameters obtained for pure
DMPC versus those for DMPC bilayers containing cholesterol, which suggests an increase
in bilayer elastic constants and molecular ordering in the latter case. Moreover, formulation
of the composite membrane deformation model involving the residual coupling tensor preaveraged by faster segmental motions allows one to simultaneously fit the relaxation data for
the entire lipid acyl chain. To conclude the first part of the present dissertation. Chapter
Four gives a general discussion of the biophysical significance of the fitting parameters and
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the dynamical models presented herein, as well as their relation to the results of the
molecular dynamics simulations of lipid bilayers.
In the second part, a general "H NMR lineshape simulation method is proposed for
determining equilibrium structural parameters such as bond angles and degree of ordering.
In the case of "H NMR, lineshape analysis allows one to determine the structural information
which is contained in the principal values of the electric field gradient tensor together with
the orientation of its principal axes relative to the external magnetic field. An important
issue is the proper treatment of the three-dimensional distribution around the symmetry axis
(mosaic spread), which has been apparently overlooked in previous contributions (Brandes
et al„ 1988a, Hentschel et al., 1981, Ulrich and Watts, 1993). The above is illustrated by
recovering the classical powder-type pattern as a limiting case which is impossible if the
mosaic spread is not treated properly. A closed-form expression is derived for the case of
"H NMR spectra of uniaxially-oriented samples by applying the convenient closure property
to the transformation of the irreducible components of the coupling tensor to the magnetic
field frame. Various intermediate transformations are introduced, describing the position of
the bond with respect to the symmetry axis, the distribution of the symmetry axis, and the
orientation of the specimen as a whole. The method is applied in the fourth Chapter for the
case of "H NMR spectroscopy of the light-driven proton pump bacteriorhodopsin, an
example of integral membrane proteins. An excellent agreement with the experimental
spectra is obtained for the whole tilt series. Bond angles obtained from the lineshape
simulations can be applied to the molecular modeling of the orientation of the retinal
chromophore due to the light-induced changes related to the mechanism of

transport and
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energy conversion in biological cells. In the fifth Chapter, the spectra of the A-form and Bform of DNA are successfully simulated. A novel Monte Carlo method is used to simulate
"H NMR lineshapes, which becomes an indispensable tool when the geometry of the system
and axial disorder becomes more complicated. Moreover, the correct treatment for DNA
fiber disorder allows one to remove the controversy between X-ray diffraction studies and
previous interpretation from "H NMR spectroscopy (Brandes et al., 1988a) regarding die NaDNA conformations at low humidity.
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PART ONE. DYNAMICS OF LIPID BILAYERS FROM DEUTERIUM NMR
RELAXATION

CHAPTER 1
DYNAMICS OF LIPID BILAYERS FROM ANALYSIS OF

AND "C

RELAXATION DATA AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY AND
TEMPERATURE

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Lipid bilayers comprise the essential structural matrix of biological membranes and
encompass a rich hierarchy of motions including non-collective and collective reorientations
of segments, molecules, and domains (Bloom et al., 1992, Bocian and Chan, 1978, Brown
and Chan, 1996, Brown et al., 1983, Brown et al., 1979, Hubbell and McConnell, 1971.
McConnell, 1976, Pastor et al., 1991, Seelig, 1977, Xu et al., 1996). The underlying
common feature of various approaches aimed at describing reorientations in bilayer lipids
is the calculation, numerical or analytical, of the correlation functions due to segmental,
molecular, and collective motions. In the case of NMR spectroscopy, the second-rank
correlation functions and their Fourier transforms, the irreducible spectral densities of
motion, are of interest (Abragam, 1961). Nuclear spin relaxation theory (Abragam, 1961,
Bloembergen et al., 1948, Bloom et al., 1992, Vega and Pines, 1977, Void, 1985) relates the
irreducible spectral densities corresponding to the fluctuating second-rank couplings to
various macroscopic relaxation observables, including

, and

. Fitting the

theoretical spectral densities to experimental NMR lineshapes and relaxation rates (Void and
Void, 1988) provides a valuable tool for investigating the dynamics of anisotropic liquidcrystalline systems in relation to their material properties, and in the case of lipid membranes
(Trouard et al., 1992), to their biological roles. Yet no general consensus has been achieved
with regard to the predominant mechanisms of nuclear spin relaxation in lipid bilayers.
To critically test various dynamical models for lipid bilayers, one needs to study the
dependence of the relaxation on the (/) segmental ordering, (//) bilayer orientation, {Hi)
frequency (magnetic field strength), and (/v) temperature (Brown, 1996). As a rule, faster
segmental reorientations modulate the static coupling tensor corresponding to the
quadrupolar or dipolar interactions; whereas slower motions can further modulate the
residual coupling. In the latter case, the order fluctuations can be due either to non-collective
molecular reorientations within the mean field of the bilayer (potential of mean torque), or
alternatively, to collective thermal excitations of the bilayer treated as a continuous medium
(Brown, 1982). For macroscopically aligned bilayers, the study of the relaxation rates as a
function of the sample orientation at different frequencies allows one to calculate explicitly
the spectral densities of motion in the frame associated with the normal to the bilayer surface
(director) (Trouard et al., 1992). A combined analysis of the frequency and temperature
dependence of the relaxation rates can give important new knowledge about the predominant
mechanisms of nuclear spin relaxation and their characteristic time scales. This information
can then yield an enhanced understanding of the equilibrium and dynamical properties of
lipid bilayers, which in turn is essential with regard to characterization of the forces leading
to the self-organization of lipids and the biological activities of membranes.
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Current formulations of dynamical models for lipid bilayers include discrete jumps
(Torchia and Szabo, 1982, Wittebort et al., 1987), rotational diffusion (Brown, 1979, Brown,
1982, Halle, 1991, Nordio and Segre, 1979, Szabo, 1984, Trouard et al., 1994), and
collective models describing a continuous spectrum of random fluctuations (Blinc, 1976,
Brown, 1982, Marqusee et al., 1984, Pincus, 1969, Void et al., 1988). More recently
Brownian (Pastor et al., 1988), Langevin (De Loof et al.. 1991), and molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations (Chiu et al., 1995, Pastor and Feller, 1996, Tu et al., 1995, Venable et al..
1993) of lipid assemblies have been carried out. For disaturated phosphatidylcholines in the
liquid-crystalline state the "H NMR relaxation rates are proportional to the square of the
observed order parameter, which reflects pre-averaging of the residual coupling tensor left
over from faster segmental motions, as opposed to modulation of the static electric field
gradient (EFG) tensor due to local dynamics (Brown, 1982, Trouard et al., 1994, Williams
et al., 1985). This observation points to an interpretation in which the relaxation of the
bilayer hydrocarbon region is largely governed by order fluctuations due to slower motions.
By applying the methods of statistical mechanics, one can obtain analytical closed-form
expressions for the correlation functions for various types of stochastic motions, e.g. noncollective molecular reorientations due to rotational diffusion in the presence of a restoring
potential (Nordio and Segre, 1979, Szabo, 1984). Another possibility is to consider
collective excitations of the bilayer, e.g. as described by a flexible surface model involving
two-dimensional thermal director fluctuations (Blinc et al., 1975, Dong, 1994) (splay
collective fluctuations of the normal to a flexible surface), which pertains to a smectic-like
picture of lipid membranes (Marqusee et al., 1984). Alternatively, formulation of the
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collective lipid dynamics involving a three-dimensional membrane deformation model
(Brown, 1982) (splay, twist, and bend deformations) can be considered, which corresponds
to a nematic-like picture (de Gennes and Prost, 1993, Dong, 1994, Pincus, 1969). At first
glance, the former appears more realistic for quasi-two dimensional objects such as
membranes, and in this regard the three-dimensional collective fluctuation model, in which
the finite thickness of the bilayer is included, has been criticized (Halle, 1991. Marqusee et
al., 1984, Rommel et al., 1988). Consideration of collective mechanisms of relaxation has
also been regarded as unnecessary for computer simulations of lipid membranes (Pastor et
al., 1988). In other work (Brown and Soderman, 1990, Halle, 1991, Jarrell et al., 1988,
Speyer et al., 1989, Trouard et al., 1994, Trouard et al., 1992), the approach has been to fit
separately the angular and frequency dependent relaxation data for individual segment
positions of the lipid acyl chains, which has led in some cases to a large discrepancy in the
fitting parameters for the same model. Moreover, the analysis of the dependence of the
relaxation on bilayer orientation (Brown and Soderman, 1990, Trouard et al., 1994) in fluid
lipid membranes has not shown a dramatic change of the relaxation times with the angle
between the bilayer normal and the magnetic field (Brown and Soderman, 1990, Jarrell et al.,
1988, Speyer et al., 1989, Trouard et al., 1994), making it difficult to fit the data uniquely.
Proton ('H) field-cycling NMR techniques (Rommel et al., 1988) have enabled studies over
a very broad frequency range, but have not made it possible to investigate the dynamics of
individual segments; instead, the relaxation arising from the cumulative effect of all the
protons has been observed.
A consistent approach should involve a simultaneous analysis of the broadest
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possible range of relaxation data for the various acyl chain positions (segments) taken at
different orientations of the specimen, frequencies (magnetic field

strengths), and

temperatures. Here the authors have further addressed the question; which motions,
collective or non-collective, predominantly contribute to the "H and '^C NMR relaxation
rates of liquid-crystalline phospholipids in the MHz regime? A relatively broad spectrum
of frequencies has been investigated for vesicles and multilamellar dispersions of 1,2dimyristoyl-5/i-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), ranging from cOQ/Ztc = 2.50 MHz to an
effective value of (cOc +

Q)H)/2tc = 938.7 MHz corresponding to '^C relaxation.

Segmental

and molecular diffusion models as well as director fluctuation models have been fitted
simultaneously to the "H

relaxation data for positions C3 and C7 of the DMPC acyl

chains at different temperatures, and the corresponding '^C /?,2 values have been theoretically
calculated and compared to experiment. For the first time such a complete range of
relaxation data involving a rather broad frequency range, different chain positions,
mechanisms of nuclear relaxation, and temperatures has been analyzed, which has made it
possible to unify the "H and '^C NMR data for lipid bilayers. The results emphasize the
importance of NMR relaxation techniques in providing new knowledge of the structural
dynamics of biological lipid systems.

1.2 NMR RELAXATION AND DYNAMICS
The theory of NMR relaxation (Abragam, 1961, Bloom et al., 1992) gives relationships
between the spectral densities of motion and the observable spin-relaxation rates. Two types
of orientationally-dependent coupling mechanisms of spin-relaxation are considered here:
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the quadrupolar interaction of the deuteron ("H) quadrupole moment with the electric field
gradient (EFG) of its chemical bond, and the magnetic dipolar interaction between a carbon
('^O nuclear spin and its directly bonded proton ('H). In general, the relaxation is due to
fluctuations of the perturbing Hamiltonian which reflect the nature of the motions
predominantly governing the spin relaxation. By applying time-dependent perturbation
theory, expressions for the different spin-relaxation rates can be derived (Abragam and
Pound, 1953. Solomon and Bloembergen, 1956, Void, 1985). In what follows, we shall
employ a unified notation for the dipolar and quadrupolar interactions which is closely
related to that adopted by Haberlen (Haberlen, 1976) and by Spiess (Spiess. 1978).
However, it differs slightly from the classical notation used in the text by Abragam
(Abragam, 1961).

A. Unified representation of the coupling Hamiltonian for magnetic dipolar and electric
quadrupolar interactions
In terms of an irreducible representation for magnetic dipolar and electric quadrupolar
interactions, the Hamiltonian may be expressed as (Brown, 1979, Spiess, 1978)

- q E (-irr^'r V™

.(1.2.1)

m = -2

Here Q is a constant related to the electric quadrupolar (k = Q) or magnetic dipolar (X = D)
coupling {vide infra). The

are the irreducible tensor operators which are given in

terms of the spin angular momentum operators / and

in the laboratory frame by
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,(I.2.2a)

S
j-^2)bb

,(1.2.2b)
.(1.2.2c)

^ 2/5
2 --

For the case of the heteronuclear magnetic dipolar interaction between two spins (A, =
D) I*S , whereas for the homonuclear dipolar coupling or the electric quadrupolar coupling
(A. = Q) I=S. The operators 7^*""'' are independent of time; whereas reorientations of the
C-H bond (segment) render the coupling tensor

time-dependent within the laboratory

frame. As a rule, the fluctuating orientationally-dependent EFG tensor

can be

expressed in terms of the rotational transformation of the irreducible components within the
principal axis system (PAS) to the laboratory frame (Brink and Satchler. 1968) by

.(1.2.3)
s=-l

Clearly, the time-dependence is contained in the Euler angles Q.pi^ describing the
orientation of the PAS associated with a particular C-H bond and, therefore, in the
corresponding Wigner rotation elements D^-^(npJ. Here we use the Rose (Rose, 1957)
convention for body-fixed right-handed rotations together with the Rose (Rose, 1957)
convention for the Wigner rotation matrices. The irreducible components of the coupling
tensor, corresponding to its principal values,

can be written as
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^(2)PAS

—V
2

=

N 9 ^

,(I-2.4a)

^J2)PAS ^ Q

,(L2.4b)

(2)PAS
1, 1 ,
,, , _
Ic _
v:r~ - \(V^-V„) = -is.ni

,(I.2.4c)

:!; 1

where V^, are the principal values of the coupling tensor V which is diagonal in a Cartesian
basis. The coupling parameters for the magnetic dipolar interaction and the electric
quadrupolar interaction are the following: dipolar coupling, CQ = r|o = 0; quadrupolar coupling,

•<

CQ = eQ/2h, 5Q = eq, and T[Q * 0, in general. Here R,^ is the

distance between the '^C and "H nuclei, which is time-averaged in the case of

j, and

are the corresponding magnetogyric ratios; Q is the quadrupolar moment; and eq is the
electric field gradient at the nucleus.
For the special case of rj;, = 0 , the components of the irreducible electric field
gradient in the laboratory frame are, according to Eq. (1.2.3),

^(2„ab ^ ^^,2)PAS ^

^

The latter corresponds to the magnetic dipolar coupling or to an axially symmetric electric
field gradient in the case of the electric quadrupolar interaction, which should be a reasonable
assumption for an aliphatic C-"H bond (sp^ hybridization), for example. In Eq. (1.2.5) the
Euler angles

describe the orientation of the PAS with respect to the laboratory frame.
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By using Eq. (1.2.5), the expression for the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1.2.1), can be rewritten as

H. ' c,vr" E (-1)•
m --2

)TS'^

.(1,2.6)

All of the time-dependence and orientational information is contained in the Wigner rotation
matrix elements D})^'(QpJ —

, /). The closure property of the rotation group can

then be used to express the Wigner elements D'o^XQpi) as a result of different
subtransformations. This allows one to include and examine the effects of local segmental,
molecular, or collective motions on the spectral densities and, therefore, on the dependence
of the relaxation rates on the bilayer orientation, ordering, and frequency (magnetic field
strength).

B. Equation of motion for the density matrix in the interaction picture
To describe the relaxation of the average magnetization of a statistical ensemble of
nuclear spins in the presence of a time-dependent perturbing Hamiltonian, Eq. (1.2.1), it is
convenient to consider the evolution of the density matrix in the interaction picture,

^

-<H,'),p']

.(L.2.7)

In the above expression p is the density matrix, the prime (') implies the corresponding
operator in the interaction picture, the angular brackets denote the time averaging, and the
square brackets designate the commutator (Abragam, 1961). Neglecting the correlation
between the fluctuating coupling Hamiltonian and the density matrix, one can further write.
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up to first order, that (Abragam, 1961)
-V
^ =at
J

Pljc/v

.(1.2.8)

0

It can be shown from the transformation properties of the spin operators
that, in the interaction picture, the irreducible components of the spin operators

and
have

the form (Abragam, 1961),
7,(2)lab,,, ,
K (0

^a)

.(1-2.9)

1

Here

are the characteristic frequencies arising from transformation to the interaction

picture, which can be expressed in general as a linear combination of the resonance
frequencies of the relaxing spin(s). The spin operators

contain the pairwise products

of /z , / ^, and S^,cf. Eqs. (2.2), and are related to the irreducible components of the
T<^2)\ab operators by (Abragam, 1961)
.r(2)Iab _
^(2)
»'
~ 2^ ^ m.if
H

.(1.2.10)

Substituting the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1.2.1), into Eq. (1.2.8) and taking the ensemble average,
one finds that
*

di

Z

nuq
— •»

The correlation functions G„(x) describe describing the overall time-dependent fluctuations
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of the PAS of the coupling tensor with respect to the laboratory frame, and are given by
(Trouard et al., 1994)

G.(r,(3o^)

=^>]) /

Note that for the special case of

.(1.2.12)

= 0, corresponding to an axially symmetric electric

field gradient coupling tensor, the correlation functions are expressed in terms of the
components of ±e Wigner rotation matrix elements D'-'(QpJ as follows from Eq. (1.2.5),
ttatistosay G„(T,p„^) =((D®(Qp,.f»r)-(D£'(Qp,)>l*

- (o£'(Qp^)>]> •

h

the above formula, m = 0, ±1, or ±2 is the projection index, and the elements of the Wigner
rotation matrix are tabulated elsewhere (Brown, 1996). Here the angle

= 9 is explicitly

included to emphasize the dependence on the tilt of the specimen (orientation of the average
director), about which there is cylindrical symmetry, with respect to the external magnetic
field; whereas the overall Euler angles

describe the time-dependent orientation of the

principal axis system (PAS) associated with the C-'H bond relative to the main magnetic
field. Finally, introducing the irreducible spectral densities of motion as the Fourier
transforms of the orientational correlation functions, one obtains

^=
or

where

^

E
m = ' 2 {f

,(1.2.13)
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' ^Dl)

J
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-
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ax

.(1.2.14)

Eq. (1.2.13) can then be used to calculate the relaxation times for the average (observable)
value of any operator A by using the relation

(A)=Tr(p'A)

.(I.2.I5)

According to Eq. (1.2.13), in general the observable relaxation rates may be written as a
linear combination of the irreducible spectral densities of motion in a spherical basis. The
coefficients of this expansion can be calculated from the double commutators, and reflect the
specific nature of the interaction. All the frequency and orientational information is,
therefore, contained in the irreducible spectral densities of motion.

C. Macroscopic relaxation observables
Use of Eq. (1.2.13) makes it possible to obtain relationships between the observable
spin relaxation rates and the spectral densities of the motions that predominantly contribute
to the relaxation. Transforming the irreducible spin operators

, Eq. (1.2.2), into the

interaction picture and computing the double commutators in Eq. (1.2.13), one obtains for
the relaxation rate of the Zeeman order, viz. (4), in the case of the quadrupolar interaction
that (Brown, 1979, Void, 1985, Void and Void, 1977)

.(1.2.16)
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Here

Xq = e-qQ/h = 170 kHz is the static quadrupoiar constant, and co ^is the deuterium

Larmor frequency. Likewise, the relaxation of the quadrupoiar order of the quadrupoiar
interaction, f.e. relaxation of the quantity

, is given by

-/.("d'PD/.)

.(1.2.17)

Finally, the expression for the Zeeman relaxation rate of the '^C spin under conditions of
proton decoupling becomes

- CO^, PoJ +

' PD£.)

^"c' Pdl)

,(1.2.18)

i.e. in the absence of cross-correlation between the two neighboring protons (Werbelow and
Grant, 1975), and with the same definition of the spectral densities 7^(0), PoJ. Here Nf, =
2 for methylene groups;

XD = YhYc^

) is the static dipolar coupling constant averaged

over faster vibrational motions; and the ratio of the Larmor frequencies of the proton and
carbon is 0)^/

= 3.975. The vibrationally-averaged distance between the '^C and 'H

nuclei in a C-H bond is assumed to be (r^H "

= 1.14 A (Brown, 1984b, Soderman,

1986).

D. General orientation dependence of the spectral densities in the case of continuous
axialiy-symmetric motions
To separate the frequency dependence of the laboratory-frame spectral densities of
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motion J„{(0,

PDJ

from their orientation dependence

one can expand the overall

transformation of the EFG tensor to the laboratory frame by using the closure property of the
Wigner rotation matrices (Brink and Satchler, 1968, Brown, 1996), leading to
2
~ S2
P--2

.(1.2.19)

The Euler angles Qpo(r) transform the EFG coupling tensor to the frame associated with the
average director and contain the time dependence; whereas the angles

Qdl describe the static

orientation of the sample with respect to the laboratory frame. Substituting Eq. (1.2.19) into
Eq. (1.2.12) and Fourier transforming, the relation between the spectral densities in the
laboratory frame and the frame of the bilayer normal (director), in the case of axially
symmetric molecules and an axially symmetric distribution about the director axis, can be
written as (Barbara et al., 1983, Halle, 1991)

.(1.2.20)

In the above general expression co is the angular frequency and

is the angle at which the

sample is tilted relative to the main magnetic field. Only the reduced Wigner matrix
elements

where n, m = 0, ±1, and ±2, are retained to emphasize the angular

dependence solely on PQJ. . The director-frame spectral densities Jf'iGi), where p = 0, 1,2,
are given by
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(") =f;'-t) - (D;"(Q,o)>1* [D;-'(npo: r > - (D®(Q,o)>l)^ -•"'dv .(1.2.21)

Here the symmetry property of the reduced Wigner matrix elements, i.e. cfo'pCPpo»= (-1V
<^o-p(Ppo' 0, has been used, leading to three different values of the director-frame spectral
densities. Equation (1.2.20) can be further rewritten in terms of even-rank Legendre
polynomials P,(cos poJ, wherej = 0,2, and 4, by using the Clebsch-Gordan series expansion
as discussed in detail by Brown (1982) and Trouard et al. (1992, 1994). This yields the
following general orientational dependence of the laboratory-frame spectral densities, cf. also
Morrison and Bloom (1994),

E

E (2-6po)Cp'Vl^V/cosPo^)/;"'(a))

/J=0,l.2 y=0,2.4
where the coefficients

and

,(1.2.22)

are related to the Wigner 3-y symbols (Trouard et al.,

1994). It should be emphasized that at this level the analysis is relatively model-free, apart
from the assumption of a stationary Markov process and the specific symmetry of the
problem corresponding to the molecular structure as well as the phase of interest. Therefore,
any model-dependent assumptions are contained in the interpretation of the director-frame
spectral densities. For example, in the case of a strong-collisional approximation, the latter
can be written in terms of mean-squared amplitudes and reduced spectral densities (Brown,
1979, Brown, 1982) as
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yf(u) = [(|D®(Qpo)|=)-

where the reduced spectral densitiesyo'^C^po'

,(1.2.23)

Lorentzians with correlation times

.

Note that Eq. (1.2.23) does not refer to any specific type of motion, nor the orientation of
the coupling tensor with respect to the long molecular axis; the latter can result in a spectrum
of correlation times for the overall director-frame spectral density

rather than a single

correlation time x^. Despite its "model-independent" features, Eq. (1.2.23) is probably not
suitable for description of the complicated membrane dynamics and a more detailed
motional process, which cannot be described by a single-Lorentzian approximation for each
of the three director-frame spectral densities, may need to be considered (vide supra).
We turn now to the mathematical and physical description of specific motional
models. The non-collective models are formulated in terms of the full treatment of rotational
diffusion in the presence of a potential of mean torque (fiill diffusion model), as well as using
a strong-collisional (symmetric top) approximation which simplifies the final results
(simplified diffusion model). By fitting the models to the relaxation data, it is shown that
the two approaches yield a comparable quality of the fits; thus the spectral densities given
by the non-collective models are not strongly sensitive to the form of the orienting potential
within the time and frequency scales considered (Brown, 1982).
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1.3

NON-COLLECTIVE

DIFFUSION

MODELS

FOR

ROTATIONS

OF

MEMBRANE CONSTITUENTS
A. Segmental motions
Segmental diffusion. According to Eqs. (1.2.3) and (1.2.6), all the orientational and
dynamic information is contained in the Wigner rotation matrix elements

One can,

however, further separate the time-dependent part (containing the dynamic information) from
the time-independent part (containing the information about the average structure, including
the average orientations of bonds, domains, and the specimen as a whole) in the D\l\QpiJ
by introducing various intermediate transformations (Fig. 1.1). In general, the matrix
elements

can be represented as a sum of the products of the corresponding Wigner

rotation matrices according to the well-known closure property of the rotation group (Brink
and Satchler, 1968). In the simplest case of segmental isomerizations modeled as diffusion,
there are three transformations involved, cf part (a) of Fig. 1.1. First, the fixed
transformation from the principal axis system (PAS) to the intermediate system, associated
with the corresponding lipid chain segment, is described by the Euler angles Qp,. For the
case of methylene groups, the z-axis of the internal frame is taken as the normal to the H-C-H
plane, and, therefore, it may be assumed that Pp, = 90°.

Second, the time-dependent

transformation corresponding to the small-step diffusive motion of the segment with respect
to the bilayer director frame is described by the Euler angles Q/o(r). The final rotational
transformation involves the fixed angles

(not shown), which describe the orientation of

the average director n^ of the specimen as a whole with respect to the laboratory frame.
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a) segmental difiusion

b) molecular diffusion

c) collective director fluctuations

Figure 1.1. Models used to characterize dynamics of bilayer lipids: (a) segmental diffusion
model; (b) molecular diffusion model; (c) collective director fluctuations described by
flexible surface model or membrane deformation model. Various intermediate frames are
used to treat the relaxation of the '^C or "H nuclei of a lipid segment, due to magnetic dipolar
or electric quadrupolar interactions, respectively. The overall transformation from the
principal axis system (PAS) to the director frame (corresponding to the bilayer normal) is
depicted as a sequence of subtransformations for the various models by using the closure
property of the rotation group (cf. text). The transformations for the various motional models
are either fixed, pre-averaged, or time-dependent as indicated in the figure. In part (c) only
the splay deformation is depicted for illustrative purposes.
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associated with the main external magnetic field Bp.
Using the generalized approach of Brown (1982), treatment of the segmental
isomerizations in terms of rotational diffusion gives the following result for the spectral
densities, referred to as the full segmental model (full model 1) (Trouard et al., 1994, Trouard
et al., 1992),

= E E I dS'

^[D'X

"

(^w)]I '

\/6

(l D® (Q„)|-) - I (d® (Q„)) I

I of (CioL>

(1.3.1)
Here the mean-squared reorientational amplitudes are denoted by (| D*^"^(C2,o) I-)
-1

I * 5^5^. For a non-collective diffusion model, the correlation functions and

spectral densities refer to an individual segment within the potential of mean torque of the
bilayer, and are independent of the size of the system. This is analogous to considering a
canonical ensemble in which the angular brackets ( ) refer to a time or ensemble average
(ergodic hypothesis) (vide infra). The reduced spectral densitiesco) are Lorentzians
with correlation times T

,

JMd '") = ,
.
1 + (WT^„)-

.(1.3.2)
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For the general case of anisotropic rotational diffusion, the expression for the correlation
times

is

,(1.3.3)

where the parameters

arise from the solution of the generalized diffusion equation in the

presence of a potential of mean torque (Nordio and Segre, 1979, Szabo, 1984, Trouard et al.,
1994); and ti^ = D^/D is the anisotropy of the rotational diffusion tensor D. However, it has
been shown that the 'H NMR relaxation is not strongly sensitive to the form of the restoring
potential (Brown, 1982, Trouard et al., 1994, Void and Void, 1988, Void and Void, 1991).
For the purposes of illustration, let us use the strong-collisional approximation
(Nordio and Segre, 1979) [referred to as the simplified segmental diffusion model (I)] to
express the results in closed form. Neglecting the potential one has

— 6, so that

which are independent of the third rotational Euler angle y,D (the symmetric top limit),
leading to

j'ln^^lD

^ •3-4)

Hence there are three different reduced spectral densities (r = 0, 1, 2). Moreover, for the case
of systems such as vesicles and random multilamellar dispersions (Brown and Davis, 1981)
which possess spherical symmetry, one can average the last transformation in Eq. (1.3.1)
leading to vanishing of the projection index m; thus !d„^^^(QQ^) I" —( Id„'^'(QQ^) I") =

7 .
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Now the yV(a)) are independent of the index n, so that one can further use the identity
53 l^rn'(^/o)l" = 1 to simplify Eq. (1.3.1) for the case of an axially symmetric residual
n

coupling tensor

= 0). This yields

/(CO) = l [ l D i - ' ( Q ^ , ) | - ( l - l(Di-\Q,o))i-)yo(co) -

5

.(1.3.5)
+ 2 |D(;f(Q^,)|-y,(o)) + 21

)|-y,(co)]

Let us next assume that Pp, = 90° (the angle between the C-H bond and the z-axis of the
internal segmental frame), which is appropriate for methylene groups, leading to

7(o,)=±[(l- |(D(;o->(Q,^))|^)yo((o) Oy^co)]

.(I.3.6)

The value of the second-rank order parameter (Dj5'(Q,o)) is found from the experimentally
determined "H NMR residual quadrupolar splitting,

~

.(1.3.7)

Here the observed order parameter 5CD is given by

•^CD

~ (^00

" -^00 (^p/) (^00

~ ~^

,(1.3.8)

which may be readily obtained by using the closure property and applying axial averaging
about the macroscopic bilayer normal (director). Thus, given a symmetric top approximation
in which ^p, = 90°, the orientationally-averaged spectral density in the case of segmental
motions can be written as a weighted sum of two Lorentzians,

•/(w) = ^

1 - 4 S^- ]j^i03) * 3 7,(0))}

.(1.3.9)

It is noteworthy that the above formula includes two fitting parameters, namely TQ and x,.
In the more complete treatment, the mean-squared reorientational amplitudes
(I

I-> can be obtained using a Clebsch-Gordan series expansion of the order

parameters

where7=1, ...4, which can be expressed in terms of the Boltzmann

distribution in a potential C/(P,o). Assuming a potential of mean torque, i.e.
I^„(cosp,o), where X is taken as positive and
using Eq. (1.3.3) for the relaxation times t

= -

P„(cosP,D) is a Legendre polynomial,

and

one has again two effective fitting parameters,

viz. £>, and D . Both the simplified and full segmental diffusion models will be used as
discussed later.
Discrete local jumps.

As an alternative, random segmental or molecular

reorientations can be treated in terms of discrete jumps (Speyer et al., 1989, Torchia and
Szabo, 1982, Wittebort et al., 1987) for which the "model-free" Eq. (1.2.20) should be
modified to account for the non-diagonal terms (Torchia and Szabo, 1982). In the case of
nearest-neighbor jumps among A/^quivalent sites on the rim of a cone, the following result
is obtained (Torchia and Szabo, 1982)

~

n-'On'O

where Qpp = [0,

^

,

(

1

, Y/.o(0)]- In the above formula

.

3

.

1

0

^

)

; to) are Lorentzians with
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correlation times given by (Torchia and Szabo, 1982) I /T^ „ = 4A:sin-|^^|,

in which k

is the jump rate and n = n'(mod N). In the case of three-site jumps, which would be
appropriate for methyl groups, the model predicts a single correlation time 1/t„ „ _ l/t = 3fc,
as given by Eq. (1.3.3). However, it has been shown in earlier work (Nevzorov and Brown,
1997) that spectral densities with a single correlation time do not fit the experimental
frequency dispersion for vesicles and multilamellar dispersions. Moreover, relatively short
correlation times for the segmental or molecular jumps, which occur on the sub-nanosecond
time scale (Speyer et al., 1989), would result in little or no frequency dependence of the "H
relaxation rates within the MHz range (extreme narrowing limit).

However, a

pronounced frequency dispersion is observed in the case of vesicles and multilamellar
dispersions (Brown and Davis, 1981, Brown etal., 1983, Brown etal., 1990a). Consequently
it seems doubtful whether a jump model alone can account for the experimental frequency
behavior of the "H

relaxation rates of bilayer lipids in the fluid state within the entire

MHz range.
Other approaches for calculating correlation functions for fast motions of the lipid
constituents can also be considered. These included more detailed treatments of the internal
lipid chain dynamics (Cassol et al., 1993, Ferrarini et al., 1989), models involving the
stochastic Liouville-von Neumann equation (Schneider and Freed, 1989, Stohrer et al.,
1991), as well as Brownian (Pastor et al., 1988), Langevin (De Loof et al., 1991), and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Alper et al., 1993, Chiu et al., 1995, Pastor and
Feller, 1996, Tu et al., 1995, Venable et al., 1993). In all of the above cases rapid local
motions of the lipids are primarily investigated, which may be superimposed on slower
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molecular or collective reorientations {vide infra).

B. Molecular diffusion model
So far only the local motions of the separate segments have been treated, and the
flexible molecule as a whole has not been explicitly taken into account. Certainly motion
of the molecule does occur, but one can expect that it takes place on a longer time scale. The
molecular motions can be considered within the mean-field picture as small-step
reorientations in the presence of a potential of mean torque; an average moment of inertia
tensor for the entire molecule is assumed. The transformations needed to describe the
spectral densities are shown in part (b) of Fig. l.l. The first set of Euler angles Qpi(t)
pertains to transformation of the static EFG tensor from the PAS to the intermediate frame;
the second fixed set
set

transforms the residual EFG tensor to the molecular frame; the third

corresponds to the time-dependent orientation of the molecule with respect to the

bilayer normal (director); and finally,

(not shown) performs the fourth transformation

from the fixed director frame to the laboratory frame (Brown, 1982, Trouard et al., 1994).
In calculating the spectral densities, one approach is to assume that the faster local segmental
motions and slower molecular motions are statistically independent. One can then take the
above statistical independence or time scale separation into consideration, and use a simple
product approximation for the relevant second-rank order parameters, that is to say S*"' =
. where 5}-' = (D^'(Qp,))D^'(Q,j^,) =
generalized approach (Brown, 1982) then gives

and 5'/' = (D^'(a„o)>. The
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<f

"

X [(|0® ®«d)I') - I

\J6
(Qmd)) I V- ]

I

'

.(IJ.ll)
which is referred to as the full molecular diffusion model (full model H). In Eq. (1.3. II)
is the asymmetry parameter of the residual EFG tensor which is modulated by faster
segmental motions ( B r o w na n dSoderman, 1990,Trouarde tal., 1994); (
|(

i

I

~

)!"5^ 6^ denotes the mean-squared reorientational amplitudes; and

are the reduced spectral densities for molecular diffusion with correlation times given by
1/T^„ =

+ ("HQ -\)q-'\D (Nordio and Segre, 1979, Szabo, 1984, Trouard et al., 1994).

Note the analogy to Eq. (1.3.1) upon replacing the static coupling parameters by residual
coupling parameters (Brown, 1982, Trouard et al., 1994).
As in the case of the segmental diffusion model, Eq. (1.3.1), one can use the
symmetric top approximation and invoke the spherical averaging over all orientations. This
simplifies Eq. (1.3.11), in the case of an axially-symmetric residual coupling tensor

=

0), to

m =7
5

- KD£'(n„D)>l')y„(0)) »
.(1.3.12)
» 2 lD®(£2,„)|=y,(G)) » 2 lD®(Q,„)|-y,(«)]

designated herein as the simplified molecular diffusion model (simplified model II).
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Equation (1.3.12) is analogous to Eq. (1.3.5) for the case of segmental diffusion, in which
the reduced spectral densities jXa) are the counterparts of those defined in Eq. (1.3.4). As
can be seen, the simplified molecular diffusion model gives in general a linear combination
of three Lorentzians. Holding constant (3,^^ = 90° (average perpendicular orientation of
internal z-axis with respect to the long molecular axis) yields two Lorentzians; hence one gets
for the simplified molecular diffusion model that

7(0))

|<D^'(Q^,))|-[(1- l(Z)TO'(QvfD))l")yo(") ^37,(0))]

.(1.3.13)

The above expression is analogous or isomorphous to the simplified segmental diffusion
model, Eq, (3.6); whereas assuming

= 0° gives just a single Lorentzian. Now the

observed order parameter determined from the "H NMR quadrupolar splitting, Eq. (1.3.7),
is given for the case of

= 0 by

,(1.3.14)

where 5*/' = (D^'(Qp,)) and 5*,*' =

are the fast and slow order parameters,

respectively {vide supra). Expressing the Wigner matrices via the corresponding order
parameters then yields

.(1.3.15)
5
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Therefore, the orientation of the residual coupling tensor with respect to the lipid axis can
have an appreciable effect on the spectral density. Note that the overall motion of a lipid
molecule (segment) can be decomposed into two motions: rocking in the presence of the
potential, the joiOi) term, and rocking plus rotation about the longer molecular (segmental)
axis, i.e. wobbling, as included in the y,(Q)) and

terms. The simplified molecular

diffusion model thus includes a total of three fitting parameters, viz 5*/' = (D{5'(QvfD)), to, and
T,.

In the fiill treatment of the molecular diffusion model (II), the mean-squared

reorientational amplimdes (||*) -|( D^-^(QvfD) )|"5^ 5^ can be expressed in terms
of the order parameters

= 1, 2, 3,4 by using the Clebsch-Gordan

series expansion as discussed by Trouard et al. (1994). These, in turn, can be found from the
Boltzmann distribution in terms of the potential of mean torque

TZ

f ^ ooCP wd) exp[
> =

sinP^o

^

.(1.3.16)

jf exp[ -U(^^^)/kT] sinWD
0

The potential (/(P,v/o) can be chosen as U(^nfp) = -

P/cosP^Q),

where /'^(cosP^Q) is a

Legendre polynomial (Zannoni, 1985), so that the full treatment of the molecular diffusion
model has a total of three fitting parameters, viz. A., Dj, and D . The cases of both n = 1 (odd
potential) and n = 2 (even potential of the Mayer-Saupe form), as well as both the simplified
and complete treatment of the molecular diffusion, will be used and discussed later.
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C. Comparison of diffusion models
At this juncture, one can draw a general conclusion about the non-collective diffusion
models. Namely, they yield expressions for the spectral density as a sum of Lx)rentzians,
corresponding to a discrete spectrum of correlation times. The correlation functions in the
presence of orientational averaging (vesicles, multilamellar dispersions) are given, in the case
of the segmental and molecular diffusion models, respectively, by the Fourier transforms of
Eqs. (1.3.1) and (1.3.11). One obtains for the simplified segmental difftision model (I) in the
case of (3p, = 90° that

,(1.3.17)

and for the simplified molecular diffusion model (11), in the case of (3,^, = 90° that

.(1.3.18)

For heuristic purposes, the simplified expressions, resulting from the symmetric top
approximation with the perpendicular orientation of the coupling tensor, are given here.
Clearly, the correlation functions should decay to zero, as follows from its definition, Eq.
(1.2.12). The initial values of the correlation functions for the segmental diffusion model (t
= 0) are given by G(0) = - [ 1 C(0) =

with S}->

]; whereas for the molecular diffusion model these are
.

One should note that Eq. (1.3.18), describing the correlation function given by the
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molecular diffusion model (II), is in agreement with other more general expressions
proposed in earlier work (Brown, 1982). It has been suggested that the spectral density is
scaled by the square of the segmental order parameter, viz. S^', which includes the preaveraged mean-squared amplitudes due to the faster local segmental motions (Williams et
al., 1985). In contrast, the simpler segmental diffusion model (I) does not yield such a
dependence. It is also noteworthy that the molecular diffusion model should be able to
describe simultaneously the relaxation of segments of the whole acyl chain with the same
values for the fitting parameters; whereas the segmental model has different parameter
values for the various acyl positions (Trouard et al., 1994).
corresponding to slow motions,

The order parameter

contains information about the mean-squared amplitudes

of fluctuations, while the correlation times

are related to the diffusion tensor of the

molecule (segment) and the mean-field potential in which the molecule (segment) undergoes
hindered rotational diffusion.
In addition, more detailed treatments have been proposed (Brown, 1982, Halle, 1991,
Rommel et al., 1988), which include contributions from other motions, e.g. vesicle tumbling
and internal motions, by adding them in the resulting expression for the observable relaxation
rates assuming statistically independent processes.

For example, neglecting cross-

correlations, the Zeeman (spin-lattice) relaxation rate can be expressed as (Trouard et al.,
1994)

=

Here

•(1.3.18)

is due to the faster internal motions, e.g. as given by the segmental diffusion (model
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I), and

corresponds to the molecular diffusion model (II), Eq. (1.3. II). The third term

accounts for an additional slow motional processes such as vesicle tumbling or lipid
lateral diffusion, and is described by a single Lorentzian with correlation time

which can

be calculated from the spectral linewidths. The effect of including these terms in the noncollective models will be discussed in the subsequent sections of this and subsequent
Chapters.

1.4 COLLECTIVE MODELS FOR BILAYER FLUCTUATIONS
Up to now we have taken into account only non-collective diffusion-type models for
individual constituents of the lipid membrane. Let us go a step up in the hierarchy of
motions, and examine collective fluctuations such as thermal excitations of the domains
within the bilayer. Given a continuous spectrum of such excitations which undergo damped,
first-order relaxation, one can formally write the spectral density as

,(1.4.1)
'mm

where

and

are the upper and lower cutoffs for the distribution of correlation times.

The transformations used to describe the collective excitations, formulated within a
continuum approximation as director fluctuations, are depicted in part (c) of Fig. 1.1. The
first set of Euler angles

(not shown) corresponds to transformation of the EFG tensor

from the PAS to the instantaneous director frame for a given lipid domain; the second set
Qjvo(r) describes the time-dependent orientation of the domain with respect to the average
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director frame; finally, the third set

(not shown) performs the fixed transformation from

the director frame to the laboratory frame (Brown, 1982, Trouard et al., 1994). For a
collective model, the correlation functions and spectral densities pertain to a continuous
distribution of excitation modes, which depends on the size of the system. This is analogous
to a grand canonical ensemble, in which a variable number of excitations is considered. In
this case angular brackets ( ) are used for the configurational average at a given point r;
whereas the spatial averaging over the system is indicated by a horizontal bar ~. Assuming
that the flucoiations are statistically independent, the observed order parameter is given by
5<-> =

. In terms of the generalized approach (Brown, 1982),

and further assuming small-angle fluctuations of the bilayer normal (director), then only the
Wigner rotation matrix elements are considered. The expression for the
correlation function becomes (Brown, 1982, Trouard et al., 1994)

~

/I =£l

^

) ^On

H

~

.(1.4.2)

After Fourier transformation, the spectral densities are

-'.(w) •

- E [-'"Vr I
n =±l •>

!=

.(1.4.3)
In a small-angle approximation (Freed, 1977, Ukleja et al., 1976), one can further relate the
Wigner rotation matrices to the vector displacement of the bilayer normal (Brown, 1982)
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^PyvD^*"' ^^^)PiVD(r'

exp{±/[Y^^(r, r + T)-Y^o(r. r)]})

= — (6ii*(r, r+T)6n(r, t ) )

,(1.4.4)

2

where the vector 5n(r, /) indicates the deviation of the bilayer normal from its equilibrium
position at point r and at time t.
It is convenient to write the correlation function for director fluctuations, spatially
averaged over the liquid-crystalline sample, in terms of the corresponding Fourier transform.
Assuming first-order relaxation of the excitation modes, 5n(q, t) with correlation times t^,
and using Parseval's theorem, one can express the correlation function as an integral over
the q-space, corresponding to the wavevectors of the thermal fluctuations (Brown, 1982,
Pincus, 1969, Ukleja et al., 1976)

.(1.4.5)
Here d is the dimensionality of the space which depends on the number of deformation
modes considered by the model, and 8n(q,r) is the Fourier transform of 5n(r,r) given by

.(1.4.6)

The choice of the zero lower limit in Eq. (1.4.5) corresponds to neglecting the edge
effects (sample of infinite size), while the infinite upper limit neglects the cutoff for the
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wavevectors reciprocal to the average segmental dimensions (Brown, 1982, Ukleja et al.,
1976). These limits are assumed to fall outside of the frequency range of interest, and thus
do not appreciably influence the measured relaxation rates.
Now the deformation free energy of a liquid crystal can be expressed in the q-space
as a bilinear form in the wavevectors q (de Gennes and Prost, 1993, Stephen and Straley,
1974)

.(1.4.7)

The AT, are the elastic constants in each direction of the wavevector components

, 5n„(q)

is the absolute value of the deviation of the normal from its average position in the Fourier
q-space, a is the polarization of an excitation corresponding to two uncoupled modes, i.e.
splay plus bend and twist plus bend (Dong, 1994), and Vis the sample volume. Replacing
the time-averaging by ensemble averaging (ergodic hypothesis) in Eq. (1.4.5) and applying
the equipartition theorem to the modes in q-space where the deformation energy is quadratic,
we find the mean-squared amplitudes.

,(1.4.8)

where
d
m-tK-.qf
I =I

.(1.4.9)
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The correlation times are given by (de Gennes and Prost, 1993)

\ = JL
£:(q)

,(IA10)

where r\ is the bilayer viscosity; it is assumed that the correlation times do not depend on the
polarization of an excitation.
Substituting Eqs. (1.4.4), (1.4.5), (1.4.8), and (1.4.10) into Eq. (1.4.3), one obtains
for the spectral density that

io

=I
-OC

.(1.4.11)
It should be emphasized that the angular dependence, contained in the terms |

J|

reflects the small-angle approximation used to derive Eq. (1.4.11). Next, assuming that the
integral over q with infinite limits exists at all x, one can exchange the order of integration
with respect to q and t, yielding

(Inr T] J [£(q)/rij- + co"

By making the substitution

— CD

«= ^ i

', where / = 1,... d, we obtain as a final result that

•/.M = 6|<D®(Q,^))p-^/
'
d - q ' E | D ® ( Q o , ) P .(1.4.13)
(271)''T1
J [£(q')/Tl]-^-l
" = ^1
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Clearly the integral in Eq. (1.4.13) is independent of frequency given that the integration is
performed over infinite q'- space. In the case of collective fluctuations the observed order
parameter for small-amplitude fluctuations can be written as
As can be seen, a square-law functional dependence of the "H R\z and

relaxation rates

on the order parameter 5^' is predicted by the model for the entire chain including both the
methylene and methyl groups as discussed above.
Equation (1.4.13) may be applied to a broad range of physical systems. It is
noteworthy that the characteristic frequency dependence does not change even if the elastic
constants are different for the various deformation modes, since Eq. (1.4.13) is a general
result for any bilinear form of the free energy. The frequency dependence of the NMR
relaxation rates can thus be indicative of the types of collective fluctuations that occur in a
liquid crystal. The dimensionality d indicates the number of deformation types that can occur
in the system. For example, the case of J = 1 corresponds to undulations of one-dimensional
systems, including polymeric chains and biopolymers such as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).
Eq. (1.4.13) yields in the one dimensional case an

dependence and can be compared

to earlier analogous conclusions (Allison et al., 1982). The case of d= 2, including splay
deformation modes only (Dong, 1994) (twist modes are neglected due to the relatively large
values of the corresponding elastic constants), pertains to a smectic-like picture of a lipid
bilayer (Blinc et al., 1975, Marqusee et al., 1984) and is referred to herein as the flexible
surface model (model IE). In the case of vesicles and multilamellar dispersions (powder-type
samples), the projection index m vanishes due to vesicle tumbling and/or translationallyinduced rotations of the lipids over the curved membrane surface, and Eq. (1.4.13) leads to
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y(0))=ScD—

.(1.4.14)

CO

Finally, a three dimensional treatment {d = 3) corresponds to a nematic-Iike picture of
the lipid bilayer interior (Brown, 1982) including splay, twist, and bend modes (Dong. 1994),
and is designated as the membrane deformation model (IV). Equation (1.4.13) yields then
an co*"^ dependence, and the expression for the spectral density can be simply rewritten as

71/( A\) ) =cI C D^
—

.(I.4.I5)

Analogously to the molecular diffusion model (ET), the expressions for the spectral density
given by the collective fluctuation models, Eqs. (1.4.14) and (1.4.15), are scaled by the order
parameter squared, which makes it possible to describe simultaneously the relaxation data
from different segments along the acyl chains. The fitting coefficients D 'and D correspond
to the integral in Eq. (1.4.13), and contain the macroscopic parameters characterizing the
membrane such as the viscosity rj and elasticity constant K. In the case of the simplest oneelastic approximation for

= 2, the explicit form for the coefficient D' is (Marqusee et al.,

1984)
D' = -

kT
.(1.4.16)

whereas the expression for D becomes (Brown, 1982, Trouard et al., 1994, Ukleja et al.,
1976)
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D =5

kT
i ^ a f -\ 2J

.(1.4.17)

As described above, the correlation functions for the flexible surface model (2-D director
fluctuations; model HI) and the membrane deformation model (3-D director fluctuations;
model rV) are the Fourier transform partners of the spectral densities /(oo). For instance,
after taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (1.4.13), the correlation function for model IV can
be written as

"^CD D
G{x)=-^—
\I2tz \JX

.(1.4.18)

The above corresponds to the asymptotic behavior of the correlation function for 3-D
collective fluctuations at longer times (t» 10

s), since the equipartition theorem used to

derive Eq. (1.4.13) implies that hoD« kT (classical limit), where co is the Larmor frequency.
This fact, however, has only minor consequences within the frequency range presently
accessible by NMR, which allows one to detect relatively slow motions on a time scale »
10"'° s. Moreover, Eqs. (1.4.14) and (1.4.15) include just one fitting parameter, D' or D,
which already distinguishes them from the previous non-collective models. Recently a more
extensive treatment of director fluctuations in lamellar fluid membrane phases has been
presented which treats the effects of elastic distortions on the nuclear spin relaxation rates
at lower frequencies (Halle, 1994, Halle and Gustafsson, 1997). It has been previously
argued (Brown et al., 1986, Brown et al., 1983, Brown et al., 1990a) that only the case of
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d = 2) accounts for the frequency dispersion of the relaxation rates for phospholipid vesicles
(Model IV) in the MHz range; whereas at much lower frequencies other regimes including
d = 1, may influence the relaxation (Halle and Gustafsson. 1997, Rommel et al., 1988,
Stohrer et al., 1991).
Formulations of the director fluctuations up to quadratic order have been also
proposed (Faber, 1977, Void et al., 1988) for the case of J = 3, yielding the following
expression (Void et al., 1988)

3iX/kT)

HX/kT)

I

iX/kT)
co

c

In the above expression X/ kT=kTq^. / lirK, and qj^ = Kq^ / "q is the cutoff frequency, where
K designates the macroscopic elastic constant for the bilayer, r[ is the bilayer viscosity, and
is the upper cutoff for the director excitation modes. The slow order parameter is given
(Void et al., 1988) by S*,"' = 1 -3X/ kT and the cutoff function M(X) is (Freed, 1977)

u{x) = 1 + — In
Iti

,.

^

,(1.4.20)

where x = O) / O)^ < 1. Note that in comparison with Eq. (1.4.13), which takes into account
only linear-order director fluctuations, Eq. (1.4.19) includes additional terms containing
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which also influence the dependence on the sample tilt angle
Eq. (1.3.8) also predicts the square-law dependence on the observed order parameter 5CD . and
the second term of Eq. (1.3.8) linear in k/kT yields Eq. (1.4.13) as a limiting case if co «co^.
The effect of these higher-order terms on the nuclear spin relaxation of lipid bilayers will be
discussed in the next Chapter.

1.5 ANALYSIS OF 'H AND "C /e,^ FREQUENCY DISPERSION FOR DMPC
VESICLES AND MULTILAMELLAR DISPERSIONS
To investigate the contribution of different types of motions to the frequency
dispersion of NMR relaxation rates, "H /?,zdata for vesicles of DMPC specifically deuterated
at positions C3 and C7 of the lipid acyl chains (Brown et al., 1990a) and 'H /?,z and R

IQ data

for DMPC-<i54 multilamellar dispersions (Trouard, 1992) have been analyzed in conjunction
with natural abundance '^C NMR/?,z rates for DMPC vesicles (Williams, 1987). From the
values of the "H NMR quadrupolar splittings for multilamellar dispersions of DMPC-<i54
with perdeuterated acyl chains (Dodd, 1987, Trouard, 1992), one can determine the
orientational order parameters, •^CD- For the C3 and C7 segments these are, respectively,
0.209 and 0.190 at 30 °C; 0.200 and 0.186 at 40 "C; and 0.181 and 0.168 at 50 °C (Dodd,
1987, Trouard, 1992). By contrast, in vesicles, due to the fast motional averaging on the
NMR scale the residual quadrupolar splittings are averaged to zero. The '^C /?,z relaxation
rates (Zeeman order of magnetic dipolar interaction) were measured by using the inversion
recovery technique under conditions of proton decoupling. The '^C inversion recovery curves
can be described satisfactorily by a single relaxation time, which allows one to neglect the
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possible influences of cross correlations involving the protons in methylene groups
(Werbelow and Grant, 1975).
Equations (1.2.16)-( 1.2.18) provide a basis for testing different dynamical models
for description of both the '^C and "H NMR data involving different types of relaxation
mechanisms. It should be noted that in vesicles or multilamellar dispersions, orientational
averaging of the relaxation results in vanishing of the projection index m on account of the
spherical symmetry (Brown and Davis, 1981); there is no unique direction so that 7^(0)) —
UjSa)) = /(CO). One can therefore average the last transformation in the general expression.
Eq. (1.2.20), leading to vanishing of the projection index m; that is to say
—~ 7

(Brown and Davis, 1981).

Similarly, more specific

formulations including segmental diffusion model (I), Eq. (1.3.1), molecular diffusion model
(II), Eq. (1.3.11), or models for collective fluctuations (EH and IV), Eq. (1.4.13), will contain
no orientation dependence in this case.
As follows from the isomorphism of the coupling Hamiltonians, both the quadrupolar
("H) and dipolar ('^C) relaxation rates for a given segment can be expressed in terms of the
same spectral densities of motion. Due to the presence of terms such as /(C0;,+ cOc), the '^C
relaxation rates include the spectral densities at much higher frequencies than in the case of
the "H relaxation rates (Brown, 1984b, Poupkoetal., 1980, Void et al., 1978). For example,
a model fitted to the

R^2 relaxation rates within the range 2.50 - 95.3 MHz should be able

to predict the '^C relaxation data at substantially higher effective frequencies, up to ((0;,+
0)C)/2k MHz. Of course, one could start by fitting '^C

data to a particular model and then
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try to predict ttie 'H relaxation rates, or fit the observable quantities simultaneously. Either
approach is subject to the data availability and data reduction involved. In the present
Chapter, the first approach has been chosen. Namely, first the "H relaxation data have been
fitted to various models, including non-collective segmental diffusion and molecular
diffusion models and collective two-dimensional and three-dimensional director fluctuation
models.

Then the '^C relaxation rates have been calculated and compared to the

experimental values at six different frequencies for positions C3 and C7 of die phospholipid
acyl chains.
Theoretical spectral densities for the various models, given by Eqs. (1.3.1), (1.3.9),
(1.3.11), (1.3.15), (1.4.14), and (1.4.15), were fit simultaneously to the "H ^,2 data
corresponding to the C3 and C7 acyl chain segments, using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm, and then tested for their ability to predict the experimental '^C R^2 data by using
Eq. (1.2.18). The fits were weighted by the inverse standard deviation squared (Bevington,
1969). Both the simplified and complete diffusion models were used including potentials
of mean torque having odd or even parity, and the effect of including vesicle tumbling in the
non-collective model, cf. Eq. (1.3.18), was studied (Brown et al., 1990a, Halle, 1991). In the
latter case, the "H and '^C /?,z data for segments C3 and C7 were fit simultaneously by using
Eq. (1.3.18) with an odd potential of mean torque, i.e.

= - A.,P,(cosp^,o)-

An additional aspect is that the values of the orientationally-averaged spectral
densities of motion /(co) were explicitly calculated at different frequencies from the
experimentalanddata at 40 °C. As follows from the expressions for/?,z and/?,Q,
Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17), one can determine not only the value of the spectral density at a
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given Larmor frequency cOQ, but also its value at 2q)O. This extends the effective frequency
range up to 191 MHz in the case of

NMR. All the available R^

Q data (Trouard, 1992)

have been measured at 40 "C. Thus, to obtain additional /?,z values at 40 °C, the 30 ° and 50
°C data were interpolated by assuming an Arrhenius temperature dependence, which is
obeyed within acceptable accuracy for the "H NMR relaxation rates (Brown et al.. 1979).
This involves some propagation of errors, but may still be used for illustration of the
experimental frequency dispersion of the spectral densities and relaxation rates at 40 °C.
From the results of fitting the relaxation data, theoretical correlation functions were
calculated for the non-collective molecular diffusion and 3-D collective fluctuation models,
by Fourier transforming Eq. (1.3.11) and using Eq. (1.4.18).

A. Data analysis for segment C3 of DMPC in the liquid-crystalline state at 30 "C
A relatively broad range of frequency- and temperature-dependent relaxation data for
lipid bilayers in the liquid crystalline state has been considered in this research. As can be
seen from Fig. 1.2, the experimental

/?,z relaxation rates decrease smoothly and

monotonically with increasing frequency over the entire range studied (Brown et al., 1990a).
This characteristic frequency dependence of the relaxation appears to be a general feature of
the dynamics of lipid bilayers in the liquid crystalline state (Brown, 1982, Brown and Davis,
1981, Brown et al., 1983, Brown et al., 1990a). The NMR frequency range presently
available does not allow one to detect any leveling off of the

relaxation rates at either low

or high frequencies, e.g. as seen in the case of surfactant micelles (Soderman and Olsson,
1996). In addition. Fig. 1.2 shows a comparison of the theoretical fits to the simplified
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Figure 1.2. Theoretical fits of "H spin-lattice relaxation rates (/?,z) for vesicles of 1,2 [3", 3'-H] DMPC, i.e. deuterated at the C3 segment of both acyl chains, as a function of frequency
(magnetic field strength), in the liquid crystalline state at 30 °C (•). The "H
data (Table
A.I) are fitted to a simplified isotropic segmental diffusion model (
; fitting parameters:
Dj =£), = 1.48 ±0.04 X 10's '); a simplified anisotropic segmental diffusion model(
• -; D = 3.49 ± 1.42 X 10^ s"', D, = 1.75 ± 0.04 x 10's"'); a simplified isotropic molecular
diffusion model (
; D, = D = 1.86 ± 0.33 x 10® s"'; 5*,"' = 0.860 ± 0.027); and a
simplified anisotropic molecular diffusion model (
; D = 2.53 ± 0.28 x 10's ',
=
5,31 ± 0.42 x 10® s"', Sf' = 0.715 ± 0.015). Note that the "H
relaxation rates of the lipid
acyl chain segments cannot be fit by either an isotropic or anisotropic segmental diffusion
model (I), or by an isotropic molecular diffusion model (H) having a single Lorentzian.
However, the anisotropic molecular diffusion model (II) in its simplified form fits the data
fairly well, except at the lower frequencies (cf. the text).
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segmental diffusion model (I) and the molecular diffusion model (II). Both an isotropic and
anisotropic rotational difflision tensor has been considered in each case. First, the diffusion
asymmetry parameter has been held fixed at a value of
in the simplified treatment with
secondly the case of

= 1 (isotropic diffusion), which

„ = 6 corresponds to a single correlation time, and

> I (anisotropic diffusion) has been considered, yielding in general

three correlation times. It can be seen that the data are not described by a single Lorentzian,
neither in the case of segmental diffusion, nor in the case of molecular diffusion. Note that
the segmental diffusion model fails to describe the "H R^2 data for both the isotropic and
anisotropic cases, cf. Fig. 1.2. The anisotropic molecular diffusion model (II) in its
simplified form accounts for the data to within experimental error, except at lower
frequencies (< 10 MHz).
A major aspect of this Chapter involves the unification of independently obtained '^C
and "H relaxation rates for vesicles and multilamellar dispersions by fitting the data to
different dynamic models (Brown, 1984b). The effective frequency range has been expanded
by considering additional '^C

data, obtained for vesicles of DMPC (Table A.HI), in

conjunction with the "H NMR data. Figure 1.3 shows the effect of the orientation of the
residual coupling tensor on the ability of the molecular diffusion model (II) to fit the "H
data and predict the independent '^C R^2 data for the case of an axially symmetric residual
EFG tensor (r|x'^ = 0). It should be emphasized that the curves in part (b) of Fig. 1.3 are not
fits to data points, but rather predictions of the experimental '^C /?,z data using the 'H /?,z
fitting parameters. For heuristic purposes, the simplified molecular diffusion model has been
used, Eq. (1.3.12); it is shown later that the full treatment gives essentially same results.
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Figure 1.3. Theoretical fits of "H/?,2 data for 1,2 [3', 3'-*H] DMPC vesicles (#), part (a), and
prediction of '^C
natural abundance data corresponding to C3 segment of vesicles of
DMPC (•), part (b), in the liquid crystalline state at 30 °C. Fits of the "H and '^C /?iz data
(Tables A.I and A.IH) are shown to the simplified anisotropic molecular diffusion model (H)
as a function of orientation of the residual coupling tensor with respect to the intermediate
frame: P,;i, = 0°(
; fitting parameters: D, = 1.86 ±0.33 x 10^ s ', 5*/' = 0.430 ±0.014),
=45° (
;D = 3.68 ±0.29 X 10V',D,= 1.36±0.08 x 10'°s-',5l-' =0.658 ±
0.0I0),p,^ = 90°(
Id_=2.53±0.28 X 10's"', D, = 5.31 ±0.42 x I0S-',5i-' =0.715
± 0.015), and |3,^ being a free parameter [
;
(optimal) = 80.2 ° ± 22.5°, Dj= 2.23 ±
0.38 X 10's"', Z)j = 7.62 ± 0.18 x 10" s"', 5*/' = 0.735 ± 0.028]. The one-Lorentzian model
with
fixed at 0° is clearly unsuccessful in fitting the 'H
data, part (a); whereas the
three-Lorentzian model with
held constant at 45° fails to predict the '^C data at higher
frequencies, part (b). The simplified two-Lorentzian molecular diffusion model (P,,v^ = 90°)
fits the data almost equivalently to the three-Lorentzian model having
as a free parameter.
Consequently, the choice of a perpendicular orientation of the residual coupling tensor with
respect to the long molecular axis appears plausible.
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As follows from Eq. (1.3.12), the number of terms in the spectral density function
depends on the orientation of the residual coupling tensor given by the value of
should note that the choice of

First one

= 0 ° yields one Lorentzian (Brown and Soderman, 1990)

and does not fit the frequency-dependent data at all (Fig. 1.3). Another assumption would
be a perpendicular orientation of the residual coupling tensor with respect to the long
molecular axis, i.e.

= 90°. This leads, in the symmetric top approximation, to a sum of

two Lorentzians, cf. Eq. (1.3.15), and yields satisfactory fits to the data, cf. Fig. 1.3. An
intermediate value of
of the fit to the

= 45° gives a sum of three Lorentzians, and results in equal quality
data, but a worse prediction of the '^C

It is noteworthy that letting

vary as a free parameter yields

data at higher frequencies.
= 80.2 °. which implies an

orientation of the residual coupling tensor nearly perpendicular to the molecular long axis.
However, the low-frequency dispersion is incompletely described by the molecular diffusion
model (II), which may be due to the presence of additional types of motions. For example,
inclusion of vesicle tumbling or translational lipid diffusion over their curved surfaces
(which are stochastically equivalent) in the spectral density of motion may account for part
of the low frequency dispersion (< 10 MHz) (Halle, 1991) {vide infra).
Figure 1.4 shows the results of fitting the "H

data and prediction of the '^C R^^

data for the collective models, viz. the flexible surface model (DI) and the membrane
deformation model (IV), which consider 2-D and 3-D director fluctuations, respectively.
As can be seen, the flexible surface model (2-D) fits neither the "H
the

values nor predicts

/?,2 data; whereas the membrane deformation model (3-D) describes both the 'H and
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Figure 1.4. Theoretical fits of "H /?,2data for vesicles of 1,2 [3', 3'-"H] DMPC (•), part (a),
and prediction of '^C
natural abundance data corresponding to C3 segment of vesicles of
DMPC (•), part (b), in the liquid crystalline state at 30 °C. The
and '^C /?,z data (Tables
A.I and A.IH) are fitted to the flexible surface model (2-D collective fluctuations;
:
fitting parameter D '= 0.557 ± 0.039) and the membrane deformation model (3-D collective
flucmations;
; D = 2.51 ±0.02 x 10'^ s ""^). The 2-D flexible surface model (HI) fails
to describe the "H NMR data and predict the '^C NMR data; whereas the 3-D membrane
deformation model (IV) accounts for the data to within the applicable experimental accuracy.
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'^C /?iz values to within the experimental accuracy. To recapitulate at this point, the segmental
diffusion model (I) and the flexible surface model (2-D collective fluctuations; HI) fail
completely to fit the data. The data analysis for one segment at one temperature shows
that both the molecular diffusion model (II) and the membrane deformation model (3-D
collective fluctuations; model IV) describe the "H and '^C relaxation data comparably well in
the frequency range > 10 MHz. Additional slower motions need to be included in the noncollective molecular diffusion model to account for the low-frequency dispersion of the
relaxation rates. In contrast, the 3-D collective fluctuation model, which considers a broader
spectmm of correlation times, describes the low-frequency data within the applicable accuracy
without the need for more fitting parameters.

B. Simultaneous data analysis for segments C3 and C7 of DMPC at different temperatures
Moreover, simultaneous fitting of the relaxation rates corresponding to different segments
at various temperatures can give further insights regarding the applicability of the various
dynamical models. In contrast to Section 1.5A, the full treatment of the diffusion models has
been used, Eqs. (1.3.1) and (1.3.11), with different potentials of mean torque, e.g. odd versus
even parity (Halle, 1991,Trouardetal., 1994, Trouardetal., 1992). Previous work has indicated
that the diffusion models are relatively insensitive to the form of the potential of mean torque
(Brown, 1982, Void and Void, 1988), including whether a strong collisional (symmetric top)
approximation is made for the correlation times (Brown, 1982, Brown, 1990). Theoretical fits
of the four dynamic models to the experimental "H spin-lattice relaxation rates for both segments
C3 and C7 of the DMPC acyl chains at 30 °C are shown in parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 1.5; the fitting
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parameters are summarized in Table A.V. Comparison of Figs. 1.3 and 1.5 reveals that the full
diffusion models fit the data essentially the same as their simplified formulations given in terms
of two Lorentzians (symmetric top approximation), Eqs. (1.3.9) and (1.3.15). The quality of the
fits does not depend appreciably on the parity of the potential of mean torque as pointed out by
Trouard et al. (1994), i.e.

= ~ ^t^i(cosp^,o) versus C/(P^o) = - Ao/',(cosP^,o)' which

results in only sightly different values for the fitting parameters, cf. Table A.V. Thus, the noncollective diffusion models are relatively insensitive to the explicit form of the orienting potential
(Brown, 1982). Parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 1.5 shows that the models corresponding to segmental
motions and two-dimensional director fluctuations fail to describe the "H /?,z relaxation rates for
the C3 and C7 segments of DMPC, thus reinforcing the conclusions of Section 1.5 A. At higher
frequencies, the segmental diffusion model (I) predicts a nearly constant value for the relaxation
rates; while the flexible surface model (2-D director fluctuations; model HI) does not fit the data
at all. In contrast, the collective membrane deformation model (3-D director fluctuations; model
IV) follows well the general behavior of the experimental values and requires only a single fitting
parameter, cf. Eq. (1.4.15). The abilities of each model to predict theoretically the experimental
'^C relaxation rates are presented in parts (c) and (d) of Fig. 1.5 for segments C3 and C7, the
latter corresponding to the (CH,)^ resonance of DMPC, respectively. Again, the molecular
diffusion model (II) and the membrane deformation model (IV) best predict the '^C /?iz data. Fig.
1.6 shows a similar comparison of the fits to the four models at 50 °C, for segments C3 and C7
of DMPC vesicles. Here the membrane deformation model (IV) fits the 'H NMR data less
satisfactorily than in Fig. 1.5; whereas the molecular diffusion model (II) predicts '^C
that are too low at the higher frequencies.

values
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Figure 1.5. Summary of results of fitting the "H /?,z relaxation rates for vesicles of 1,2 [3",
3'--H] DMPC and I,2[7', 7'--H] DMPC (•), parts (a) and (b), and prediction of '^C
natural abundance data corresponding to the C3 and C7 segments of DMPC vesicles (•),
parts (c) and (d), in the liquid crystalline state at 30 °C. Full segmental diffusion model (•
); full molecular diffusion model (
); 2-D flexible surface model (
);
and the 3-D membrane deformation model (
). The data are included in Tables A.Iin, and the fitting parameters are given in Table A.V. Both the molecular diffusion model
(II) and the 3-D director fluctuation model (IV) fit the "H /?|2 data and predict the '^C
data to within experimental error; whereas the other models deviate substantially. The
quality of the fits to the diffusion models does not depend significantly on whether the fiill
or simplified treatment is used, nor on the form of the potential of mean torque. The
membrane deformation model (3-D fluctuations; model IV) predicts the "H and '^C
data
over the entire frequency range with the fewest adjustable parameters.
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Figure 1.6. Summary of results of fitting the "H
relaxation rates of 1,2 [3", 3'-"H] DMPC
and 1,2 [7', 7'-"H] DMPC vesicles (•), parts (a) and (b), and prediction of '^C
natural
abundance data corresponding to the C3 and C7 segments of DMPC vesicles (•), parts (c)
and (d), in the liquid crystalline state at 50 °C. Full segmental diffusion model (
);
full molecular diffusion model (
); 2-D flexible surface model (
); and the 3D membrane deformation model (
). The data are presented in Tables A.I-III, and the
fitting parameters are included in Table A.V. As in Fig. 1.5, the molecular diffusion model
(II) and membrane deformation model (3-D fluctuations; model IV) fit the "H R^z data and
predict the '^C /?,2 data more accurately than the segmental diffusion model (I) and flexible
surface model (2-D fluctuations; model IH).
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Yet another important observation is that according to the fitting results in Table A.V,
the temperature behavior of the parameters given by the molecular diffusion model is
physically unrealistic, since the values of the diffusion coefficients D, and D decrease as
temperature increases. Moreover, the molecular diffusion model (IT) results in an increase
of the molecular ordering with temperature given by the slow order parameter 5*,"' =
(Dm(Q„o)), cf. Table A.V. Therefore, even though the molecular diffiision model II and the
membrane deformation model (IV) appear to describe the data equally well in the frequency
range > 10 MHz, the former gives an unrealistic temperature behavior of the fitting
parameters. The same final fitting parameters have been obtained by using vastly different
starting values, and, therefore, this behavior does not reflect local minima in the values of
chi-squared. To address the undesirable non-physical temperature dependence of the fitting
parameters, the influence of additional slow motions, e.g. due to vesicle rotational diffusion
(tumbling), was included in the non-collective molecular diffusion model, assuming an odd
potential of mean torque. Figure 1.7 shows the results of simultaneous fits of the full model
(H) to the "H and

/?,z data for segments C3 and C7 of the DMPC acyl chains. One

approach is to directly estimate the contribution from such slower motions by using the
experimentally measured parameters reported in the literature (Brown et al., 1990a). For
instance, taking the values for the coefficient of translational self-diffusion (Kuo and Wade,
1979, Lindblom and Oradd, 1994) Dj= 3 x 10"'" m" s"'; viscosity of water r| = 797.7 (iPa s;
T = 303 K; and the vesicle radius r^^ = 12.5 nm, the rotational correlation time for vesicle
tumbling

can

l/T^gj = 3/: r/4 71

be

calculated
+6

from

the

Einstein-Stokes

expression

, and is equal to 1.32 x 10"^ s. Forthecaseof
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Figure 1.7. Effect of including an additional slow motional term on fits of the fiill molecular
diffusion model (II) to the "H and '^C
relaxation dispersion for vesicles of DMPC in the
liquid crystalline state at 30 °C (•) and 50 °C (•). The -H /?,z relaxation rates for 1,2 [3",
3'--H] DMPC and 1,2 [7', 7'-"H] DMPC are shown in parts (a) and (b), and predictions of '^C
/?,z natural abundance data corresponding to the C3 and C7 segments in parts (c) and (d). The
data are included in Tables A.I-IV, and the effective correlation times and fitting parameters
are given in Tables A.IV and A.V. Inclusion of an additional slow motion, e.g. due to the
vesicle tumbling, in the non-collective molecular diffusion model improves the quality of the
fit and eliminates the non-physical dependence of the fitting parameters as a function of
temperature {cf. the text).
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unrestricted isotropic diffusion, the contribution from vesicle tumbling is estimated to be R^2
= 21.0 s"' at 2.50 MHz, the lowest value studied. At higher frequencies, even smaller values
are found. Therefore, according to this approach the vesicle tumbling has only a minimal
contribution to the

relaxation rates, as calculated from the literature data, even at low

frequencies where the experimental *H R^2 values are about 200 s"', cf. Fig. 1.2. An
alternative approach (Halle, 1991) is to directly calculate the effective correlation time

for

slow motions, such as vesicle tumbling, by using the relation between the spectral linewidth
and

the

transverse

relaxation

time

given

by

the

formula

i?2("H) = -j7r-x2)^(0) =:^7t~Xo'5cD"\ (Table A.IV). This yields substantially shorter
correlation times

than those obtained from the literature values for vesicle tumbling, cf.

Table A.V, and results in a larger contribution to the deuterium spin-lattice relaxation rates
at lower frequencies (Halle, 1991). By using the latter approach (Halle, 1991), Eq. (1.3.18)
was used to fit both the "H and '^C

data; the fitting parameters are summarized in Table

A.V . The value of Rl^', corresponding to fast internal motions, could not be determined
within an applicable accuracy from the fit, and, therefore it has been held fixed at zero
(Trouard et al., 1994). As can be seen from Fig. 1.7 and Table A.V, in addition to the
improved quality of the fit at frequencies < 10 MHz by including additional slow motions,
e.g. vesicle tumbling, the physically unrealistic temperature dependence of the diffusion
coefficients and segmental ordering is eliminated. Thus, inclusion of the "H NMR lineshape
data for DMPC vesicles (Table A.IV) improves the physical consistency of the non-collective
molecular diffusion model (Halle, 1991). On the other hand, the relatively large discrepancy
between the vesicle tumbling correlation times obtained from the literature values and those
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determined from die lineshapes (Table A.IV) makes it difficult to conclude whedier the
relaxation at low frequencies is indeed due to the vesicle tumbling, or to some other slow
motional process.

C. Orientationally averaged spectral densities of motion for segments C3 and C7 of
DMPC
As mentioned above, given the values of R,z and

one can directly calculate the

values of the spectral densities of motion /(to) and J(2(0) by using Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17)
in the case of spherical orientational averaging (vesicles, multilamellar dispersions). As a
new aspect of die current research, the values of the spectral densities have been explicitly
calculated from the "H /?,2 and R^

Q data for DMPC at 40 °C within the frequency range of

C0D/2ji = 7.50 MHz to C0O/27C = 191 MHz (Fig. 1.8). As follows from the expressions for
/?,2and/?,g, Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17), one can determine not only the value of the spectral
density at a given Larmor frequency cOQ, but also its value at 2o)p. This extends the effective
frequency range up to 191 MHz in the case of 'H NMR. All the available
(Trouard, 1992) have been measured at 40 °C. Thus, to obtain additional

data

values at 40

°C, the 30 " and 50 "C data were interpolated by assuming an Arrhenius temperature
dependence, which is obeyed within acceptable accuracy for the "H NMR relaxation rates
(Brown et al., 1979). This involves some propagation of errors, but may still be used for
illustration of the experimental frequency dispersion of the spectral densities and relaxation
rates at 40 °C. The data correspond well to the theoretical spectral densities previously
obtained from fitting the "H i?iz experimental values directly, albeit with less data reduction
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b) 'H rates for C7

c) spectral densities for C3

d) spectral densities for C7
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Figure 1.8. Fitting of various dynamic models to the *H R^2 relaxation rates for 1,2 [3', 3'"H] DMPC and 1,2 [7', 7'--H] DMPC (•), parts (a) and (b), and calculated orientationallyaveraged spectral densities of motion, /(O)), in the liquid crystalline state at 40 °C (•). Full
segmental diffusion model (•-•-•-); full molecular diffusion model (
); 2-D
flexible surface model (
); and the 3-D membrane deformation model (
). The
data are summarized in Tables A.I-in, and the fitting parameters are included in Table A.V.
Orientationally-averaged spectral densities /(to) and 7(20)) were calculated directly from the
"H R^2 and R^Q data by using Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17), and compared to the theoretical
spectral densities obtained from the fits to the 'H /?,z data. The molecular diffusion model
(E) and the 3-D membrane deformation model (IV) describe best the behavior of the spectral
densities of motion.
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(Table A.V). Here again, the molecular diffusion model (H) and the membrane deformation
model (3-D director fluctuations; model IV) best describe the spectral densities of motion
calculated from die experinnental "H /Jj^and /?,g rates. Due to the significant data reduction
involved in obtaining the values of /(CO) and /(20), the above results cannot be considered
as an independent conclusion. However, this approach can be followed up in future studies.

D. Correlation functions for non-collective and collective models
Finally, the orientationally-averaged theoretical correlation functions obtained from
the results of fitting the various dynamical models to NMR observables are presented in Fig.
1.9. The full molecular diffusion model (H) yields a relatively slow decay rate of the
correlation function which is a consequence of the relatively small molecular diffusion
coefficients, cf. Table A.V. By contrast, the correlation functions for the membrane
deformation model (3-D director fluctuations; model IV) exhibit a relatively fast decay
within the first 1(X) ps, which is the result of a t

dependence due to the broad continuous

spectrum of excitations considered by the model, Eq. (1.4.18). Although the molecular
diffusion model and the 3-D director fluctuation model yield spectral densities which
describe the '^C and "H Ri^ data as a function of frequency comparably well, as can be seen
fi-om Fig. 1.9, their correlation functions (the Fourier transforms of the spectral densities) are
rather different. Nonetheless, the curves approach each other at times longer than 10"' s, i.e.
in the time scale reciprocal to the frequency range in which the models are fitted. Since the
value of

corresponding to fast internal motions cannot be determined unambiguously

from the fits, it is impossible to quantify any initial decay of the correlation function in the
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Figure 1.9. Orientaiionally-averaged correlation functions for the acyl C3 and CI segments
of DMPC in the liquid-crystalline state, calculated at 30, 40, and 50 °C, in parts(a)-(c),
respectively. The full molecular diffusion model for the C3 (
) and the C7 (
) acyl positions shows a relatively slow decay since only the hindered molecular rotation is
considered, viz. the additional faster decay due to internal motions is not included. By
contrast, the 3-D collective model for the C3 (
) and the C7 (
) acyl positions
yields a significant decay of the correlation function within several tens of picoseconds. The
value of
in Eq. (1.3.18) due to fast internal motions cannot be determined from the fits
to the "H
data within an applicable accuracy, and thus it is not included in either case.
Note that the correlation functions given by the two models approach each other at times
>100 ps.
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case of the non-collective molecular diffusion model (H). The correlation functions given
by the membrane deformation model (IV) are comparable to the results of recent molecular
dynamics

simulations, which also show a significant decay within several tens of

picoseconds (Venable et al., 1993).

1.6 CONCLUSIONS
In the present Chapter,

major features of the nuclear spin relaxation in lipid

membranes are investigated by considering a broad specuiim of frequency- and temperaturedependent "H and 'C NMR relaxation data in the MHz range.

A representative

phospholipid, DMPC, has been studied in the liquid crystalline phase, including different
positions in the acyl chains for both unilamellar vesicles and multilamellar dispersions. In
the case of "H and '^C NMR, the nuclear spin-relaxation is due to orientational fluctuations
of the coupling tensor corresponding to the quadrupolar or dipolar interactions, respectively.
These fluctuations can originate from relatively fast local motions, such as trans-gauche
rotational isomerizations, and low-frequency torsional oscillations of the lipid acyl chains,
glycerol backbone, and polar head groups. Alternatively, slower motions may be important,
including hindered rotational diffusion of the flexible lipid molecules within the bilayer, and
collective deformations of the membrane treated as a continuous medium. Dynamical
models involving non-collective and collective fluctuations have been treated in closed form,
and used to fit the "H and '^C

relaxation rates of DMPC bilayers as a function of

frequency (magnetic field strength).
independent "H and '^C

An important aspect is that one can unify the

data for lipid bilayers in the liquid-crystalline state in terms of
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the corresponding spectral densities of motion. Thus, knowledge of the "H /?,2 relaxation
rates enables one to predict the '^C

relaxation rates for the same acyl chain segment and

vice versa in terms of an appropriate motional model.

A. Model-free aspects
A general conclusion is that the frequency dependence of the "H and '^C
relaxation rates does not originate from local motions alone, which modulate the static
coupling tensor (Brown et al., 1979). Rather, the predominant contribution in the MHz range
arises from slower motions that modulate the residual coupling tensor remaining or left over
from the local motions (Brown, 1982, Brown and Chan, 1996, Trouard et al., 1994. Williams
et al., 1985). It is important to recognize that the mean-squared amplitudes and correlation
times of the motions that predominantly influence the relaxation and associated spectral
densities may in fact correspond to physically different types of motions. For example, the
relaxation can include a contribution from fast motions of a local namre that pre-average the
coupling tensor to residual values, which in turn are further modulated by additional slower
motions of larger amplitude (Brown, 1982, Brown and Chan, 1996, Trouard et al., 1994).
The conuibutions of these faster and slower motions to the observed NMR relaxation rates
can be inherently different; they both influence the relaxation but in characteristically
different ways. Namely, the mean-squared amplitudes reflect the pre-averaging due to fast
local motions, and include the further averaging over the slower time scale; whereas the
motional correlation times are determined by the slower motions alone within the MHz
frequency range. (Statistical independence is assumed together with time-scale separation
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of the fast and slow motions.) Hence, the local motions affect the relaxation through their
influence on the residual coupling parameters, corresponding to the motional mean-squared
amplitudes, and not on the correlation times as previously discussed (Brown et al., 1979).
Moreover, the local mean-squared amplitudes can vary as a function of position in the lipid
molecule as described by the well-known order parameter (5QJ) profiles along the acyl chains
(Brown, 1996, Seelig, 1977); whereas the correlation times due to the slow motions are most
likely similar or identical for the different segment positions of the phospholipid molecules
within the bilayer. As a consequence, the variation in the relaxation rates along the acyl
chains is governed mainly via the mean-squared amplitudes due to local motions, such as
trans-gauche acyl chain isomerizations, which reflect the equilibrium properties on a short
time-scale. On the other hand, the correlation times are due to the slower motions, which
manifest the dynamics over the longer time-scale (Brown, 1982).

B. Physical features of non-collective and collective models for lipid membrane
dynamics
In this Chapter the following question has been addressed: can one determine from
the analysis of the frequency dispersion only what is the nature of the motions that
predominantly govern nuclear spin relaxation of membrane lipid bilayers in the MHz range?
Four different motional models have been considered: (/) a formulation of local motions in
terms of a segmental diffusion model (alternatively, jump models for rotational
isomerizations can be considered) (model I); and three formulations for the slower motions,
viz. (ii) 2. molecular diffusion model for non-collective motions of the flexible lipids relative
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to the potential of mean torque of the bilayer (mean-field picture; model H), (iii) a simple
flexible surface model for collective 2-D fluctuations of the membrane (smectic-like picture;
model m), and finally (zv) a membrane deformation model for collective 3-D fluctuations of
the bilayer (nematic-like picture; model IV). The diffusion models are characterized by a
discrete spectmm of correlation times; whereas the collective models encompass a
continuum of elastic bilayer disturbances. Both the non-collective molecular diffusion model
(II) and the three-dimensional membrane deformation model (IV) describe die relaxation data
for particular acyl chain positions (segments) at a given temperature; whereas the segmental
diffusion model (I) and the two-dimensional flexible surface model (EI) do not fit the data
at all. In addition, the asymptotic behavior of the correlation functions for the C3 and C7
acyl chain segments has been obtained for both the non-collective molecular diffusion model
(II) and alternatively the 3-D collective fluctuation model (TV).
First let us consider the non-collective models which give rise

to a sum of

Lorentzians, corresponding to a discrete spectrum of correlation times, due to treatment of
the segmental isomerizations or molecular reorientations as a diffusion process.

As

discussed above, the segmental diffusion model (I) (Brown et al., 1979) can be essentially
ruled out based on the results of the fits to the present data. This indicates the need for a
dynamical model in which both internal motions and overall motion are explicitly treated
(Brown, 1979, Brown, 1982). One possibility is to consider a mo/ecM/ar diffusion model (II)
for the reorientations of the lipid molecules within the potential of mean torque of the bilayer
(Brown, 1982). Such model is formally analogous to the segmental diffusion model in which
the residual coupling parameters replace the static values; collective modes are not treated
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explicitly, but rather a potential of mean torque (mean-field picture) is introduced. The
flexible lipid molecules are assumed to reorient analogously to a rigid rotor, such that the
moments of inertia are averaged over the time scale of the faster segmental motions.
Although the degree of entanglement of the chains may in fact vary rather significantly as a
function of depth in the bilayer, an effective or average rotational diffusion tensor for the
entire molecule is assumed. The non-collective diffusion model is analogous to the dynamic
cage model of Freed and co-workers (Xu et al., 1996), in which the various chain modes are
considered in terms of restricted local diffusion of the acyl segments, together with the
overall rotational diffusion of the lipids within the bilayer. As a rule, the molecular diffusion
model (II) is able to fit

the major features of the relaxation to a good degree of

approximation.
To examine the molecular diffusion model (H) in more detail, simultaneous analysis
of the data for different segments and temperatures has been carried out. The results show
that if only the contribution from the non-collective molecular diffusion is considered, then
a physically unrealistic temperature dependence of the fitting parameters is obtained, such
as decreased diffusion rates and increased ordering with temperature. This is independent
of the choice of the potential of mean torque, or whether an additional constant term due to
fast internal motions is included. However, by including a contribution from an additional
slow motional process such as vesicle tumbling or lipid lateral diffiasion, one can eliminate
this undesirable temperature behavior of the fitting parameters, and improve the fit at
frequencies < 10 MHz. In addition, the quality of the fits to the molecular diffusion model
does not depend strongly on the potential parity, i.e. whether an odd potential,

=-
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X-iPiCcosPji^o)' or sven potential,

= - ^P^CcosPA^O), is used, or whether the strong

collisional (symmetric top) approximation is employed. It follows that the model is
relatively insensitive to the form of the orienting potential, as concluded earlier (Brown,
1982, Void and Void, 1988, Void and Void, 1991).
Let us next turn to the collective fluctuation models, which formally approximate the
bilayer as a continuous medium having director excitation modes that decay as first-order
relaxation processes (Brown, 1982, de Gennes and Prost, 1993, Pincus, 1969, Ukleja et al.,
1976). In the case of the flexible surface model (2-D director fluctuations; model III) splay
deformations are principally involved which yield an co ' frequency dependence (Blinc et
al., 1975, Dong, 1994, Marqusee et al., 1984). On the other hand, the membrane deformation
model (3-D director fluctuations; model IV) formally considers three deformation modes, i.e.
splay, twist, and bend, and is analogous to the treatment of a nematic liquid crystal which
results in an co

dependence (Brown. 1982, de Gennes and Prost. 1993, Pincus, 1969).

Whereas the diffusion models yield an infinite but discrete spectrum of correlation times,
corresponding to the eigenvalues of the diffusion operator, the collective models are given
by an integral expression, Eq. (1.4.1), which encompasses a continuous distribution of
correlation times. The distribution of correlation times for the various q-modes WixJ —
W{x^) can be obtained for the case of 3-D director fluctuations by assuming a single elastic
constant K and expressing the wavevector amplitudes q in terms of the correlation times
cf. Eqs. (1.4.8) - (1.4.10). By using Eq. (1.4.1) it can be seen that Wix^) has a T
dependence. The divergence of W(x^) at short correlation times can be explained by the
assumption of infinite upper limits for the director excitation modes, as implicitly used in
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applying the equipartition theorem to the thermal excitation amplitudes, Eq. (1.4.8).
However, including the cutoffs would require the use of a Fourier series expansion, instead
of an integral as in Eq. (1.4.5), which would make it mathematically difficult to obtain results
in closed form. The O)'

dependence obtained within the MHz frequency range may be a

special case of a model described by a more complicated, yet continuous, distribution of
correlation times (Void and Void, 1987).
Note that the molecular diffusion model (IT) is characterized by a relatively large
number of parameters that introduce a greater number of degrees of freedom into the
analysis. By contrast, the membrane deformation model (IV) is much more stringent in this
regard, yet it is also successful in fitting the relaxation data for bilayer lipids as a function of
frequency. To summarize at this point, based on statistical considerations alone, the
membrane deformation model (3-D fluctuations; model IV) is favored, since it accounts for
the-Hand

relaxation data with a single adjustable parameter (the reduced chi-squared

(Bevington, 1969) is smallest). On the other hand, considerations of physical plausibility
may favor either the molecular diffusion model (11), or the membrane deformation model
(IV).
The issue of whether a non-collective molecular diffusion model or a collective
model for bilayer excitations is appropriate for explaining the dispersion of the nuclear spin
relaxation rates of lipid bilayers in the MHz range has been debated in previous work
(Bocian and Chan, 1978, Brown, 1982, Brown et al., 1983, Brown et al., 1979, Halle, 1991,
Jarrell et al., 1988, Rommel et al., 1988). For example, the simple membrane deformation
model (3-D collective fluctuations; model IV) has received some rather lively criticism in
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the literature (Halle, 1991, Jarrell et al., 1988, Rommel et al., 1988). Yet it can be argued
that either of the above formulations is illustrative of the expected dynamical features of a
liquid crystalline assembly of bilayer lipids. The above aspects are brought into focus by
several alternative formulations which have appeared in the literature. For example, a
detailed model including smectic-like order fluctuations, molecular rotations, lateral
diffusion, and translationally induced rotations has been fitted to die experimental proton
('H) relaxation times of DMPC by using magnetic field-cycling techniques as pioneered by
Noack (Rommel et al., 1988). Assuming that the collective fluctuations have an co"'
dependence (2-D director fluctuations), rather than an co

dependence (3-D director

fluctuations), a very good fit has been obtained over a very broad frequency range from 100
Hz to 300 MHz. The results have led to the conclusion that collective fluctuations are
detectable, but only at low frequencies (< 100 kHz), so that dispersion in the MHz range is
governed by the various diffiisional processes (Rommel et al., 1988). Still, it seems unclear
whether the excellent fit proves indeed the correctness of the physical picture involving
several types of motions, or just reflects the influence of a relatively large number of the
fitting parameters (total of eleven at a given temperature, after a substantial parameter
reduction by using literature values for diffusion coefficients, characteristic reorientation
times, etc.). Moreover, the treatment of different motions in the expressions for the spin
relaxation rates represents, to our understanding, a problem which may transcend a simple
addition of Lorentzians; one may also need to consider cross-correlations (Freed, 1977). For
instance, the analysis of Rommel et al. (1988) represents the total relaxation rate as a sum
of the contributions from different types of motions, i.e. they are assumed to occur on
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different time scales, thus allowing one to neglect cross-correlation effects. However, some
of the correlation times obtained from the fits (Rommel et al., 1988) are identical to each
other

= 5 x 10"® s and

= 5 x 10"® s, for perpendicular rotational and lateral diffusion

correlation times, respectively), while others are fairly close

= 5 X 10'^ S and

ZFJG

= 2x

I0"'° s, for parallel rotational diffusion and internal rotation correlation times, respectively).
This would appear to contradict the above assumption about the time-scale separation. A
somewhat analogous treatment of molecular diffusional motions has also been used by Halle
(1991), in which a six-parameter model was used to fit experimental "H /?,z data for segment
C3 of DMPC as a function of frequency from 2.50 to 61.4 MHz (Brown et al., 1990a).
Again, it has been suggested that the relaxation in phospholipid bilayers is predominantly
governed by hindered rotational diffusion of the flexible lipid molecules in the mid MHz
range, albeit with an additional contribution from vesicle tumbling in the low MHz range.
But it is difficult to say whether the low-frequency dispersion is due entirely to the vesicle
tumbling or to another slow motional processes, such as lipid lateral diffusion, since the
vesicle tumbling correlation times calculated from the NMR spectral linewidths (Halle,
1991) differ substantially from those obtained using the Stokes-Einstein equation (Parmar
et al., 1984). Equivalently, the order parameters, obtained from the vesicle "H NMR
lineshapes by assuming the Stokes-Einstein equation for vesicle rotational diffusion, are
about two-fold smaller than in the case of the corresponding lipid multilamellar dispersions
(Parmar et al., 1984), cf. Table A.IV. Therefore, analysis of more extensive experimental
data is needed to resolve the long-standing issue regarding the general applicability of noncollective versus collective models (Brown, 1982)/or the nuclear spin relaxation of lipid
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bilayers in the MHz range.
In conclusion, the results of a unified analysis of the frequency- and temperaturedependent "H and '^C NMR relaxation data indicate the observed relaxation rates of lipid
bilayers reflect a broad spectrum of correlation times. Individual segmental and molecular
reorientations alone cannot describe the low-frequency dispersion of the relaxation rates;
further slower motions such as vesicle tumbling or lipid lateral diffiision may need to be
included, thus widening the spectrum of the correlation times considered by the model. On
the other hand, the values of some fitting parameters do not correspond well to other
measurements obtained from alternative experimental techniques, which can make it difficult
to establish a clear physical picture. In contrast, the membrane deformation model describing
three-dimensional collective fluctuations, which encompasses an effectively infinite
continuous range of the correlation times and includes a single effective fitting parameter,
can account for the spin relaxation in lipid bilayers over the whole MHz frequency range.
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CHAPTER 2
LIPID DYNAMICS FROM SIMULTANEOUS ANALYSIS OF ORIENTATION
AND FREQUENCY DEPENDENT DEUTERIUM SPIN-LATTICE AND
QUADRUPOLAR ORDER RELAXATION

2.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous Chapter, several dynamical models aiming at describing the nuclear
spin relaxation in the MHz range have been considered. The models have been fitted to the
orientationally-averaged "H and '^C /?iz frequency dependence for DMPC vesicles and
multilamellar dispersions in the liquid crystalline state. The results show that consideration
of the frequency domain alone allows one to rule out the segmental diffusion (model I) or 2D director fluctuations (flexible membrane model; I) as possible mechanisms of nuclear spin
relaxation in the MHz range. However, the molecular diffusion model (11) including an
additional slow-motion term or, alternatively, the 3-D collective fluctuation model
(membrane deformation model; IV) can account for the observed frequency dispersion
equally well, thus leaving the question of the predominant relaxation mechanism in lipid
bilayers open. To further distinguish between the two models, in addition to the frequency
dependence, study of the nuclear spin relaxation as a function of sample orientation can be
useful.
Apart from considering only the spin-lattice relaxation rates (dipolar order of the
quadrupolar interaction, R^^, other types of relaxation can be included in the analysis, such
as relaxation of the quadrupolar order (/JJQ). By combining the "H R^2 and

relaxation
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rates for macroscopically-oriented bilayers, the laboratory-frame spectral densities can be
calculated using Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17). However, it is the spectral densities in the frame
of the normal to the bilayer surface (director) that are in principle most informative for
description of the lipid dynamics, cf. Eq. (1.2.20). By exploiting the transformation of the
spectral densities to the laboratory frame and using NMR relaxation theory, it is possible to
evaluate the director-frame spectral densities over an effectively two-fold frequency range
(Trouard, 1992). Fourier transformation of the director-frame spectral densities yields
directly the correlation functions for the bilayer fluctuations, which can then be compared
to molecular dynamics simulations (Nevzorov et al., 1997b).

Only recently have

measurements been reported in which the individual spectral densities of motion have been
separated in the case of lipid bilayers (Nevzorov and Brown, 1997, Trouard, 1992), which
has been also done for simpler liquid crystals (Barbara et al., 1983, Halle et al., 1992, Quist,
1996).
However, some general conclusions of a model-free nature can be deduced about the
spectral densities based only on symmetry considerations (Zannoni, 1979). For instance, the
correlation functions and associated spectral densities must be invariant to the symmetry
operations of the point groups of both the molecule of interest and the phase. In the case of
a lipid bilayer in the fluid (LJ phase, one can assume that there is an effectively cylindrical
symmetry about both the molecular long axis and the normal to the bilayer surface (director).
This reduces the number of director-frame spectral densities for second-rank interactions to
three, corresponding to projection indices of 0, 1, and 2 (Barbara et al., 1983, Halle, 1991).
At a first level of approximation, the director-frame spectral densities can be treated in terms
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of a strong-collisional Markov process without referring to a specific mechanism for the
motion (Brown, 1979). Under this relatively "model-free" assumption, each director-frame
spectral density can be simply expressed in terms of the mean-squared fluctuation amplitude
for a given rotation matrix element (projection index) and a single Lorentzian (Brown, 1979,
Morrison and Bloom, 1993, Morrison and Bloom, 1994), cf. Eqs. (1.2.22) and (1.2.23). The
mean-squared amplimdes and correlation times can then be regarded as independent fitting
parameters under the constraint that the corresponding order parameter can be determined
experimentally from the quadrupolar splitting. For instance, Morrison and Bloom (1994)
have obtained director-frame spectral densities of motion corresponding to various acyl
segments for lipid systems such as

l-perdeuteriopalmitoyl-2-oleoyl-jn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (POPC-^/,,) and POPC-<i3,:cholesterol without considering specific
dynamical models in the manner described above. The spectral densities have been
calculated directly from the orientational anisotropy of /Ji^and /?IQ relaxation rates at a single
frequency (46.2 MHz) by using a general expression which separates the frequency
dependence from the orientation dependence (Morrison and Bloom, 1993), as also outlined
by Brown (1979, 1982). By determining a range for acceptable values of the fourth-rank
order parameter, it has been argued that a discrete formulation for rotational chain
isomerizations is inconsistent with the relaxation measurements. However, as noted above,
such a "model-independent" formulation for the lipid dynamics may not be adequate for a
description of the frequency dispersion, nor can any conclusions be made about the type of
the dynamical mechanism predominant for the nuclear spin relaxation. Further interpretation
of the relaxation data must therefore invoke detailed models. Moreover, the study of the
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frequency dependence of the relaxation especially at low MHz frequencies is essential in
order to distinguish between different dynamical models, since alternate formulations may
describe the data as a function of a single variable equally well (Morrison and Bloom, 1994).
As a specific illustration, part (a) of Fig. 2.1 shows fits of the above simple strongcollisional formulation to the orientation dependent "H spin-lattice

and quadrupolar

order (/?,g) "H relaxation rates measured at a single frequency (30.7 MHz) for
macroscopically oriented bilayers of a representative lipid, 1, 2-dimyristoyl-5n-glycero-3phosphocholine (DMPC) (Jarrell et al., 1988). As can be seen the "model-free" theory
(Brown, 1979, Morrison and Bloom, 1994) is able to describe adequately the orientational
anisotropy of relaxation. From the results of fitting the orientation dependent data the
corresponding frequency dispersion of the orientationally-averaged "H /?,z relaxation rates
for lipid vesicles (Brown et al., 1990a) can be predicted, part (b), which reveals a significant
discrepancy with experiment. It follows that more detailed formulations may need to be
considered, which take into account the molecular geometry and the specific type of motional
processes, and yield relations among the correlation times for the various reorientational
modes.

However, more specific formulations that are successful in describing the

orientational dependence, including jump models (Siminovitch et al., 1985, Siminovitch et
al., 1988, Speyer et al., 1989) and anisotropic continuous diffusion models (Brown, 1982,
Brown et al., 1990a, Halle, 1991, Trouard et al., 1994), are also less adequate in their ability
to fit the frequency dispersion of the relaxation (Brown et al., 1990a, Nevzorov and Brown,
1997).
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Figure 2.1. Fits of "H
(•) and R IQCO) relaxation rates as a function of bilayer
orientation (Jarrell et al., 1988) at 30.7 MHz for specifically-deuterated 2 [4', 4' - •H,]
DMPC, and as a function of frequency (Brown et al., 1990a) for specifically-deuterated 1,2
[3', 3' - -H,] DMPC vesicles in the liquid-crystalline state at 7= 30 °C. A simple "modelfree" formulation for the rotational dynamics describes the orientational anisotropy, part (a),
but fails to adequately predict the corresponding frequency dispersion, part (b), except near
30 MHz, L e. the frequency at which the orientationally dependent data have been measured.
By contrast, a 3-D collective fluctuation model fits the frequency dependence, part (c), but
does not account for the orientational dependence, part (d). Thus neither of the two
treatments describes the nuclear spin relaxation of membrane lipid bilayers as a function of
both frequency and sample orientation in terms of a single predominant mechanism (cf. the
text).
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On the other hand, parts (c) and (d) of Fig. 2.1 show the opposite feature of an
alternative model describing collective excitations of the bilayer in terms of elastic
deformations formulated as 3-D director fluctuations (Brown. 1982, Nevzorov and Brown,
1997). In this case the model fits the frequency dispersion of relaxation (Brown et al., 1983.
Brown et al., 1990a) but fails to adequately predict the orientational dependence (Jarrell et
al., 1988). Thus, none of the existing approaches, including the simple one-Lorentzian
"model-free" approximation for each of the director-frame spectral densities, can describe
the nuclear spin relaxation of membrane lipid bilayers as a function of both frequency and
sample orientation in terms of a single mechanism.
In this Chapter, the angular dependent "H

and R

IQ relaxation rates measured at

46.1 and 76.8 MHz for macroscopically oriented bilayers of 1,2-diperdeuteriomyristoy[-5'nglycero-3-phosphocholine (DM?C-d^) in the liquid crystalline (LJ state (Trouard, 1992),
having perdeuterated acyl chains, are analyzed together with the -H /?,2 frequency dispersion
for vesicles of DMPC with specifically "H-labeled acyl chains (Brown et al., 1990a,
Nevzorov and Brown, 1997). Various dynamical models, including the non-collective
molecular diffusion model (II), 3-D collective fluctuation model (FV), as well as a new
composite membrane deformation model, have been considered. The models have been
tested for their ability to fit simultaneously the relaxation rate anisotropy for oriented
multilamellar dispersions and the frequency dispersion for lipid vesicles in the presence of
orientational averaging. The findings suggest that both collective and non-collective motions
of lipid bilayers as formulated by the composite membrane deformation model may influence
the orientation and frequency dependence of the "H NMR relaxation in the mid-MHz range.
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2.2 THE COMPOSITE MEMBRANE DEFORMATION MODEL
It is plausible to assume that various types of motional processes occur at the same
time in the lipid bilayer, including faster segmental motions, molecular reorientations, and
collective director fluctuations. An alternative to the models formulated in the previous
Chapter, which consider the above processes separately, involves a composite statistical
model which accounts for the various motions simultaneously. Existing methods for
calculating the correlation function (spectral density) for a composite motional process
include either a simple summation of the correlation functions corresponding to the
individual motions (Brown, 1982, Halle, 1991, Rommel et al., 1988, Trouard et al., 1994),
i. e. by assuming their statistical independence and time-scale separation, or additional
consideration of cross-correlations (Freed, 1977). Perhaps the most rigorous approach is to
solve directly the density matrix equation in the presence of a generalized Markov operator
acting on the various stochastic variables (Meier et al., 1986, Schneider and Freed, 1989.
Stohrer et al., 1991) instead of using Eqs. (1.2.16) and(1.2.l7). However, only a numerical
solution can be obtained in the latter case; whereas it is the closed-form solution that can be
most readily analyzed from the physical point of view.
Here we further apply the convenient closure property of the Wigner rotation matrices
(Brink and Satchler, 1968) and, following Ukleja et al. (1976), combine the membrane
deformation model (3-D director fluctuations; model FV) with a model for molecular
reorientations in the presence of a potential of mean torque (Nordio and Segre, 1979). We
assume that the faster segmental motions occur on a short time scale compared to the "H
NMR frequency range, so that we keep the pre-averaged segmental amplitudes {D'^{Q.p,))
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as in Eq. (1.3.11). One can then include in the overall transformation of the coupling tensor

Q PI)

D IXQ.

an additional time-dependent subtransformation

t) describing

fluctuations of the instantaneous membrane normal (director) with respect to its average
position.

= (Ooo'(Q«))EEE
q

n

(j.l)

p

Here the Euler angles ClufXt) describe the time-dependent orientation of the molecule with
respect to the instantaneous normal to the bilayer surface (director), and the angles
pertain to the time-dependent orientation of the instantaneous director with respect to the
average director, thus manifesting the effect of collective motions. The possible correlations
between the non-collective molecular motions and the collective director fluctuations are
neglected for simplicity, which does not necessarily presuppose their time-scale separation.
Due to this assumption, one can average over these motions separately. We also suggest that
the average orientation of the z-axis of the intermediate frame for the residual EFG tensor as
a result of the segmental fluctuations is nearly perpendicular to the long molecular axis
(Nevzorov and Brown, 1997), so that

= 90°.

Using Eqs. (1.2.21) and (2.1) one can then write for the director-frame correlation
functions that

,(2.2)
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where the slow order parameter is 5*,"'=

for small-

amplitude director fluctuations, and p = 0, 1,2. The director-frame correlation functions for
non-collective molecular motions are given by

^(l o®(Q»)l-) -!

I

,(2.3)

in which ^ = 0, ±2 and T^„ are given by Eq. (1.3.3). Taking into account only the director
fluctuations to linear order in PjvD(0 (Brown, 1982, Dong, 1994), one can further write that

Gooix) = Gn
G,t(T:)
Go"'(t) =

(T)

= C2?(t) = 1

,(2.4a)

=(p^^(/+T)P^o(r)) = g'=°'(T)

,(2.4b)

=

|^"'(T)

All other collective correlation functions for q and n that appear in Eq. (2.2) are zero in this
order. The reduced collective director frame correlation function ^""'(T) corresponds to Eq.
(1.4.15) under the assumption of an infinite upper limit for the excitation modes, and is

.coi/-^

5

D

3\J2tz \JZ

.,2.5)

From Eqs. (2.2)-(2.5) and inverse Fourier transforming to the frequency domain, one finally
obtains for the overall spectral density, referred to herein as the composite membrane
deformation model (V), that (Ukleja et al., 1976, Void, 1994)
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^(2.6)

where y^°'(co, Po J is given by the molecular diffusion model (H), Eq. (1.3.11), and /^°'(co,

PDJ corresponds

to small-amplitude 3-D collective fluctuations (Model IV), Eq. (1.4.13).

The cross-term y^°''^°'(co, PQJ is equal to

i-mol-col,(0})+y,,
V
,mol-coI,(CO),
7.2,

finol-col, ,
7.„ (0))

,mol-coI, ,
(CO)

, mol -col, .
, mol -col, ,11
/oo
(00)+37.0
(")J/

.(2.7)
It is noteworthy that since the above cross-term has originated from Eqs. (2.1) and
(4.2), which correspond to the transformation properties of the coupling tensor; it is purely
geometrical and does not reflect any correlations between the molecular motions and director
fluctuations (statistical dependence). In the linear-order approximation for director
amplitudes, the individual terms

contain Fourier transforms of the products of

the correlation functions corresponding to the various modes of molecular reorientations q
and n, and the reduced correlation function for collective motions ^"^"'(T) , Eq. (2.5). By
calculating the Fourier integrals one obtains, cf. Ukleja et al. (1976)
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,(2.8)

for all q and n that appear in Eq. (2.7). Note also that for this model both the pure terms
corresponding to non-collective and collective motions, as well as the cross-term yield a
square-law dependence of the relaxation rates on the order parameter •^CD-

2.3 SIMULTANEOUS ANALYSIS OF ORIENTATIONAL ANISOTROPY AND
FREQUENCY DISPERSION FOR DMPC BILAYERS
A. General model-independent features of

NMR relaxation in lipid bilayers

Representative experimental "H NMR spectra of macroscopically oriented bilayers
of DMPC-<i54 in the liquid-crystalline (LJ state at different sample tilt angles (0 s
(Trouard, 1992) are shown in Fig. 2.2. The "H NMR spectra consist of multiple quadrupolar
splittings, corresponding to the various segmental positions of the DMPC acyl chains, which
decrease with the distance from the polar headgroup and reflect an increase in motional
disorder along the chain (Brown, 1996). As can be seen, increasing the tilt angle leads to a
contraction of the spectrum, and at the magic angle of 54.7 ° all multiple quadrupolar
splittings of the "H NMR spectrum collapse into one observed line. The assignments of the
quadrupolar splittings to individual acyl chain segments as summarized by Dodd (1987) are
given in Table B.I.
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Figure 2.2. Experimental "H NMR spectra measured at 46.1 MHz for macroscopically
oriented DMPC-^54 , having perdeuterated acyl chains, in the Z,„ phase at T = 40 °C as a
function of sample tilt angle 0 (s
(Trouard, 1992). As the sample tilt is increased from
9 = 0°, the spectrum contracts and finally collapses into a single line at the magic angle (0
= 54.7°). This behavior is the result of axially symmetric effective motions of the
phospholipids about the director axis of the lipid bilayer, i.e. the normal to the bilayer
surface. Note that at the magic angle the quadrupolar splittings reverse sign, such that at the
9 = 90° inclination they are scaled by a factor of -1/2 with respect to the 0 = 0 ° tilt spectrum.
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Note that the sharp doublet in the center of the spectrum corresponds to the methyl groups
at the end of the DMPC acyl chains, which has an appreciably smaller splitting than the rest
of the lines; this additional reduction of the residual quadrupolar coupling is the result of fast
rotation about the methyl group axis.
The inversion recovery pulse sequence followed by the quadrupolar echo was used
to measure the spin lattice relaxation rates

at different sample tilt angles (Trouard,

1992). Representative partially relaxed "H NMR spectra of macroscopically oriented DMPC^54 in the

phase (Trouard, 1992) are shown in part (a) of Fig. 2.3.

In addition, the

broadband Jeener-Broekaert sequence (Hoatson, 1991, Wimperis, 1990) was to used to
measure the quadrupolar order relaxation rates {R\
2.3. The experimental

Q), which is illustrated in part (b) of Fig.

and RyQ relaxation rates at 46.1 and 76.8 MHz are summarized in

Tables B.I and B.n, respectively. Figure 2.4 shows a typical dependence of the order
parameters^' (quadrupolar splitting), part (a), together with the /?'^'and R\

Q

relaxation rates

on the segment position or index /, parts (b) and (c), respectively. As can be seen from part
(a) of Fig. 2.4, a plateau region corresponding to segments C3 through C6 is follov. ed by a
decrease of the order parameter due to increasing angular amplitudes of segmental motions
along the acyl chains (Brown, 1996). The analogous dependence takes place for the

and

relaxation rates, parts (b) and (c) of Fig. 2.4.
Plots of /?'^'and

relaxation rates as a function of the order parameter 5^' squared

at 76.8 MHz are presented in Fig. 2.5. One can see that the observed relaxation rates depend
almost linearly on j S\^ |" along the entire acyl chain as proposed by Williams et al. (1985).
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Figure 2.3. Partially relaxed 'H NMR spectra at 76.8 MHz showing the recovery of Zeeman
order
part (a), and the decay of quadrupolar order
part (b), for bilayers of DMPC^54 macroscopically oriented at 0 = 90 ° in the
phase at r= 40 "C (Trouard, 1992). The
inversion recovery pulse sequence followed by the quadrupolar echo (Brown et al., 1979,
Davis et al., 1976), was utilized for the "H Riz measurements; whereas the broadband JeenerBroekaert sequence (Trouard et al., 1992, Wimperis, 1990) was used for the "H
measurements. In parts (a) and (b) the partially relaxed "H NMR spectra are plotted at
different delay times (r,).
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Figure 2.4. Profiles of the segmental order parameters 5^' (A) measured at 76.8 MHz, part
(a), and profiles of the
and
relaxation rates at 46.1 MHz (•, •, respectively) and
76.8 MHz (#, O, respectively) as a function of acyl chain position (/), parts (b) and (c). The
data are for the 5n-l acyl chain of DMPC-^^54 macroscopically oriented at 0 = 0° in the
phase at 7=40 "C. Both the order profile and the relaxation rate profiles are similar in shape
and reveal a plateau region at the beginning of the chain, corresponding to segments C2-C6,
followed by a progressive decrease thereafter.
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Figure 2.5. "H NMR relaxation rates
(•) and
(O) at 76.8 MHz for DMPC-ifs4 in the
Z,„ phase at r= 40 °C plotted as a function of the square of the experimentally observed order
parameter \S^^\. Sample tilt angles: part (a), 0 = 0°; part (b), 12 part (c), 27 part (d),
40 part (e), 73 and part (f), 90 A linear dependence of both the
and
relaxation
rates on the order parameter squared is observed along the entire acyl chain. This square-law
functional dependence appears to be a characteristic feature of the spin-relaxation in
saturated lipid bilayers, and manifests pre-averaging of the static coupling tensor by faster
motions.
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Q relaxation rates on the

An analogous square-law functional dependence of the R\2 and R\

order parameter 5^' is also observed at 46.1 MHz with a larger slope in all cases (results not
shown) (Trouard, 1992). Such information can also be obtained from studies of
phospholipids having specifically deuterated acyl chains (Brown, 1982, Brown et al.. 1979)
which are, however, substantially more time consuming in comparison with multilamellar
dispersions of phospholipids having perdeuterated chains. As can also be seen from Fig. 2.5.
the ordinate intercepts are less than 3 s"', which implies a rather small contribution from fast
intemal motions to the "H NMR relaxation rates of lipid bilayers in the MHz range.
Qualitatively, the angular dependent "H /?',z and R\

Q

relaxation rates for DMPC-^/jj

for the plateau region (Tables B.I and B.H) are similar to those obtained previously for
bilayers of DMPC specifically deuterated at acyl positions C4 and C6 (Jarrell et al., 1988,
Mayer et al., 1990). It is noteworthy that studies of phospholipids having perdeuterated acyl
chains (Morrison and Bloom, 1994, Seelig and Seelig, 1974, Trouard et al., 1994, Trouard
et al., 1992, Williams et al., 1985) are complementary to studies of phospholipids with
specifically deuterated chains (Brown et al., 1979, Jarrell et al., 1988, Mayer et al., 1990),
in that the former enable one to investigate the behavior of the entire acyl chain as manifested
in the angular anisotropy of relaxation. For the case of DMPC-i/54, a qualitatively similar
angular dependence of the "H /?,z and R^Q relaxation rates is obtained for the entire acyl chain
(cf. Tables B.I and B.II), as also demonstrated in the case of DLPC-^/jg (Trouard et al., 1994).
The angular dependent R\z and R\

Q

relaxation rates as a function of chain position appear

to be simply scaled by the corresponding order parameter

squared, cf. Fig. 2.5, consistent

within an interpretation in terms of order fluctuations (vide supra). Since frequency
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dependent relaxation data are available only for segments C3 and C7, the orientational
anisotropics of DMPC-iisj have been analyzed in detail for these segments, i.e. for splittings
A (plateau region) and B, cf. Tables B.I and B.n.

B. Fitting of experimental relaxation data to dynamical models
Simultaneous fits of Model II (molecular diffusion), Eq. (1.3.11), to the experimental
-H /?,2 and /?,g relaxation rates for segments C3 and C7 of the DMPC acyl chains as a
function of sample orientation and "H NMR frequency are presented in Fig. 2.6 and the
fitting parameters are summarized in Table B.in. The

and /?,g data at 46.1 MHz, parts

(a) and (d), and at 76.8 MHz, parts (b) and (e), have been measured as a function of the
sample orientation, and pertain to oriented bilayers in the

phase at 40 °C (Trouard, 1992).

Figure 2.6. Simultaneous theoretical fitting of "H /?,z (•, •) and /?|g (•, O) relaxation rates
as a function of bilayer orientation and frequency to the non-collective molecular diffusion
model (II). Results are shown for acyl chain segments C3 and C7 of DMPC-J54 in the
phase at r = 40 "C as a function of bilayer orientation at 46.1 MHz, parts (a) and (d), and
76.8 MHz, parts (b) and (e), together with orientationally averaged "H R^z data for DMPC
vesicles as a function of frequency (magnetic field strength), parts (c) and (f). Both an odd
potential (
) and an even potential (
) of mean torque have been used, cf. the text.
The data are summarized in Tables B.I and B.n and the fitting parameters are presented in
Table B.IH. The model describes the behavior of the relaxation rates as a function of sample
orientation, although marked deviations are found in the case of the frequency dispersion,
especially at low frequencies. Note that there is little difference in the quality of the fits
between the odd potential of mean torque and the even potential.
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The frequency dependent /?,z relaxation rates are shown in parts (c) and (f) of Fig. 2.6 and
correspond to previously published data for specifically deuterated DMPC vesicles at 30 °C
and 50 °C (Brown et al., 1990a, Nevzorov and Brown, 1997), interpolated to 40 "C by
assuming an Arrhenius activation dependence, which is obeyed within applicable accuracy
for the "H NMR relaxation rates (Brown et al., 1979). It should be noted that in the latter
case the orientationaJ averaging leads to

|- — (

I") = 7 and thus the

projection index m vanishes in the spectral densities (Brown, 1982). Both odd and even
potentials of mean torque have been used for the molecular diffusion model (Brown, 1982,
Halle, 1991, Trouard et al., 1992). The fact that the "H NMR spectrum collapses at the magic
angle and that the observed relaxation rates depend on the square of the order parameter is
in agreement with the occurence of axially symmetric motions in the liquid-crystalline state
of a lipid bilayer; therefore, one can set the effective asymmetry parameter

to zero, cf.

Eq. (1.3.11). It has been further assumed that the average orientation of the z-axis of the
intermediate frame is nearly perpendicular to the long molecular axis (Nevzorov and Brown,
1997), so that

= 90°. As can be seen, although the molecular diffusion model (11)

describes the orientation dependence of the R^2 and R^Q relaxation rates rather well, it fails
to describe the low-frequency dispersion of the orientationally-averaged R^2 data. In Fig. 2.7
we have attempted to further improve the quality of the fits of Model II to the /?,z relaxation
rates of DMPC vesicles by including a Lorentzian spectral density corresponding to
additional slow motions, e.g. vesicle tumbling (Halle, 1991), in the overall spectral densities
of motion, Eq. (1.3. II). However, even in this case marked deviations in the frequency
dependence are found, cf. Fig. 2.7.
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Note that the molecular diffusion with an odd potential of mean torque better corresponds
to the data than in the case of an even potential.
The fits to the membrane deformation model (3-D director fluctuations; Model FV)
which takes into account linear-order director flucmations, Eq. (1.4.13), is illustrated in Fig.

2.8, and the fitting parameters are shown in Table B.HI. Tables B.I and B.n present the data
and the fitting parameters are given in Table B.m. The model basically accounts for the
frequency dispersion, but fails to describe simultaneously the orientation dependent
relaxation data in both cases. The deviation of the model from experiment is significant
which may mean that the 3-D collective model alone is not suitable for description of the "H
NMR relaxation rates in lipid bilayers.

Figure 2.7. Simultaneous theoretical fitting of 'H /?,z(B, •) and
(•, O) relaxation rates
as a function of bilayer orientation and frequency to the non-collective molecular diffusion
model (H) including an additional slow motion term. Data are included for acyl chain
segments C3 and C7 of DMPC-^/54 in the
phase at T = 40 °C as a function of bilayer
orientation at 46.1 MHz, parts (a) and (d), and 76.8 MHz, parts (b) and (e), as well as
orientationally averaged "H /?,2 data for DMPC vesicles as a function of frequency (magnetic
field strength), parts (c) and (f). An odd potential (
) and an even potential (
)
of mean torque have both been used, cf. the text. The data are included in Tables B.I and B.n
and the fitting parameters are summarized in Table B.in. Even though the non-collective
model basically describes the behavior of the relaxation rates as a function of sample
orientation and frequency, the quality of the fits is not very good. Note that the model with
an odd potential of mean torque better corresponds to the data than the model with an even
potential.
Figure 2.8. Simultaneous theoretical fitting of "H /?iz(B, •) and R^Q (•, O) relaxation rates
as a function of bilayer orientation and frequency to the membrane deformation model (3-D
collective fluctuations; model IV). Results are shown for acyl chain segments C3 and C7
of DMPC-i/s4 in the
phase at T = 40 °C as a function of bilayer orientation at 46.1 MHz,
parts (a) and (d), and 76.8 MHz, parts (b) and (e), as well as orientationally averaged -H /?(z
data for DMPC vesicles as a function of frequency (magnetic field strength), parts (c) and
(f). The data are fitted for the case of linear order director amplitudes (
) (Nevzorov
and Brown, 1997) and for the case of linear + quadratic orders (
) (Void et al., 1988).
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Despite the fact that the model fits the frequency dependent

data for vesicles in terms of

an co'"^ relaxation law (Brown et al., 1983, Brown et al., 1990a, Nevzorov et al., 1997b), it
fails to describe simultaneously the orientationaily dependent R^2 and R^q data for the
oriented DMPC samples. To ascertain whether this may be a result of neglecting higher order
terms of director fluctuations, the more detailed expression (Void et al., 1988) which also
takes into account quadratic terms, Eq. (1.4.19), has been used. As can be seen in Fig. 2.8,
even in this case, the model does not simultaneously fit the orientation dependence of the R^2
and R^

Q relaxation rates.

This may imply that Model IV alone is not suitable for the

description of the 'H NMR relaxation in lipid bilayers.
Therefore, the next step was to combine Models II and FV, noting their
complementary abilities to fit separately the orientation and frequency dependence,
respectively. The fits of the data to the composite model (V) which takes into account both
the non-collective and collective motions, Eq. (2.6), are shown in Fig. 2.9, and the fitting
parameters are presented in Table B.IH.
Figure 2.9. Simultaneous theoretical fitting of "H R^^ (•, •) and /?,g (•, O) relaxation rates
as a function of bilayer orientation and frequency to the composite membrane deformation
model (V) taking into account the effect of non-collective molecular diffusion in the presence
of an odd potential of mean torque, and 3-D director fluctuations (
). Data are
included for acyl chain segments C3 and C7 of DMPC-t/jj in the
phase at T = 40 °C as a
function of bilayer orientation at 46.1 MHz, parts (a) and (d), and 76.8 MHz, parts (b) and
(e), together with orientationaily averaged
/?,z data for DMPC vesicles as a function of
frequency (magnetic field strength), parts (c) and (0. No additional slow-motional term was
needed to fit simultaneously the /?,z and RyQ relaxation rates. The data are presented in
Tables B.I and B.H and the fitting parameters are included in Table B.III. Compared to the
non-collective molecular diffusion model (II) and the 3-D director fluctuation model (IV)
alone, a significant improvement of the quality of the fits is achieved, which suggests that
both types of motions may influence the "H NMR relaxation within the mid MHz scale.
Inclusion of a contribution from intemal fast motions (
) further improves the quality
of the fits, but yields a relatively large value of /?j„, = 12.3 s"'.
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Clearly, an improvement of the quality of the fits is observed versus the previous
models which describe only one type of motion. Both odd and even potentials of mean torque
were used, which yielded little or no difference in the quality of the fits as in the case of
Model n alone. Comparison of the fitting parameters obtained for the composite membrane
deformation model (V) with those for the fit to the molecular diffusion model (H) only,
shows a decrease in the diffusion coefficient D_ and larger values for A.^/ kT, cf. Table R TTT
Using the Boltzmann distribution, Eq. (1.3.16), one obtains for the slow molecular order
parameter a value of S'j"' =

= 0-9 in the case of the composite model (V) versus

5i'' = (D^'(Q^o)> = 0.6 for the molecular diffusion model (II), which yields a decreased
molecular ordering. It should be also noted that the fitting parameters describing the noncollective molecular motions in the presence of collective fluctuations are close to those
obtained previously from fitting the non-collective molecular diffusion model only to the
frequency dispersion (Nevzorov and Brown, 1997). Including an empirical contribution from
internal fast motions further improves the quality of the fits, as expected due to an increase
in the number of fitting parameters, but yields a relatively large value of

= 12 s"', which

is not completely consistent with the above conclusion about a rather small contribution from
internal motions (Brown, 1982, Brown et al., 1983). If only the non-collective molecular
diffusion model is used to fit the data, even a greater value of

= 21 s"' is obtained (Halle,

1991), which also increases the uncertainty in determining the molecular diffusion
coefficient, D^. Therefore, at present it seems to be more consistent to disregard the
empirical term /?in[in the modeling, and consider instead just the pre-averaged amplitudes due
to the fast segmental motions which result in the observed order parameter in "H NMR
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spectra.

IQ relaxation rates obtained at two frequencies of

The behavior of the "H /?iz and R

46.1 and 76.8 MHz for the entire acyl chain is shown in Fig. 2.10. As can be seen from the
simulations, both the composite membrane deformation model and the molecular diffusion
model describe comparably the experimental data along the entire acyl chain with the fitting
parameters summarized in Table B.in, except for segments toward the end of the acyl chain,
splittings G-I. The systematic underestimation of the experimental relaxation rates may
indicate the presence of a contribution from fast internal motions

of about 3 s"'. which

is consistent with the intercept values obtained from the linear square-law dependence of the

Q

relaxation rates on the order parameter S ^ , as shown in Fig. 2.5. A drawback of studying
chain-perdeuterated lipids is that although the entire chain can be investigated, overlap of the
splittings precludes their detailed investigation if the sample tilt is set near the magic angle
(54.7°). It should be noted, however, that both models predict a dip near the magic angle in
the "H /?,g orientational anisotropy which is in agreement with the relaxation data measured
for specifically deuterated lipids (Jarrell et al., 1988), cf. Fig. 2.1. To further test the above
three models describing slow order fluctuations, the orientationally dependent "H

and R^Q

data for another representative lipid system. POPC-t/3,, (Morrison and Bloom, 1994), have
been fitted simultaneously for segments C5, C8, CIO, and CIS of the palmitoyl acyl chain
(results not shown). Both the molecular diffusion model (H) and the composite membrane
deformation model (V) describe the data satisfactorily; whereas the 3-D director fluctuation
model (IV) does not account for the orientational anisotropy of POPC-rf,, as in the case of
DMPC-<i54. However, since the data were measured at only one frequency (46.2 MHz)
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(Morrison and Bloom, 1994), no definitive conclusion about the collective part of the
composite model can be made since the corresponding parameter D characterizing the
collective motions cannot be determined to sufficient accuracy.
For the composite membrane deformation model (V), the individual contributions
from non-collective and collective motions as well as the contribution of the cross term, Eq.
(2.7), to the *H

relaxation rates of DMPC-i/54 in the

state are shown in Fig. 2.11. The

data refer to the initial part (C3 segment) of the DMPC acyl chains. Within the mid MHz
range these contributions are of the same order for both the orientation dependence at 76.8
MHz, part (a), as well as at 46.1 MHz (results not shown), and for the frequency dispersion,
part (b). At lower frequencies, however, the time-scale separation between the noncollective and collective motions becomes more pronounced, and the collective motions
become predominant; as a result, the cross term has a much smaller relative contribution, cf.
part (b) of Fig. 2.11.

Figure 2.10. Simulation of "H /?i2 and
relaxation rates for the entire acyl chain of
DMPC-c/54 as a function of bilayer orientation at two different frequencies (46.1 and 76.8
MHz). The experimental data are summarized in Tables B.I and B.n and the fitting
parameters are presented in Table B.EI. Parts (a) - (i) include "H R^2. and R^Q relaxation rates
at 46.1 MHz (•) and 76.8 MHz (•), and R^Q relaxation rates at 46.1 MHz (•) and 76.8
MHz (O) for the resolved quadrupolar splittings (designated A -1) of DMPC-^/jj in the
phase at r = 40 °C. The composite membrane deformation model including both molecular
and collective motions (
) as well as the limiting case of molecular motions only (
) has been considered. In both cases satisfactory fits are obtained except for segments
close to the end of the acyl chain, resonances G-I, which is due to neglect of the contribution
from fast internal motions /?;„(. no definitive conclusion about the collective part of the
composite model can be made since the corresponding parameter D characterizing the
collective motions cannot be determined within an applicable accuracy.
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Figure 2.11. Contributions of different types of motions to "H
relaxation rates (•) for
the C3 acyl segment of DMPC in the liquid-crystalline state at r= 40 °C. Theoretical R^2
values without
(
); molecular diffusion contribution
director
fluctuation contribution (
); and cross-term (
). (a) Motional contributions at 76.8
MHz as a function of bilayer orientation (0) for multilamellar dispersions of DMPC-i/54. (b)
Motional contributions to the orientationally-averaged frequency dependent
relaxation
rates for vesicles of DMPC ^H-labeled at C3 acyl segment. At higher frequencies the
contributions from molecular diffusion in the presence of an odd potential (
) and
3-D director fluctuations (
) are of the same order. By contrast, at lower frequencies
the time-scale separation between the non-collective and collective motions becomes more
pronounced. As a result, the collective motions become predominant and the cross term (
) has a much smaller relative contribution.
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Figure 2.12 shows the director-frame spectral densities of motion

for segments C2-C6

(plateau region), calculated at four frequencies by using Eqs. (1.2.16), (1.2.17), and (1.2.20)
for the composite model (V), Eq. (2.6). Note that the combination of Eqs. (1.2.16), (1.2.17),
and (1.2.20) represents in fact an over-determined system of linear equations, each
corresponding to measurement of the relaxation rates at a given sample tilt angle
Larmor frequency O). Therefore, the six director-frame spectral densities

= 9 and
where p =

0, 1,2, and co = cOq, 2cOd, can be regarded as independent variables or fitting parameters, and
can be obtained from a linear regression fit without invoicing a particular model. As can be
seen from Fig. 2.12, the spectral density 7^"^(Q)) is larger than

and 7l''(Q)) as also

predicted by the composite model (V). Note that only the spectral density y^'^(aj) contains
the contribution from the collective motions in the small-amplitude approximation for
director fluctuations, cf. Eqs. (1.4.13) and (2.6); this may explain the fact that y^'^(co) has the
largest value, cf. also Nagle (1995). The same trend is observed for the rest of the segments
of the DMPC-<i54 acyl chain (not shown), but the error in determining the spectral densities
rises significantly with the segment number. The rather poor correspondence of the theory
to the calculated values of the spectral densities may be a consequence of propagation of
errors from the experimental relaxation rates when calculating the laboratory-frame spectral
densities by using Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17), together with the fitting procedure involved in
calculating the director-frame spectral densities, Eq. (1.2.20). Therefore, despite its apparent
model-free features, the direct calculation of the director-frame spectral densities for the
macroscopically oriented samples tums out to be very sensitive to the experimental error of
the relaxation rate measurements.
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Figure 2.12. Director-frame spectral densities of motion calculated from "H /?iz and /?,g
relaxation rates for C3 acyl segment of DMPC-d^ in the
phase at T = 40 "C. Spectral
density
experiment (A) and theory (
); spectral density ff'XoJ), experiment (•)
and theory (
); and spectral density Jf'((0), experiment (0) and theory (
). For the
entire DMPC acyl chain the experimental spectral densities follow the trend 7^"(co) >
= Jf'(co). Note that only the 7^''(co) term contains the effect of the collective fluctuations to
linear order in the director amplitudes. The relatively large errors of the experimental values
are most probably a consequence of the propagation of errors involved in calculating the
director-frame spectral densities, cf. the text. The general trends of the theoretical spectral
densities and the values calculated directly from the experimental data are in agreement with
each other.
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2.4 CONCLUSIONS
In the present Chapter an extensive body of "H /?,2 and

relaxation data for DMPC

in the liquid crystalline state has been analyzed simultaneously which has yielded valuable
information about the relative contributions of different types of motions to the nuclear spin
relaxation in lipid bilayers. An important observation is that in the case of pure lipid bilayers
the "H ^12 and

relaxation rates are scaled by the corresponding order parameter squared

(quadrupolar splitting) which holds for the entire acyl chain at all sample orientations. This
is interpreted as an effect of pre-averaging of the effective coupling tensor left over from fast
local motions, which points at a complex hierarchy of motions affecting the "H NMR
relaxation of lipid bilayers within the MHz range. The simplest "model-free" strongcollisional formulation is most probably not suitable for description of the lipid dynamics,
and more detailed models taking into account the molecular geometry and local fast motions
must be analyzed. Previous results have shown that a segmental diffusion model (I), which
was found to fit the orientationally dependent data (Trouard et al., 1994), does not adequately
account for the frequency dispersion of the relaxation rates (Nevzorov and Brown, 1997).
Another approach, somewhat different from the treatment of continuous diffusive
reorientations, is to consider the segmental or molecular motions as multiple-site jumps
(Torchia and Szabo, 1982) which has been successful in describing the angular anisotropy
of nuclear spin relaxation rates (Siminovitch et al., 1985, Siminovitch et al., 1988, Speyer
et al., 1989) in lipid bilayers. However, jump models do not yield the square-law functional
dependence on the order parameter (Brown, 1982, Williams et al., 1985), which is
experimentally observed over a broad range of sample tilt angles in the MHz firequency range
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(Trouard et al., 1994). In addition, the jump correlation times predicted by these models fall
into the subnanosecond scale (Speyer et al., 1989), which again would lead to little or no
frequency dispersion within the frequency range considered in the present Chapter. By
contrast, a dramatic frequency dependence of the experimental relaxation rates, especially
in the low-MHz range, is observed in the case of vesicles and multilamellar dispersions
(Brown et al., 1983, Brown et al., 1990a).
Here, various dynamical models describing order fluctuations due to relatively slow
non-collective molecular motions as well as collective bilayer excitations have been fitted
to the orientation dependent "H /?,2 and R^

Q relaxation rates for macroscopically oriented

DMPC bilayers, together with the frequency dispersion for vesicles of "H-labeled DMPC at
40 °C. The combined analysis of the relaxation rates as a function of more than one variable
provides a more rigorous basis for testing and eliminating some dynamical models, and for
accepting others. For example, a simple molecular diffusion model (H) accounts for the
relaxation orientational anisotropy (Brown and Soderman, 1990, Trouard et al., 1994), but
is less satisfactory in explaining the frequency dispersion of the "H R^2 relaxation rates
(Brown et al., 1990a, Nevzorov and Brown, 1997). The above would leave the noncollective molecular diffusion model (II) including an additional slow-motion term (Halle,
1991) as a potential candidate for the description of nuclear spin relaxation in lipids.
However the quality of the fits of the model to the frequency dispersion is still not
completely satisfactory.

On the other hand, the membrane deformation model (3-D

collective fluctuations; Model IV), which accounts for the frequency dispersion of DMPC
vesicles (Brown et al., 1990a, Nevzorov and Brown, 1997, Nevzorov et al., 1997b), fails to
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describe the orientation dependence of the 'H

relaxation rates (Jarrell et al., 1988,

Trouard, 1992). One might argue that the fact that the 3-D director fluctuation model (IV)
does not fit the orientation dependent relaxation data may be connected with the assumption
about the linear order of director fluctuation amplitudes, leading to vanishing of the
collective director spectral densities J^"{(si) and 7^"((0). However, consideration of higherorder fluctuations, e.g. correlation functions of the order

Pwd(0") (Void et al.,

1988), only slightly changes the fits, and an obviously greater modification of Model IV is
needed since the theoretical orientation dependence of "H /?,2 and /?,g relaxation rates, as
predicted by die model, does not correspond to the experimental data.
Consequently we propose herein a composite membrane deformation model for lipid
bilayers which includes small-amplitude director fluctuations in the presence of molecular
diffusion. The improvement of the fits, especially in the case of the frequency dispersion of
DMPC vesicles, implies that small-amplitude director fluctuations substantially influence
the "H NMR relaxation (Brown, 1982) together with molecular diffusion (Brown, 1982,
Halle, 1991, Rommel et al., 1988), and can be detected in the mid-MHz frequency scale. The
three-dimensional character of the collective fluctuations suggests the presence of uncoupled
undulatory excitations, which would correspond to a nematic-like picture for the bilayer
interior with wavelengths of excitations ranging from the segmental dimensions up to the
bilayer thickness. At longer distances and lower frequencies a transition to two-dimensional
director fluctuations described by a flexible surface model (Blinc et al., 1975, Marqusee et
al., 1984, Nevzorov and Brown, 1997) is expected, as theoretically analyzed recently by
Halle and Gustafsson (1997).
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An important aspect of the membrane deformation model is the treatment of the
cutoff for the wavevector

, which is set to infinity yielding a simple O)'"^ frequency

dependence. The justification for this assumption is based on the fact that, if one considers
a finite value for q^, then a relatively high value for the cutoff frequency O)^ s Kq^ / t| = 1.74
X lO'^rad s"' is obtained, which allows one to set M(o>/a)^.) = I corresponding to an effectively
infinite frequency cutoff. At the same time, however, the value of the slow order parameter
(Voldet al., 1988)

= \ - 3X/ kT remains finite, where XI kT = kTq^ / 2irK. Assuming

the value for q^. to be roughly on the order of die inverse of the segmental dimensions, i.e. =
1 A"', one can estimate the bilayer elasticity K and the viscosity coefficient r\ for bilayer
deformations from the values of X and

obtained from the fit. Taking these values to be

X/ kT= 0.178 and co^ = 1.74 x 10'° rad s'\ one finds that AT = 1.23 x 10*" N and r| = 0.707
Poise. The magnitude of K is in agreement with that obtained for nematic liquid crystals
(Dong, 1994); whereas the value of Ti may be less accurate due to the rather large error in the
estimation of co^..
Another interesting aspect is that the relative contributions from collective and noncollective motions to the nuclear spin relaxation have been found to be comparable in the
mid-MHz range. The validity of the present conclusions, however, may be influenced by the
fact that the orientational anisotropy of the relaxation rates and frequency dispersion were
in fact measured for different samples, i.e. DMPC-^/sj in the

phase versus vesicles of

DMPC with specifically 'H-Iabeled acyl chains. Curvature effects in vesicles may result in
slightly different values of die structural parameters (Bocian and Chan, 1978, Parmar et al.,
1984), such as molecular diffusion and bilayer elasticity coefficients. Therefore, the need
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for obtaining a more comprehensive body of relaxation data for a single lipid system in the
La phase still remains. Information about transverse relaxation rates (Stohrer et al.. 1991)
could be useful in distinguishing slower motions such as vesicle tumbling (Halle, 1991) or
lipid lateral diffusion (Lindblom and Oradd, 1994) from collective and non-collective
motions. Zero-frequency spectral densities corresponding to the relatively long vesicle
tumbling or lateral diffusion correlation times should yield a much larger contributions to the
transverse relaxation than molecular reorientations or collective fluctuations, which could
help separate the motions occurring on different time scales. Alternatively, additional lowfrequency relaxation data measured for specific positions in the acyl chain within the kHz
range may provide experimental evidence for different regimes of membrane couplings
(Halle, 1994, Halle and Gustafsson, 1997).
Previous work (Brown, 1982, Brown et al., 1983. Brown et al., 1990a, Nevzorov and
Brown, 1997, Trouard et al., 1994) has attempted to identify whether a single predominant
motional contribution can explain the /?,2 relaxation rates for lipid biiayers in the liquidcrystalline state. However, the results of the present work show that the behavior of the
relaxation rates of lipid biiayers as a function of sample orientation and frequency most
probably cannot be described to a high degree of accuracy by a simple model accounting for
only segmental, molecular, or collective motions. A composite membrane deformation
model has been considered herein yielding an expression for the spectral density which
contains, in the small-amplitude approximation for collective fluctuations, the sum of the
molecular and collective spectral densities, as well as a cross term which takes into account
the combined effect of both non-collective molecular motions and small-amplitude director
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fluctuations. The ability of the model to describe simultaneously the orientation and
frequency dependent

and R iq relaxation rates means that over the frequency range

considered, the "H NMR relaxation may be governed in general by a composite motional
process and not by a single type of motion. This, in turn, increases the complexity of
theoretical models and the number of fitting parameters.
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CHAPTER 3
INFLUENCE OF CHOLESTEROL ON LIPID MEMBRANE DYNAMICS

3.1 INTRODUCTION
In previous Chapters, it has been shown that nuclear spin relaxation in lipid
membranes most probably cannot be described by models considering only a single motional
mechanism.

Simultaneous consideration of faster segmental motions, non-collective

molecular reorientations, and collective membrane excitations is needed for the description
of both the frequency dispersion and orientational anisotropy of the 'H NMR relaxation rates
of pure lipid bilayers within the MHz range. The next step beyond investigating pure lipid
membranes is to analyze how the dynamical properties of a bilayer can be influenced by the
presence of other membrane constituents. Namely, how do the reorientation rates, molecular
ordering as well as the bilayer elastic constants change if the homogeneity of the bilayer is
altered by the inclusion of other components. For instance, comparison of the "H nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation rates of pure lipid bilayers versus bilayers containing
cholesterol can help investigate the role of cholesterol in membrane function and dynamics
(Bloom and Mouritsen, 1988, Dufourc et al., 1984. Haberkom et al., 1977, Morrison and
Bloom, 1994, Taylor etal., 1981, Trouardetal., 1992, Weisz et al., 1992).
Cholesterol is a common component of biological membranes (Bloom et al., 1991)
and is implicated in cardiovascular diseases. In addition, the inclusion of cholesterol into
reconstituted phosphatidylcholine vesicles has been observed to alter the activity of the visual
pigment protein rhodopsin (Litman et al., 1981, Mitchell et al., 1990). A significant effort
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has been made to understand the effect of cholesterol on the biophysical properties of lipid
bilayers (Presti, 1985, Ranee et al., 1982, Shin et al., 1990, Vist and Davis, 1990, Yeagle et
al., 1990). The inclusion of cholesterol in a lipid bilayer has been shown to yield a liquidordered phase (Ipsen et al., 1987, Vist and Davis, 1990) and to increase the orientational
order of the acyl chains (Haberkom et al., 1977, Lafleur et al., 1990, Oldfield et al., 1978,
Presti and Chan, 1982, Stockton and Smith, 1976) accompanied by an increase in the average
thickness of the hydrocarbon region (Ipsen et al., 1990, Lecuyer and Dervichian, 1969,
Mcintosh, 1978). Micromechanical studies of unilamellar vesicles have also revealed an
increase in the bulk bending modulus of bilayers containing cholesterol (Needham et al.,
1988).

A decrease in bilayer permeability has been associated with the presence of

cholesterol in liposomes of polyunsaturated lecithin (Demel et al., 1972). In spite of these
effects, lipid molecules in bilayers containing cholesterol still experience significant axial
and lateral diffusion similar to pure lipid bilayers (Alecio et al., 1982, Kuo and Wade, 1979,
Kutchai et al., 1983, Lindblom et al., 1981, Lindblom and Oradd, 1994, Owicki and
McConnell, 1980, Rubenstein et al., 1979, Shin et al., 1990).
Therefore, macroscopically oriented, cholesterol-rich lipid bilayers in the liquidordered phase provide an interesting and important system of biological soft matter (Bloom
et al., 1991, Bloom and Mouritsen, 1988), the dynamical and equilibrium properties of which
can be effectively studied by deuterium (~H) NMR techniques. Quantitative information
about the effect of cholesterol on lipid dynamics, including the degree of molecular ordering,
reorientation rates, and the bilayer elastic constants, can be obtained from the analysis of
nuclear spin relaxation rates by invoking specific models for various motions of membrane
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constituents and by using NMR relaxation theory (Morrison and Bloom, 1994, Trouard et
al., 1992). The validity of the interpretation of the experimental results depends therefore
on the relevance of a motional model which is used to fit the data. Several models have been
proposed to describe the dynamics of lipid molecules within the bilayer, including fast
segmental reorientations (Brown, 1979, Brown, 1982, Brown et al., 1979, Torchia and
Szabo, 1982), molecular diffusion (Brown, 1982, Halle, 1991, Szabo, 1984), and collective
fluctuations (Brown, 1982, Halle and Gustafsson, 1997, Marqusee et al., 1984, Nevzorov and
Brown, 1997). Alternatively, numerical methods can be invoked to simulate the observed
relaxation rates by solving the Liouville-von Neumann equation (Meier et al., 1986, Moro
and Freed, 1981, Mulleret al., 1985, Schneider and Freed, 1989). Analysis of a broad range
of experimental relaxation data as function of frequency, sample orientation, and temperature
has shown that simultaneous consideration of faster segmental motions, non-collective
molecular reorientations, and collective membrane excitations is needed to account for the
"H NMR relaxation rates of pure lipid bilayers within the MHz range (Nevzorov et al.,
1998b, Rommel et al., 1988, Stohrer et al., 1991).
As a further step beyond investigating pure lipid membranes one can analyze how the
dynamical properties of a bilayer, including the degree of molecular ordering, reorientation
rates and the bilayer elastic constants, are influenced by the presence of other membrane
constituents such as cholesterol as manifested by the ^H NMR relaxation.

Cholesterol has

been observed to have little effect on the "H NMR quadrupolar splittings and relaxation rates
of the headgroup and glycerol backbone region of phospholipid (Brown and Seelig, 1978,
Brown et al., 1979, Ghosh and Seelig, 1982, Jarrell et al., 1987a, Mayer et al., 1990). By
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contrast, a striking angular anisotropy of spin lattice relaxation

in phospholipid bilayers

including cholesterol has been observed for both the lipid acyl chains (Mayer et ah, 1990,
Siminovitch et al., 1988, Trouard et al., 1992) and the cholesterol molecule itself (Bonmatin
et al., 1990) as opposed to pure phospholipid bilayers (Jarrell et al., 1987b, Speyer et al.,
1989, Trouard et al., 1994). However, previous NMR measurements for lipid bilayers
containing cholesterol have been carried out at a single magnetic field strength, which can
lead to ambiguous interpretations regarding the predominant mechanism for the nuclear spin
relaxation in lipid bilayers containing cholesterol. The results show that at a single magnetic
field su^ength, jump models (Bonmatin et al., 1990, Siminovitch et al., 1988), segmental or
molecular diffusion models (Trouard et al., 1992), or a treatment based on solution of the
Liouville-von Neumann equation (Weisz et al., 1992) can ail describe the "H NMR relaxation
rates as a function of sample orientation. Therefore, analysis of a broader range of
experimental NMR relaxation data as a function of more than one variable, including the "H
NMR frequency and segmental position in the lipid acyl chain, is required to further
distinguish among the various dynamical models for membrane constituents (Morrison and
Bloom, 1994, Nevzorov et al., 1998b).
In the present Chapter, the "H spin-lattice {R^^ and quadrupolar order (/?,g) relaxation
rates measured at two different frequencies (46.1 and 76.8 MHz) (Trouard, 1992) for
macroscopically

oriented

bilayers

of

l,2-diperdeuteriomyristoyl-5/i-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (DMPC-t/54) in the lamellar phase having perdeuterated acyl chains and
containing cholesterol (1/1 molar ratio) at 40 °C, have been simultaneously analyzed for the
entire lipid acyl chain. The experimental data have been interpreted in terms of a composite
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membrane deformation model (Nevzorov et al., 1998b) including a variable residual
coupling tensor along the lipid acyl chain, which is a result of fast (on the "H NMR time
scale) segmental reorientations that are further modulated by slower diffusive molecular
reorientations and collective excitations of the bilayer. The model gives similar results to
the method based on the numerical solution of the stochastic Liouville-von Neumann
equation (Weisz et al., 1992), but yields an expression for the spectral density in closed form.

3.2 COMPOSITE MEMBRANE DEFORMATION MODEL INCLUDING RESIDUAL
COUPLING TENSOR
As a means of separating various motions including fast segmental motions, slower
molecular reorientations and collective fluctuations in Eq. (1.2.21), one can further apply the
convenient closure property to the Wigner matrix elements Dg-pCQpo), that is (Nevzorov et
al., 1998b)

~ 52
r

q

-(3.1)

n

In the above expression, the first transformation from the principal axis system (PAS) of the
static electric field gradient tensor to the intermediate frame associated with the PAS of the
residual coupling tensor is given by the Euler angles iip/r), and arises from segmental
reorientations; the second rotation given by

represents the fixed transformation from the

intermediate frame to the frame associated with the lipid molecule; the third rotation

(r)

describes diffusive reorientations of the lipid molecules; and finally the fourth transformation
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pertains to the collective fluctuations of the instantaneous membrane normal with respect to
the average membrane normal (director) as given by the angles

.

Assuming that the segmental reorientations are fast on the "H NMR time scale, one
can average over their motional amplitudes, and introduce a residual coupling tensor (Brown
and Soderman, 1990) with the components (Trouard et al., 1994)

.(3.2a)

Xq =X Q{dS(^ P, ) ) ^ X QS}-'

cff_

ry (^dS(^w)) _

3

.(3.2b)

cos 2yp,)

Note that the intermediate frame is chosen so that the residual coupling tensor is diagonal,
yielding the following expression for the director frame correlation function

<V) =

SR E

.eff

E !<'(",„) <l = - 2 n - - 2
^6

-d5'(Q,„)]|=
(3 3)

It follows from Eq. (3.3) that even though the static coupling tensor is symmetric, fast
segmental motions may result in an asymmetric residual coupling tensor with a variable
orientation of the z-axis of its principal axis system as given by the Euler angles
0). The overall order parameter
quadrupolar splitting, viz. Av^ =

Q.im =

Scd which is experimentally determined from the
^cd '

expressed in terms of the fast and

slow order parameters S9' and 5*/' in the following manner (Trouard et al., 1994)
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eff

ScD =

,(3.4)

{z3£'(Q,»,) --^[D!;'„(Q,„) .DS'(Q,„)]}5f'
y/6

where 5^-'= <D^^'(Qp,)) and 5*/'= (D^'(Qji,;v))(D^'(Q^o)) = {Dl^\Q.,^fj)) for small-amplitude
director fluctuations.
In terms of a strong-collisional approximation (Nordio and Segre, 1979), the directorframe correlation functions for non-collective molecular motions are given by (Brown, 1982)

(^) = [(i

I =) -1

I

1^

In the above expression the correlation times for various reorientational modes

.(3.5)

can be

calculated from the theory of anisotropic rotational diffusion in the presence of a potential
of mean torque (Nordio and Segre, 1979, Szabo, 1984, Trouard et al., 1994) C/(P^,v)
P/cos Pvfyv). whereP/cos(3jw^) is a Legendre polynomial of ranky = I, 2. Ify = 1, the parity
of the potential is odd (Halle, 1991); whereas ify = 2 the parity is even (Brown, 1982). The
correlation times

1

V

can then be calculated as

^

(I

where D|, and

)I^)- I

D_+(Dj-D)«-

(36)

are diffusion coefficients for the axial and transverse rotations with respect

to the long molecular axis, respectively. The moments
order parameters

I'

can be evaluated in terms of the

where/ = 1,2, 3, and 4, by using the Clebsch-Gordon series
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expansion as discussed by Trouard et al. (1994). The latter can be found from the Boltzmann
distribution in terms of the potential of mean torque i/CPv^o)'

^
{Dqq(C1J^^)) =

s

x

p

[- U { ^ i ^ p ) / k T ]s i n

-

.(3.7)

jf exp[ -C/(P^^)/fc71 sinp^^c/p^o
0

If the collective fluctuations are fomfiulated as three-dimensional thermal excitations
(Ukleja et al., 1976), taking into account only the director fluctuations to linear order (Brown,
1982, Dong, 1994, Pincus, 1969) in P^/o(/) one can further write that

Go?(t) = G,t(T) = G,t(x) = 1

,(3.8a)

G.tct) = G,7'(T) • (p„„(/»i:)|5^O(r)) = —^
2y/^ y/x

,(3.8b)

D

.(3.8c)

3\/Ttz \fz

Here the constant factor D is a function of the elasticity, viscosity, and temperature of the
bilayer (Brown, 1982, Dong, 1994), and all other correlation functions for collective motions
that appear in Eq. (3.3) are zero in this order. The final expression for the spectral density of
motion is obtained by Fourier transforming the expression for the correlation function, Eqs.
(1.2.20) and (3.3), and can be recast in the following general form (Freed, 1977, Nevzorov
et al., 1998b, Void, 1994), referred to herein as the composite membrane deformation model
(Nevzorov et a!., 1998b):
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.(3.9)

In the above expression the molecular spectral densities given by (Brown, 1982, Nevzorov
and Brown, 1997, Trouard et al., 1994)

-TW-Po,) =sf'EE K'(Q,«)-^[0o,(Q»,)-f5'(Q,«)]|1 "
^J6
®«o)l')-(0oo' (Q«d))'V-I

<Qd,,)I'

,(3.10)
where

to) are Lorentzian reduced spectral densities with correlation times

which

can be determined from Eq. (3.6). The collective spectral densities of motion can be written
as (Brown, 1982, Nevzorov and Brown, 1997, Trouard et al., 1994)

|o!L(QDL)l'no,';'(Q„,)| =

.(3.11)

Finally, the cross-term 7^°''^°'(co, PQJ can be calculated to yield
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(3.12)
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In the linear-order approximation for director amplitudes, the individual terms 7^°'"
"'(co)

contain Fourier transforms of the products of the correlation functions

corresponding to the various modes of molecular reorientations q and n, cf. Eq. (3.5), and the
correlation functions for collective motions G^(t) are given by Eqs. (3.8a-c). By calculating
the Fourier integrals one obtains (Nevzorov et al.. 1998b)

- ipS (Q„„)) V->
,(3.13)

for all q and n that appear in Eq. (3.12).
Thus as given by the composite membrane deformation model (Nevzorov et al.,
1998b), the frequency dependence arises from slower molecular motions and collective
fluctuations of the bilayer (Brown, 1982) as described by the sum of their corresponding
spectral densities and a cross-term; whereas fast segmental reorientations result in a residual
coupling tensor with variable components x'q and

along the lipid acyl chain (Brown and

Soderman, 1990).

3.3 RESULTS
A representative "H NMR spectrum of macroscopically oriented bilayers of DMPC-(i54
containing cholesterol (1:1 molar ratio) measured at 46.1 MHz (Trouard, 1992) at 90° sample
inclination is shown in part (a) of Figure 3.1. This spectrum can be compared with that of
pure DMPC-t/54 bilayers (Trouard, 1992) which is shown in part (b) of Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Comparison of "H NMR spectra and derived order parameter profiles of lipid
bilayers showing the influence of cholesterol, (a) Deuterium NMR spectrum at 46.1 MHz
for macroscopically oriented DMPC-£/54:cholesterol (1/1) bilayers having perdeuterated acyl
chains in the lamellar phase at T = 40 °C (Trouard, 1992); and (b) "H NMR spectrum of
DMPC-i/54(Trouard, 1992). In each case the sample tilt 0 £
^ greater degree of
ordering is observed in the case of DMPC-c?54:cholesterol versus pure DMPC-i/54 bilayers as
evinced by the larger "H quadrupolar splittings in the former case, (c) Profiles of the order
parameter |S^*| as a function of acyl segment position (0 for both the 5n-l (•) andOT-2 (O)
acyl chains of DMPC-^/54:cholesterol (1/1) in comparison with the 5/1-I (•) and^A^-2 (•)
chains of pure DMPC-^/j^ bilayers. The assignments of the various quadrupolar splittings are
given in Tables C.I and C.II.
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Several model-independent observations of a general nature can be made from analysis of
the "H NMR data of DMPC bilayers containing cholesterol versus those of pure DMPC
bilayers. The first observation regarding the effect of cholesterol on lipid bilayers is that the
'H NMR quadrupolar splittings in the DMPC-^/jjrcholesteroI spectrum are larger, which is
due to a decreased chain mobility in the presence of cholesterol yielding a greater ordering
of the acyl chain segments (Gaily et al., 1976, Oldfield et al., 1978, Stockton and Smith,
1976). The inequivalence of the jn-1 and sn-2 acyl chains can be seen from the smallest
splittings corresponding to the acyl terminal methyl resonance in the DMPC-i/sjXholesterol
spectrum, which yield single peaks in the case of pure DMPC-t/jj bilayers. Part (c) of Fig.
3.1 shows profiles of the carbon-deuterium bond order parameters I5^'l, which are in general
a measure of the average angular fluctuations of segments about the all-trans acyl chain
conformation obtained from the quadrupolar splittings. viz. AVG = —
order parameters for the cholesterol-containing DMPC-

P-,(cos0) .The

bilayers are compared to those for

pure DMPC-i/54, and are consistent with previous work (Dodd, 1987, Oldfield et al., 1978).
As can be seen from part (c) of Fig. 3.1, in the case of DMPC-J54:cholesterol bilayers, the
acyl chain segments C2-C6 yield the largest quadrupolar splitting (the plateau region),
corresponding to an order parameter of

I5 I = 0.42 which is near the limit value of IS
cd

cd

'=

1/2 that would result from an 3\\-trans chain undergoing axial rotation about its long axis;
whereas the order parameters for pure DMPC-t/jj are nearly two-fold smaller. Spectral
assignments of the quadrupolar splittings to other individual segmental positions are listed
in Tables C.I and C.n, which have been made by comparison with previous results (Dodd,
1987, Trouard et al., 1992) and by making use of the partially relaxed "H NMR spectra.
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Figure 3.2 shows the "H NMR spectra of DMPC-i/54:cholesteroI (I/I) at various
orientations of the bilayer normal with respect to the external magnetic field 0 (Trouard,
1992). Increasing the tilt angle leads to a decrease of all the quadrupolar splittings, and near
the magic angle of 54.7° the splittings reverse their sign. The inversion recovery pulse
sequence followed by the quadrupolar echo (Brown et al., 1979) was used to measure the
spin lattice relaxation rates (/?,2) at different sample tilt angles 0 (Trouard, 1992). Partially
relaxed "H NMR spectra of macroscopically oriented DMPC-t/jjXholesterol at 0 = 90° and
76.8 MHz (Trouard, 1992) are shown in part (a) of Fig. 3.3.

The broadband Jeener-

Broekaert sequence (Hoatson, 1991, Trouard et al., 1992, Wimperis, 1990) was to used to
measure the quadrupolar order relaxation rates (i?,^), which is illustrated in part (b) of Fig.
3.3. By performing these experiments at various sample orientations and NMR frequencies
the angular anisotropy of the "H R^2 and /?,Q relaxation rates can be measured. The
experimental

and

R^q relaxation rates for the observable resonances measured at 46.1 and

76.8 MHz as a function of sample orientation are summarized in Tables C.I and C.n,
respectively.
Figure 3.4 shows plots of die "H

and R^Q relaxation rates as a function of the order

parameter Scd squared for pure DMPC-tis^ versus DMPC-<i54:cholesterol (1/1) at two sample
orientations of 0 = 0° and 90° and frequencies of 46.1 and 76.8 MHz. As can be seen, a
nearly linear dependence is observed for pure DMPC-i/jj bilayers (Nevzorov et al., 1998b);
whereas no clear linear dependence is seen in the case of DMPC-<i54 bilayers containing
cholesterol.
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Figure 3.2. Experimental "H NMR spectra acquired at 46.1 MHz for macroscopically
oriented DMPC-J54:cholesterol (l/I) bilayers in the lamellar phase at r= 40 °C as a function
of sample tilt angle 6 (=
(Trouard, 1992). As the sample tilt is increased from 0 = 0 °
a contraction of the spectrum occurs, such that at the magic angle (54.7°) the quadrupolar
splittings reverse sign. Note that at the 0 = 90° inclination the splittings are scaled by a factor
of -1/2 with respect to the 0 = 0 ° tilt spectmm.
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Figure 3.3. Partially relaxed "H NMR spectra at 76.8 MHz for bilayers of DMPC^/54:cholesterol (1/1) macroscopically oriented at 9 = 90 ° in the lamellar phase at r= 40 "C
(Trouard, 1992); (a) recovery of Zeeman order (/?iz); and (b) decay of quadrupolar order
(/2IQ). The inversion recovery pulse sequence followed by the quadrupolar echo(Brown et
al., 1979, Davis et al., 1976) was utilized for the ^H R,z measurements; whereas the
broadband Jeener-Broekaert sequence(Trouard et al., 1992, Wimperis, 1990) was used for
the -H iq measurements (Trouard, 1992). In parts (a) and (b) the partially relaxed "H NMR
spectra are plotted at different delay times (r,).
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Figure 3.4. Experimental -H NMR
and \q relaxation rates of lipid bilayers plotted
versus the square of the experimentally observed order parameters
showing the
influence of cholesterol. Data include
(•) and q (•) relaxation rates for bilayers of
DMPC-rfjj, and
(•) and R^igiO) relaxation rates for DMPC-J54:cholesterol (I/l) in the
lamellar phase at 7= 40 °C: (a) 46.1 MHz; and (b) 76.8 MHz at macroscopic sample tilt
angles of 0 = 0° and 90°. Note that the slope of the dependence of the R^^ and R\q relaxation
rates on the square of the order parameter is much steeper for pure lipid bilayers than for
cholesterol-containing bilayers as a result of a decreased ordering in the former case. A linear
functional dependence is observed for pure DMPC-i/54 bilayers along the entire acyl chain
at the various sample tilt angles (Nevzorov et al., 1998b) which is not the case for DMPC-^/54
bilayers containing cholesterol. The latter may be a consequence of non-axially symmetric
segmental motions yielding a non-zero effective asymmetry parameter and possibly a
variable orientation of the PAS of the pre-averaged residual coupling tensor along the acyl
chain due to variation in the degree of the lipid chain entanglement.
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It has been argued (Brown, 1982, Nevzorov and Brown, 1997, Trouard et al., 1994, Williams
el al., 1985) that such a linear dependence may be the result of axially-symmetric fast (on the
"H NMR time scale) local motions, which pre-average the residual coupling tensor and
simply scale the relaxation rates for the whole acyl chain by the corresponding order
parameter squared. Note that the "H /?,z and

relaxation rates for DMPC-dsjXholesterol

are in the same range as for pure DMPC-^sj; whereas a substantial decrease in the acyl chain
order parameters is found in the latter case thus yielding a much steeper slope of the square
law dependence for the "H

and

R^q relaxation rates of pure lipid bilayers.

The non-linear

dependence which is observed for DMPC-^/jj.'cholesterol may point to an effectively
asymmetric residual coupling tensor and possibly a variable average orientation of the PAS
of the residual coupling tensor along the lipid chain arising from lipid-cholesterol
interactions. Besides the higher molecular ordering in the case of DMPC-JjjXholesterol. this
constitutes a second model-independent observation which distinguishes "H NMR relaxation
rates of cholesterol-containing lipid bilayers from pure phospholipids.
The angular dependence of the 'H /?,2 and

Riq relaxation rates measured at 46.1 and

76.8 MHz for various acyl chain segments of DMPC-c/jjXholesterol (I/l) at 40 "C (Trouard,
1992) is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The various panels of Fig. 3.5 correspond to the observable
"H resonances, designated A through I, as listed in Tables C.I and C.II. A third important
observation regarding the influence of cholesterol is that a strong angular anisotropy takes
place for the "H /?,2 relaxation rates of the acyl chain segments that are close to the glycerol
backbone (splittings A - C).
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By contrast, for the segments near the terminal methyl group (splittings G -1) the relaxation
rates do not depend strongly on the sample tilt, which is also observed in the case of pure
lipid bilayers, albeit for the entire acyl chain (Nevzorov et ah, 1998b, Trouard et al., 1994).
The above may mean that the effect of cholesterol on the lipid dynamics is more pronounced
for the segments that are closer to the glycerol backbone, since the cholesterol molecules are
shorter than those of DMPC. To further interpret the data, the composite membrane
deformation model has been used to simultaneously fit the "H /?,2 and

relaxation rates

for the entire acyi chain, which is shown in Fig. 3.5. An odd potential of mean torque (Halle.
1991), i.e. C/(|3^^jv) = - ^i^i(cosP^;v)' has been used, although the choice of an even potential
(Brown, 1982) yields almost identical results (not shown). The parameters of the residual
coupling tensor, namely the effective asymmetry parameter

and the orientation of the

2-axis of the PAS of the residual coupling tensor with respect to the long molecular axis as
given by the angle

have been varied along the acyl chain. By using Eq. (3.4). the fast

order parameters 5*^' have been expressed in terms of the observed order parameters •^CD and
the slow molecular order parameter 5*,"'.
Figure 3.5. Simultaneous theoretical fitting of "H R^2 and Ryq relaxation rates as a function
of bilayer orientation to composite membrane deformation model at two different frequencies
(magnetic field strengths): (a) - (i) deuterium
relaxation rates at 46.1 MHz (•) and 76.8
MHz (•), and ^q relaxation rates at 46.1 MHz (•) and 76.8 MHz (O) for resolved
quadrupolar splittings (designated A - I) of DMPC-t/sjicholesteroI (1/1) as a function of
bilayer orientation in the lamellar phase at 7" = 40 °C. Results are shown for the composite
membrane deformation model including both molecular and collective motions (
), as
well as for the limiting case of molecular motions only (
). The data are summarized
in Tables C.I and C.n and the fitting parameters are presented in Table C.III. In both cases
an adequate fit is obtained, suggesting that collective motions may not appreciably affect the
nuclear spin relaxation in lipid bilayers containing cholesterol. The discrepancy between
theory and experiment for resonances D-F may be due to the fact that the corresponding
peaks are not well resolved in the "H NMR spectra.
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Other fitting parameters including the diffusion coefficients D

and D,, the energy

parameter A.^ ,y =1,2 (or altematively the slow order parameter 5*/'). as well as the parameter
D corresponding to collective motions, have been held same for all the acyl chain segments.
The simultaneous fits of the composite membrane deformation model (solid lines) to the "H
^,2 and

R^q relaxation rates at 46.1 and 76.8 MHz demonstrate the ability of the model to

describe the orientational anisotropy of the nuclear spin relaxation of DMPC bilayers
containing cholesterol simultaneously for the entire acyl chain, except for some deviations
in the case of splittings D - F. This may be due to the fact that the corresponding peaks in
the "H NMR spectrum are highly overlapping and thus yield slightly inaccurate observable
relaxation rates. The molecular diffusion model (Brown, 1982, Halle, 1991, Szabo, 1984,
Trouard et al., 1994), Le. when only non-collective molecular motions are considered, can
be recovered as a limiting case from the composite membrane deformation model by setting
the parameter D to zero in Eq. (3.3). The fits to the molecular diffusion model (dashed lines)
yield similar results to the composite membrane deformation model, except for a slightly
worse quality of the fits to the relaxation data of the plateau region (splitting A). The
corresponding fitting parameters are summarized in Table C.in.
Figure 3.6 shows the parameters of the residual coupling tensor obtained from the
fits, which are plotted as a function of the position in the lipid acyl chain. Both the
composite membrane deformation model and the molecular diffusion model yield a variable
asymmetry parameter r\Q^ having its largest absolute value for the plateau region (splitting
A) and zero values for the terminal segments, cf. part (a) of Fig. 3.6. Moreover, the angles
describing the orientation of the z-axis of the PAS of the residual coupling tensor with
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Figure 3.6. Parameters of residual coupling tensor versus the acyl chain position obtained
from fitting the composite membrane deformation model to'H /?,2 and ^q relaxation rates
for DMPC-i/54:cholesterol (1/1) in the lamellar phase at r= 40 °C. Results are presented for
the composite model including both molecular and collective motions (•) and for the case
of molecular motions only (A), (a) Profiles of the angle (3,^^ describing the orientation of the
z-axis of the PAS of the residual coupling tensor. The values decrease along the chain from
90° to 65°; supplementary angles k indistinguishable from
due to the even parity of
the quadrupolar interaction are not included, (b) Behavior of the effective asymmetry
parameter
The composite membrane deformation model predicts the highest values of
y\Q = 0.1 for splitting A (plateau region) decreasing to zero for splittings D -1; this suggests
that effective fast motions of acyl segments close to the terminal group are axially symmetric
even if cholesterol is present, (c) Profiles of the effective coupling constant
Values of
q^ decrease along of the acyl chain as a result of decreased segmental ordering.
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respect to the long molecular axis are also similar for both models, and vary along the chain
from 90° for the plateau region to about 65° (or alternatively 115° since one cannot
distinguish between |3,^ and k -|3,^ due to the even parity of the quadrupolar interaction) for
the terminal methyl group as illustrated in part (b) of Fig. 3.6. Using Eq. (3.4), the
corresponding fast order parameter 5*/' and, therefore, the effective coupling constant
can been determined. As can be seen from part (c) of Fig. 3.6, the values for the effective
coupling constant decrease from 170 kHz along the acyl chain as a result of an increase in
the motional disorder farther from the lipid head group.
As a next step of the experimental data reduction, the laboratory frame spectral
densities of motions Jiidio, PDJ and /IC^oDD,

have been directly calculated for various

positions in the lipid acyl chain by using Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17) as illustrated in Fig. 3.7.
As can be seen, for segments close to the lipid head group (splittings A - C), the spectral
densities follow the trend 7,(0)0, PdJ <

PdJ when the tilt angles

are less than

Figure 3.7. Laboratory frame spectral densities of motion calculated from experimental "H
/?,z and iq relaxation rates at two different frequencies (magnetic field strengths) as a
function of the bilayer orientation: (a) - (i) spectral densities 7,(C0D,
^6.1 MHz (•)
and 76.8 MHz (O), and
P^J at 46.1 MHz (•) and 76.8 MHz (•) for the resolved
quadrupolar splittings (designated A -1) of DMPC-t/s^rcholesterol (l/l) in the lamellar phase
at r= 40 °C. The segments closer to the lipid head group (splittings A-C) show the trend:
PoJ < •/2(2COD' PDJ when
^54.7° and 7,(0)0, PD/3 > 7,(20)0, PoJ when p^^ s54.7°;
for other segments (splittings G-I) this tendency appears to be reversed. The composite
membrane deformation model with the fitting parameters summarized in Table C.in predicts
an analogous trend for the theoretical spectral densities 7i(0)d, PdJ (
) and 7,(20)0, PdJ
(
). However, the model predicts the same behavior for splittings A-C as for resonances
D-F, and for splittings G-I the model predicts two crossing points of the spectral densities.
The above discrepancies with the experimental data may be due to the fact that the
corresponding peaks are not completely resolved in the "H NMR spectra of DMPC(i54:cholesterol bilayers.
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approximately the magic angle (54.7°), and /,(a)D,

PoJ >

Pdl)

otherwise. This

tendency appears to be reversed for the segments close to the end of the acyl chain (splittings
G - [)• As also shown in Fig. 3.7, the above trends can be described in general by the
theoretical spectral densities calculated using the composite membrane deformation model
with the parameters obtained from the fitting to the "H R^2 and

relaxation rates, cf. Table

C.in. However, for splittings D - F the model predicts the same behavior as for resonances
A - C, which is less evident from the experimental data; in addition for splittings G -1the
model predicts two crossing points of the spectral densities /,(C0D,

PqJ and y2(2a>D' PdJ

•

The above discrepancies with experimental data may be due to the fact that the
corresponding peaks are not clearly resolved in the "H NMR spectra of DMPC.•cholesterol, cf. part (a) of Fig. 3.1.
Finally, for the composite membrane deformation model the relative contributions
to the "H /?,z relaxation rates from molecular diffusion, collective motions, and the cross
term, cf. Eq. (3.9), have been calculated for the plateau region (splitting A; acyl chain
segments C2 - C6), and are plotted in Fig. 3.8, part (a). As can be seen, the molecular
diffusion appears to be the predominant relaxation mechanism in agreement with earlier
conclusions (Trouard et al., 1992); whereas the relative contribution from the collective
motions is appreciably smaller. Part (b) of Fig. 3.8 shows contributions from different
motions obtained from fitting the frequency and angular dependent "H /?,z and

Riq relaxation

rates for pure DMPC-t/54 (Nevzorov et al., 1998b). In this case contributions from molecular
and collective motions, as well as from the cross term, are found to be comparable.
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Figure 3.8. Contributions from molecular motions, collective fluctuations, and the crossterm to the "H i2 relaxation rates of oriented bilayers showing the effect of cholesterol as
given by the composite membrane deformation model: a) DMPC-(i54:cholesterol (l/l); b)
DMPC-i/54 . The data are presented for splitting A (plateau region) comprising acyl chain
segments C2-C6 at 76.8 MHz and 7 = 40 ° C . Theoretical /?,z values (
), molecular
diffusion contribution (
), director fluctuation contribution (
), and the crossterm (
). Note that the molecular diffusion is predominant for nuclear spin relaxation
in the case of cholesterol-containing DMPC-^/54 bilayers. However, for pure DMPC-i/54
contributions from the molecular and collective motions are found comparable, part (b),
which may indicate an increased dynamical rigidity of the bilayers containing cholesterol
versus pure lipid bilayers.
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3.4. CONCLUSIONS
Nuclear spin relaxation studies of lipid bilayers containing cholesterol in the liquidordered phase (Ipsen et al., 1987, Vist and Davis, 1990) provide a powerful means for
investigating its effects on the dynamical properties of biological membranes. In the present
work, the orientational anisotropy of the "H

and /?,g relaxation rates of DMPC-

<^54 rcholesterol (I/l), measured at frequencies of 46.1 and 76.8 MHz and a temperature of 40
°C, has been analyzed for the entire acyl chain using a composite membrane deformation
model (Nevzorov et al., 1998b). The composite membrane deformation model treats fast
segmental reorientations in terms of pre-averaged motional amplitudes due to fast (on the "H
NMR scale) chain motions, which yield a residual coupling tensor having an effectively non
zero asymmetry parameter; whereas slower molecular motions and three-dimensional
collective fluctuations are assumed to modulate the residual coupling tensor due to the local
motions and predominantly contribute to the orientational anisotropy and frequency
dependence of the relaxation. The model fits the anisotropic relaxation data simultaneously
at both frequencies for all the observable acyl resonances. A relatively high asymmetry
parameter for the residual coupling tensor of

= 0.1 is needed to account for the strong

angular anisotropy at ttie two different frequencies, 46.1 and 76.8 MHz, for the segments
close to the lipid head group (plateau region) of cholesterol-containing DMPC bilayers:
whereas for pure lipid bilayers the data can be fit with a zero effective asymmetry parameter
for the whole acyl chain (Nevzorov et al., 1998b, Trouard el al., 1994). The above may be
the result of interactions between the lipid chains and the rigid cholesterol ring system, which
decrease the number of rotameric degrees of freedom for the upper part of the acyl chain.
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thus yielding non-axially symmetric effective local motions associated with a non-zero
asymmetry parameter. Moreover, in the case of DMPC-f^sjXhoIesterol the orientation of the
z-axis of the PAS of the residual coupling tensor varies along the acyl chain, ranging from
a value of

= 90° for the plateau region to P/,vf= 65° for the terminal methyl group. By

contrast, the relaxation rates for pure lipid bilayers appear to be scaled by the corresponding
order parameter 5CD squared for the entire acyl chain (Nevzorov et al., 1998b, Trouard et al.,
1994), thus suggesting a constant orientation of the PAS for all segments and an axially
symmetric nature of segmental reorientations. The above can be interpreted as a result of the
chain entanglement near the center of the bilayer due to different lengths of the cholesterol
ring system and flexible lipid molecules which change the asymmetry parameter and the
orientation of the PAS of the residual coupling tensor along the lipid acyl chains. The top
part of the chain remains highly ordered by the rigid cholesterol molecule (Davies et al.,
1990, Hubbell and McConnell, 1971, Vist and Davis, 1990); whereas chain segments deeper
in the bilayer are in contact with flexible cholesterol tail and become more entangled as in
pure lipid bilayers. If only non-collective molecular motions are considered, the overall
quality of the fits to the 'H

and

R\q relaxation rates of DMPC-^/54:cholesterol (I/l) does

not change appreciably, which suggests a rather small contribution from collective motions
to the nuclear spin relaxation in cholesterol-containing bilayers as a result of an increased
dynamical rigidity versus pure lipid bilayers.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND BIOPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS

To conclude the first part of the present dissertation, it is noteworthy to discuss the
physical meaning of the fitting parameters obtained from fitting the various dynamical
models to the -H NMR relaxation data to, and to draw a general physical picture about the
membrane dynamics as manifested by 'H NMR relaxation in the MHz regime. The
molecular diffusion model (II) allows one to obtain dynamical information about the motion
of lipid molecules. For instance, the values of the diffusion rates corresponding to the
hindered rocking in the presence of a potential (Z)_) are of the order of 10's ', while the
unrestricted rotation about the longer molecular axes is considerably faster, by almost two
orders of magnitude (Dj is of the order of 10's"'). Also, the magnitude of the slow order
parameter of about 0.7 would mean a relatively strong average orientation of the molecule
with respect to the director axis, which is consistent with earlier work (Brown, 1984a, Halle,
1991, Trouard et al., 1994). Note that there is little difference between the results for the
molecular diffusion with an even potential of mean torque and the model with an odd
potential (Trouard et al., 1994). However, the value of

XJ kT =

6.16 in the latter case

appears to be more plausible for the liquid-crystalline state; whereas the value o f X ^ l k T =
2.91 for an even potential of mean torque (Table C.III) would correspond to a lower energy
barrier and, therefore, to a more unstable membrane at 40 "C.
On the other hand, the ability of the membrane deformation model (IV) to describe
the relaxation dispersion of the "H and '^C

data for the different acyl segments of lipid
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bilayers at different temperatures is also of possible biophysical significance with regard to
lipid membrane dynamics. First, in the case of either model II or model FV, the rather small
contribution to the spectral density from faster segmental motions is consistent with the
notion that the local microviscosity of the bilayer hydrocarbon interior is comparable to that
of a liquid w-paraffin, such as «-hexadecane (Brown et al., 1983). Moreover, for the case of
a fluctuating bilayer, one can in general distinguish between (i) the/ree membrane limit,
where the wavelengths of collective fluctuations are less than the separation between the
bilayers (nematic-like picture), and (if) the coupled membrane limit, where the wavelengths
are large in comparison to the membrane thickness or bilayer separation (smectic-like
picture) (Brown and Chan, 1996). The former case may explain the existence of protmsion
forces between the lamellae acting over short distances due to entropic confinement; whereas
the latter may represent larger-wavelength undulations giving rise to interbilayer repulsions
(Israelachvili and Wennerstrom, 1990). The membrane deformation model (3-D director
fluctuations; model IV) would correspond to the free membrane limit in which the
fluctuations of individual bilayers are essentially uncoupled. As one example, fluctuations
in the cross-sectional areas of lipids in each of the two monolayers could be correlated in a
manner leading to collective deformations of the bilayer. On the other hand, the flexible
surface model (2-D director fluctuations; model HI) would encompass the longer wavelength
fluctuations. The different membrane coupling regimes and their influences on the spectral
densities of motion have been recently studied in more detail by Halle and co-workers (Halle,
1994, Halle and Gustafsson, 1997). In the present Chapter, however, we deal mainly with
unilamellar vesicles in the MHz regime, for which the influences of bilayer coupling are
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unlikely. Moreover, it has been found experimentally that in the mid MHz range vesicles
and multilamellar dispersions have nearly the same 'H and '^C /?,z rates, which means that
coupling between the bilayers does not appreciably affect the spin-lattice relaxation within
this frequency range (Brown et al., 1983, Brown et al., 1979). An upper bound to the
frequency range of surface deformations can be estimated theoretically by using the results
of Halle and Gustafsson (1997). Assuming a coefficient for the surface translational
diffusion of the lipid molecules of

= 3x 10"'" m~ s"' and that the area per lipid (Thurmond

et al., 1991) is <r = 65 A", by substituting these values in Eq. (7.2) of Halle and Gustafsson
(1997) one obtains a value for the upper frequency cutoff of the transverse director modes
of ©„ = jrDf / a- = rr (3 X 10"'- m* s ') / 65 x 10"^° m- = 4.6 x 10^ rad/s = 7.2 MHz. This
implies that the weakly coupled regime corresponding to an co"' dependence, cf. Eq. (7.22)
of Halle and Gustafsson (1997), occurs at frequencies much less than 7.2 MHz, which is
below the frequency range investigated in this work. Other regimes of strong membrane
couplings (Halle and Gustafsson, 1997) fall into the kHz range and even below. Thus, our
available frequency range does not allow one to further distinguish among the different
membrane coupling regimes in the low to mid MHz range. Since the membrane deformation
model is able to describe the "H and '^C /?,z dispersion in the MHz range, the nematic-like
picture may be more appropriate for the description of lipid membrane dynamics than the
smectic-like picture. This implies that, although membranes are two-dimensional structures
over very large length scales (Halle and Gustafsson, 1997, Marqusee et al., 1984, Rommel
et al., 1988), additional types of collective three-dimensional excitations, e.g. formulated as
bending of the local director, can exist over smaller distances comparable to the bilayer
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thicicness, as has been discussed in previous woric (Brown, 1982, Brown et al., 1983, Konig
et al., 1992, Pfeiffer et al., 1993).
The composite membrane deformation model (V), which takes into account both 3-D
director fluctuations and non-collective molecular diffusion, also allows one to obtain
quantitative information about the rotational diffusion rates and degree of ordering of the
lipid molecules, as well as relative contributions from collective and non-collective motions
to the nuclear spin relaxation of lipid bilayers. Compared to the molecular diffusion model
(H), the main features of the composite model (V) include a decrease of the rotational
diffiision coefficient for off-axial motions

by approximately an order of magnitude (= 5

X 10^ s '), and nearly a three-fold increase in the depth of the energy minimum corresponding
to

= 10-20 kT. This would imply an increased molecular ordering (D^

0.9) compared to that previously reported (= 0.6 - 0.7) (Brown, 1984a, Nevzorov and Brown,
1997, Trouard et al., 1994), and consequendy a decreased segmental ordering (D^'(^pf)}, as
given by die overall order parameter 5CD =

Neglecting the

contribution from small-amplitude director fluctuations, for the composite membrane
deformation model (V) the lower limit for the order parameter due to fast segmental motions
is estimated to be 5*/' = <D^'(Qp,-)) = 0.4 for segment C3, with further a decrease along the
acyl chain; whereas the order parameter of the slow order fluctuations is 5*,"' = (Z)^'(Q^;v))
<Dg'(Q„J)=(Dg'(Q„„)>=0.9. These findings suggest a new dynamical membrane model
in which the phospholipids are effectively tethered to the aqueous interface, with the bilayer
interior having a microviscosity due to segmental motions of the acyl chains comparable to
that of liquid hydrocarbons. Rotational diffusion of the flexible phospholipid molecules
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involving segments close to the aqueous interface is accompanied by appreciable chain
entanglement deeper in the bilayer interior. The molecular and segmental motions are
superimposed upon nematic-type deformations of the entire bilayer, with relatively small
wavelengths of excitations ranging between the segmental dimensions and the bilayer
thickness or interlamellar separation.
For the case of cholesterol-containing bilayers, it is interesting to compare the present
results with the approach of Weisz etal. (1992) which is based on the numerical solution of
the Liouville-von Neumann equation to describe the 'H NMR relaxation rates of
DMPCrcholesterol bilayers at 46.1 MHz containing 40% mol cholesterol. Weisz et al. have
also considered a composite motional process by treating fast segmental reorientations as
jumps on a diamond lattice and the molecular reorientations as anisotropic diffusion with two
correlation times corresponding to the axial rotation around the long molecular axis (x^,) and
the rocking motion of the lipid molecule

The collective deformations have been

treated as two-dimensional director fluctuations (Blinc et al., 1975, Marqusee et al.. 1984)
rather than three-dimensional excitations (Brown, 1982, Nevzorov et al., 1998b). It has been
found that cholesterol significantly reduces the density of collective motions compared to
pure lipid bilayers. The composite membrane deformation model considered herein allows
one to calculate directly the contributions from various motions to the observable relaxation
rates, and similarly predicts a smaller influence of collective motions formulated as threedimensional director fluctuations to the nuclear spin relaxation of lipid bilayers containing
cholesterol. Comparison of the parameter D corresponding to collective motions with that
previously reported for pure DMPC bilayers (Nevzorov et al., 1998b) shows a decrease of
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over an order of magnitude in the case of DMPC-t/54:cholesterol, i.e. 68.1x 10'^ s"^ versus
4.91 X 10'^ s"^, which results in a decreased slope of the plots of the "H

Q

and R^ relaxation

rates as a function of the order parameter •^CD squared. Taking into account that for threedimensional director fluctuations (Brown, 1982) D

K '^'^ r\

and assuming that the

bilayer viscosity "n does not change appreciably with the inclusion of cholesterol, one gets
a nearly six-fold increase in the bilayer elastic constant K in the latter case; whereas Weisz
et al. (1992) report a factor of 3.5 by treating the collective motions as two-dimensional

director fluctuations (Marqusee et al., 1984). With regard to the rotational diffusion
coefficients, the composite membrane deformation model predicts a decrease in the
perpendicular diffusion coefficient
versus pure DMPC

correlation times

= 0.399 x 10^ s ') in the case of DMPCxholesterol

= 7.28 x 10® s"') (Nevzorov et al., 1998b), corresponding to the
occurring on the microsecond timescale, which is in agreement with

the result of Weisz et al. (1992). However, if only molecular motions are considered as a
limiting case, values of about two orders of magnitude greater are found (D^ = 62.0 x 10®
s '). Additional measurements of the relaxation rates at lower frequencies may be needed to
obtain more consistent values for the off-axial diffusion coefficient D^. The axial diffusion
coefficient D, | corresponding to the rotation about the long molecular axis, as given by the
composite membrane deformation model for DMPCxholesterol (D,, = 5.43 x 10's"'), is
close to that obtained for pure DMPC bilayers (D,| = 4.50 x 10's"') (Nevzorov et al., 1998b).
These results of the composite membrane deformation model are also consistent with
previous '^C NMR studies of the carbonyl carbons of DMPC in bilayers containing
cholesterol (Cornell and Keniry, 1983). The observed change of the chemical shift
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anisotropics of the sn-1 carbonyl resonance in DMPC on the inclusion of cholesterol has
shown an increase in the molecular order, and a persistence of fast axial diffusion about the
long axis of the molecule (Cornell and Keniry, 1983).
One can also compare the nuclear spin relaxation of the phospholipid molecules with
the relaxation of cholesterol itself in lipid bilayers (Bonmatin et al., 1988, Bonmatin et al.,
1990). Cholesterol is a very rigid molecule, and the lack of internal, segmental motions
simplifies its internal dynamics compared to the acyl chains of phospholipids (Bonmatin et
al., 1988, Bonmatin etal., 1990, Brown, 1990, Dufourc and Smith, 1986). This allows one
to set 5^"' = 1 for the cholesterol molecule in the composite membrane deformation model
or molecular diffusion model. The angular dependence of /?,z for specifically labeled
cholesterol in a similar bilayer system, 1,2-dipalmitoyl-yn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC)
(Bonmatin et al., 1990) at 30 °C has been explained (Brown, 1990) using an anisotropic
rotational diffusion model for molecular reorientations, which is a limiting case of the more
general composite membrane deformation model (Nevzorov et al., 1998b). The model
assumed a static EFG tensor unaltered by internal motions (X

Q = 1^0

r|g = 0). From the

results of fitting the data, it was found that both the lipid and cholesterol molecules exhibit
high ordering with the molecular order parameters 5*/' of about 0.9. The main difference
between cholesterol (Brown, 1990) and phospholipids is the magnitude of the rates
describing their rotational diffusion. For phospholipid molecules, the axial diffusion
coefficient Dp = 5.43 x 10's"' is about 10 times larger than that obtained for the cholesterol
molecule (Brown, 1990) for which D,,^ =4.11 x 10* s"'; whereas the off-axial rotational
diffusion coefficient for the former is smaller by almost a factor of 30 (Brown, 1990), i.e. D,
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= 3.99 X 10^ s"' versus l.l 1 x 10^ s '. This difference is reflected in the magnitude of the
observed relaxation rates. For the labeled cholesterol in bilayers of DPPC at 30 °C, the spin
lattice relaxation rates are on the order of 150 to 500 s ' (Bonmatin et al., 1990, Dufourc and
Smith, 1986); whereas the relaxation rates observed in the acyl chains of DMPCxholesterol bilayers are considerably slower and range from 7 to 33 s '. This large
difference is present even for the plateau region which has the largest order parameter of I^QJI
= 0.42.
It is worthwhile to emphasize that "H NMR relaxation data for both pure DMPC
bilayers (Nevzorov et al., 1998b) and bilayers containing cholesterol can be successfully
described as a function of frequency and sample orientation in terms of a composite
membrane deformation model for the entire acyl chain. The model yields an expression for
the spectral density in closed form and allows one to obtain quantitative information about
the bilayer dynamics including lipid reorientation rates, degree of molecular ordering, and
relative contributions from collective and non-collective motions. The conclusions are in
general agreement with an alternative more detailed treatment based on numerical solution
of the Liouville-von Neumann equation (Weisz et al., 1992). A general formulation in terms
of the composite membrane deformation model suggests that the "H NMR relaxation of
cholesterol-containing bilayers in the MHz regime is predominantly governed by noncollective molecular reorientations, and less significantly by small-amplitude collective
deformations of the membrane interior due to an increased bilayer rigidity. The internal
chain dynamics are primarily reflected in the residual coupling tensor with variable
components along the acyl chain, possibly arising from variation in the degree of chain
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entanglement as a result of interactions between the lipid and cholesterol molecules.
An additional important point involves the correspondence of the experimental NMR
results to the force fields that account for the equilibrium and dynamical properties of
membrane lipid bilayers in computer models. In this regard, the NMR relaxation rates of
lipid bilayers comprise one of the primary experimental observables that are simulated using
molecular dynamics (Alper et al., 1993, De Loof et al., 1991, Hautman et al., 1991, Tu etal.,
1995, Venable et al., 1993). The decay rates of the acyl chain correlation functions given by
the membrane deformation model (3-D director fluctuations) are in fact rather similar to
those obtained from molecular dynamics simulations (Venable et al., 1993). Clearly, the
extrapolated behavior of the correlation functions at times < 10"'° s corresponds to much
faster motions than predominantly contribute to NMR relaxation in the presently available
MHz frequency range. In future molecular dynamics simulations, it would be interesting to
study in more detail the transition between the fast decaying part of the correlation function
resulting from faster non-collective segmental motions, and the slowly decaying tail
corresponding to slower non-collective molecular or possibly collective motions. It should
also be remarked that the bilayer correlation functions have been obtained by comparing
different dynamic models treated in mathematically closed forms to the experimental NMR
results. This makes it possible to consider the NMR relaxation data analysis as a useful tool
that can help reveal the major features of the motions over time scales » 10''° s as an
adjunct to molecular dynamics simulations. The correlation functions can then be directly
tested by fitting the experimentally measured NMR relaxation rates and can be extrapolated
to much longer times.
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EQUILIBRIUM

PROPERTIES

OF

MEMBRANE-BOUND

RECEPTORS AND NUCLEIC ACIDS FROM DEUTERIUM NMR LINESHAPE
ANALYSIS

CHAPTERS
DEUTERIUM NMR LINESHAPES OF UNIAXIALLY ORIENTED
IMMOBILIZED SAMPLES. STUDY OF THE ORIENTATION OF RETINAL
CHROMOPHORE IN BACTERIORHODOPSIN

5.1 INTRODUCTION
Deuterium NMR spectroscopy provides a unique tool for studying equilibrium
properties of various biological assemblies, molecular solids, and liquid crystals. Here, the
structural parameters are contained in the principal values of the coupling tensor together
with the orientation of the principal axes of the electric field gradient (EFG) tensor relative
to the external magnetic field. Comparison of the experimental lineshapes with theory
allows one to determine the various bond orientations, degree of the static disorder in the
sample, as well as amplitudes of fast motions that pre-average the residual coupling tensor
(Schmidt-Rohr and Spiess, 1994, Void, 1996).
In many cases one deals with simulation of NMR lineshapes for uniaxially oriented
samples that are essentially immobile on the relevant NMR time scale. The problem of a
uniaxial distribution arises in the case of cylindrically symmetric systems, including aligned
biopolymers such as RNA or DNA (Nevzorov et al., 1998a), integral membrane proteins
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(Nevzorov et al., 1997a, Ulrich and Watts, 1993), and possibly low-temperature lipid phases.
Here one is typically interested in obtaining bond orientations relative to the axis about which
there is an axially symmetric static distribution. Clearly the accuracy of the simulation of the
solid-state NMR spectral lineshapes is a crucial factor for the reliability of "H NMR
interpretations. Only if there is an unique correspondence of the simulated spectra to
experiment, can any conclusions be made regarding the reliability of the values obtained for
the bond angles or the degree of static disorder in the sample. Measurements of the
experimental lineshapes as a fiinction of sample inclination (tilt) and temperature can provide
additional tests for models attempting to describe "H NMR spectra for a given system, since
different models may fit the experimental lineshape at a single tilt angle or temperature
equally well.
In the present Chapter, a general theory of 'H NMR lineshapes for uniaxially oriented
Immobile samples, such as integral membrane protein receptors having bound ligands, is
described. A closed-form lineshape expression is derived, and the effect of various bond
orientations and static disorder on the "H NMR lineshapes is investigated at different
macroscopic sample Inclinations. A representative example of an Integral membrane protein,
bacteriorhodopsin (bR), is considered. Bacteriorhodopsin is a light-driven proton pump, and
naturally occurs in the purple membranes of Halobacterium salinarium (Alexiev et al., 1994,
Mathies et al., 1991, Otto et al., 1989). It has remained as a topic of continuous investigation
due to Its similarity to other seven-helix transmembrane proteins such as rhodopsin which
is found in the rod cells In animal and human eyes and plays an important role In the process
of vision (Brown, 1994, Brown, 1997). Bacteriorhodopsin thus represents a model system
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which can be investigated in relation to other more difficult to study integral membrane
proteins and ligand-binding receptors. Quantitative information about possible orientations
of the retinal chromophore of membrane-embedded bR can be obtained from "H NMR
spectroscopy and may prove useful in establishing a clearer picture about the proton transport
in biological cells, and especially about the proton pathway through the protein interior. The
lineshape simulation method presented herein is applied to a tilt series "H NMR spectra
obtained for bacteriorhodopsin having a specifically "H-labeled Cig-CH, group of the retinal
chromophore (Moltke et al., 1998). Lineshape analysis yields the orientation of C-CD, bond
with respect to the local membrane normal, as well as the extent of mosaic spread. The
orientational information obtained from the solid-state "H NMR lineshape simulation can be
then used as angular constraints in combination with other experimental techniques to
investigate the overall orientation of the retinal chromophore with respect to the membrane
normal in different conformations of bacteriorhodopsin. The new lineshape simulation
method presented herein can also be applied to solid-state NMR spectra involving
quadrupolar, dipolar, and chemical shift interactions as a mean of studying the structure of
other integral membrane protein receptors having bound ligands in relation to their biological
activity.

5.2 CLOSED-FORM EXPRESSION FOR DEUTERIUM NMR LINESHAPES OF
UNIAXIALLY ORIENTED IMMOBILE SAMPLES
To calculate the lineshape function due only to static distributions and possible preaveraging of the coupling tensor from fast (on the "H NMR time scale) motions, one needs
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to calculate the probability distribution of NMR transition frequencies which depends on all
possible orientations of the C-"H bonds in the sample (Brown, 1996). For/= I quadrupolar
nuclei, a closed-form lineshape expression can be derived by considering the single-quantum
transitions | + 1 ) — | 0 ) and | 0 ) — | - 1 ) corresponding to the "H NMR transition
frequencies

and

, respectively, which are given by (Brown and Chan, 1996)

VQ = ± —x{^00

~

t^-20

"*"^20

-(5.1)

In the above expression the subscript X = P, I denotes the frame associated with the principal
axis system (PAS, P) of the static electric field gradient (EFG) tensor or alternatively the
intermediate (/) frame of the residual EFG tensor {i.e. left-over from motions fast on the "H
NMR scale), and L denotes the laboratory frame defined by the external main magnetic field.
An example of the case of a static EFG tensor would be an immobile CD, group; whereas
a rapidly rotating CD, would yield a residual coupling tensor. In Eq. (5.1), X = Xe o'"
the static or residual (effective) quadrupolar coupling constant, and rj = tIQ or
asymmetry parameter of the EFG tensor. The symbols

's
is the

where n = 0, ±2, denote

the Wigner rotation matrix elements which transform the irreducible components of the EFG
tensor from its static or residual principal axis system, associated with a particular'H-labeled
site, to the laboratory frame as given by the Euler angles

= (0, 9,0) . Here we use the

Rose (Rose, 1957) convention for right-handed body-fixed rotations, together with the Rose
(Rose, 1957) convention for the Wigner rotation matrices.
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The coupling parameters x a n d t | are related to the principal values of the EFG tensor
and can be determined from the powder-type 'H NMR spectrum, for which the bond

Q

directions are isotropically distributed. Comparison of the residual coupling parameters X "
and

Q

to the appropriate static values X and rjg yields information about the influences of

pre-averaging due to fast motions (Brown, 1996, Void, 1996). For instance, in case of a
methyl group fast rotations lead to a reduction of the static coupling constant by a factor of
three, viz.

= Xq7(3cos-109.5° " H = - -jXq = -56.7kHz ; whereas the effective

asymmetry parameter

is reduced to zero due to the axially-symmetric motions.

One approach for simulating solid-state NMR spectra is to derive a closed-form
lineshape function, which is limited to fairly simple distributions, such as spherical or
cylindrical powder-type averaging (Abragam, 1961, Brown, 1996, Cohen and Reif, 1957,
Seelig, 1977). A closed-form expression for the "H NMR lineshapes in the case of a simple
distribution of a C-"H or C-C'Hj bond on a cone has also been derived without explicit
treatment of the three-dimensional disorder of the symmetry axes (Brown, 1996, Hentschel
et al., 1981, Ulrich and Watts, 1993). A second approach involves numerical simulation of
the solid-state NMR spectral lineshapes (Greenfield et al., 1987, Griffin, 1981, Griffin et al.,
1988, Miiller et al., 1985, Schneider and Freed, 1989, Wittebortet al., 1987), e.g. by solving
the stochastic Liouville-von Neumann equation including multiple-site jumps (Alam and
Drobny, 1991, Greenfield et al., 1987, Griffin et al., 1988). Such numerical methods are
useful when the time scale of the motions falls within the relevant NMR time scale, and the
distribution function for the symmetry axes and the geometry of the system of interest still
remain fairly simple.
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In "H NMR spectroscopy the structural Information is contained in the principal
values of the electric field gradient coupling tensor together with the orientation of its
principal axes relative to the external magnetic field. Let us consider the general case of a
uniaxially symmetric sample. Without taking into account any specific internal molecular
geometry, the overall transformation of the PAS of the static or residual EFG tensor given
by the Euler angles

= (0,9,0) can be expanded into three intermediate

transformations, as shown in Fig. 5.1 for the case of a seven helix transmembrane protein
having a specifically "H-labeled methyl group. The transformations include the orientation
of the C-"H bond with respect to the local symmetry axis (membrane normal), the static
distribution of the local symmetry axes with respect to the average membrane normal
(mosaic spread), and the orientation of the sample as a whole with respect to the external
magnetic field. By using the well-known closure property of the rotation group, cf. Brown
(1996), one can write that
2
^nO

~

2
^ ^nm-

-(5.2)

m' --1 m = -2

Here we start with the orientation of the principal axis system (PAS) with its z-axis along a
particular C-"H or C-'Hj bond. The first set of Euler angles Q.x,w = (0, 0^, 0) pertains to the
orientation of the PAS of the static or residual EFG tensor associated with the average
orientation of the C- "H or C-'Hj bond with respect to the local symmetry axis (membrane
normal) given by angle Gg . The second transformation

= ((j), 0', 0) corresponds to the

uniaxial distribution of the bond orientations relative to the local symmetry axis (() as well as
the local symmetry axis disorder 0'. Finally, the third transformation

= (0', 0, 0)
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CD

Figure 5.1. Transformation of the coupling tensor for the case of a uniaxial immobile
sample, e.g. a seven-helix transmembrane protein having a specifically "H-labeled methyl
group. The geometry of the system is approximated here by three subtransformations. The
first set of Euler angles Q = (0- 0) describes the orientation of the principal axis system
of the EFG tensor, i.e. static (AT = P) or residual (X = I), with respect to the local symmetry
axis about which there is a static cylindrical distribution. The second transformation Qfjp =
((j), 0', 0) corresponds to the uniaxial distribution of the bond orientations (j) with respect to
the local symmetry axis N together with the deviation of the local symmetry axis 0' with
respect to the average normal to the membrane plane D (mosaic spread). Finally, the fourth
transformation
= (({>', 0,0) describes the static uniaxial distribution of the local symmetry
axes (])' about the average membrane normal together with the sample inclination 0 (tilt)
relative to the external magnetic field BQ .

XN
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describes the three-dimensional uniaxial distribution of the local symmetry axes with respect
to the average symmetry axis (director) as given by angle (])', together with the overall
sample inclination 9 (tilt) relative to the external magnetic field, of Fig. 5.1. Note that in the
above notations the corresponding azimuthal angles have been put into the subsequent
transformations in agreement with the standard notation for the Euler angles.
However, to derive the lineshape function in closed form it is convenient to break up
the transformation of Eq. (5.2) into two independent subtransformations, that is to say

^00

2
~ ^ ^Om
m = -2

^mo

,(5.3a)

m - -2

The additional tingles

= ((j)", 0", 0) describe the overall orientation of the local

symmetry axis with respect to the laboratory frame (main magnetic field) which can be
expressed via the Euler angles ())' and 9'. To simplify the analytical calculation, rank-1
rotation matrices can be used instead of rank 2, which then yields
cos 0 = cos Qg cos 0 " - sin 0^ sin 0 " cos (({) + (j)")

,(5.4a)

COS0" = COS0 COS0' - sin0 sin0'cos(|)'

.(5.4b)

Angles 0 and (j)' are uniformly distributed from 0 to 2K ; whereas the probability distribution
of angles 0' can be approximated in many cases simply as a normal Gaussian distribution.
At a given displacement from the average director given by the angle 9', the
probability distribution of the bond angles 9 can then be obtained by integrating over (j)' or.
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alternatively, 0", namely

p(6)d6 = fii^ = —!—(5co^\
J
I
I
80 ®
^9"
sin(()' sincj)
2tz

tz

(

k)-•>

The lineshape function is then related to the probability distribution p ( B ) for the
case of an axially-symmetric EFG tensor as (Brown, 1996)

p(U =

where

= pC9)

are reduced frequencies given by

'
(—i-r)
/3m~^ sinfl'

(5 6)
* '

(3cos~6 - 1) .

After calculating the derivatives in Eq. (5.5), the probability distribution

p(B)

becomes

cos(9_-0')

p(B)dB =

^

- sin 9 6

f

^^^^"cos(0-0 ) J[COS(0g-6) -COS0"] [COS0" - COS(0g + 0)]
.(5.7)
Jcos0"
v '[cos(0

-0') - C O S 0 " ] [cos0" -cos(0 +0')]

Integration then yields as a final result that (Gradsteyn and Ryzhik, 1980)
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p(B)dB =
\J[cos(Q -0') - 005(63+6)] [cos(03 -0) - cos(0 +0')]

,(5.8)
sin0 sin0g sin0 sin0'
^ [cos(0-0') - cos(0g + 0)] [cos(0g-0) - cos(0+0')]

where F((j), k) is an elliptic integral of the first kind defined as (Gradsteyn and Ryzhik, 1980)

.(5.9)

Finally, by approximating the symmetry axis disorder as a normal Gaussian distribution with
standard deviation CT, the closed form expression for the lineshape function becomes

.(5.10)

where cos 0 =

l)/3,

+ l)/3 .

It is noteworthy that the above general result for an immobilized uniaxial distribution
in the presence of three-dimensional disorder reduces directly to previous formulations. For
instance, if the three-dimensional mosaic spread is not treated explicitly (0' = ([)'= 0), Eq.
(5.9) immediately reduces to the previously published result (Brown, 1996, Ulrich and Watts,
1993)

p(0)t/0 = —

-2sin0 i/0

y[COS(0g-9) -COS0] [cos0 -cos(0g+0)]

-(5.11)
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The above expression is equivalent to the case when only Eq. (5.4a) is considered (Ulrich
and Watts, 1993), for which the theoretical lineshape function must be convoluted with a
Gaussian distribution. This corresponds to an effectively two-dimensional treatment of the
disorder, since Eq. (5.3a) by itself contains no information about the uniaxial character of the
distribution of the symmetry axes (local membrane normals) as manifested by both the angles
9' and(j)'.

5.3 ALTERNATIVE MONTE CARLO LINESHAPE SIMULATION METHOD
Here we also consider an alternative numerical method for the NMR lineshape
simulation, which proves useful in the case of complicated internal molecular geometries and
distribution functions for the symmetry axis disorder. Even if an analytical closed-form
expression can be derived for the probability distribution p(9) , Eq. (5.8), it still has to be
integrated over the distribution of the possible orientations of the local symmetry axes with
respect to the average director, Eq. (5.10). Moreover, to obtain the final lineshape Eq. (5.10)
has to be convoluted with the intrinsic lineshape. The integrals arising in this procedure can
be calculated only numerically and converge slowly due to the presence of singularities,
which affect the precision and require substantial computational time. However, these
difficulties can be bypassed if the lineshape is accumulated numerically from the very
beginning, namely by randomly generating the corresponding variables such as 0, (j)', and 9'
according to their distribution functions. The angles 0 and ({)' are uniformly distributed from
0 to 2k-, whereas 9' is assumed to be normally distributed with a standard Gaussian deviation
a. In the case of three-dimensional symmetry axis disorder, random values of 9' can be
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generated by inverting the corresponding distribution function P(0'),

0C fl"P(0') = N I exp(-

J

where

)smQ" dd"

,(5-12)

is a normalization constant, and values of P(Q') are uniformly distributed from 0 to

1. For a given triple of the angles 0, 0', and 0' the quadrupolar splitting is calculated by
using Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), and a unit intensity value is assigned to this splitting. This
procedure, referred to as the Monte Carlo lineshape simulation method, is repeated about
50 (XX) times which proves sufficient to accumulate a smooth spectrum from -100 kHz to 1(X)
kHz. Finally, the convolution with the intrinsic lineshape can be numerically calculated.

5.4 SIMULATION OF "H NMR SPECTRA OF UNIAXIAL IMMOBILE SAMPLES
OF INTEGRAL MEMBRANE PROTEINS
A model which aims at describing "H NMR spectra of uniaxially-oriented samples
should be able to reproduce a classical Pake powder pattern (Cohen and Reif, 1957) as a
limiting case, regardless of t.he macroscopic tilt angle of the sample if the angles 0' are
uniformly distributed over a unit sphere. Part (a) of Fig. 5.2 shows simulation of a powdertype "H NMR spectrum obtained by using a simplified treatment for the mosaic spread, Eq.
(5.11), where 0 — 0 ± 0', which corresponds to effectively a 2-D distribution of the
symmetry axes. As can be seen from Fig. 5.2, while the powder-type Pake pattern can be
reproduced as a limiting case for the 0 = 0° tilt, it cannot be simulated for the 0 = 90° tilt.
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Figure 5.2. Simulation of "H NMR powder-type limit for uniaxially oriented immobilized
samples at macroscopic sample inclination angles 9 of 0° and 90° using the values for the
effective coupling parameter of X " = 56.7 kHz and r[Q^ = 0, and the mosaic spread of a =
7°. Convolution with the intrinsic Lorentzian lineshape having a width of 0.5 kHz has been
applied as a final step, (a) Simulation using the simplified two-dimensional distribution of
the symmetry axes; (fa) simulation using a three-dimensional distribution of the symmetry
axes, cf. the text. Note that the formulation based on the 2-D distribution, part (a), fails to
reproduce the powder spectrum at the sample tilt of 90°; whereas the classical Pake powder
pattern can be recovered as a limiting case at both tilt angles if the treatment of the mosaic
spread explicitly includes the uniaxial distribution of the symmetry axes 0' corresponding
to a 3-D treatment, part (b).

Q
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By contrast, if Eq. (5.8) is used instead, which corresponds to a full 3-D treatment of the
mosaic spread, the powder pattern is recovered at both tilt angles, part (b), as well as at other
sample inclinations 0 (not shown). The above emphasizes the importance of a correct
treatment for the distribution of the symmetry axes in uniaxially oriented samples.

Figure 5.3 shows simulation of a tilt series of

NMR spectra for a uniaxially-

oriented immobilized sample at various values of the bond orientations 0g with respect to the
local symmetry axis as indicated in parts (a)-(O- The closed-form lineshape expression
given by Eqs. (5.8) and (5.10) has been used. As can be seen, changing the value for the
bond angle yields dramatic alterations of the "H NMR spectral line shapes, such as the
appearance and disappearance of peaks and shoulders in the spectra, especially for tilt angles
9 of 15,30, and 45 degrees. Note that largest changes are predicted within the range of bond
angles Qg from 30 to 50 degrees. By contrast, the effect of the local axis disorder a (mosaic
spread) primarily changes the spectral linewidths as shown in Fig. 5.4 for different values of
a, cf. parts (a)-(f). As can be seen from parts (g) and (f) of Fig. 5.4, at a greater degree of the
mosaic spread the "H NMR spectra become similar to the powder-type Pake patterns at larger
sample inclinations.

Figure 5.3. Simulation of a tilt series of *H NMR spectra for uniaxially-oriented
immobilized showing the effect of bond orientations dg with respect to the local symmetry
axis at sample inclinations 0 = 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°. All spectra are scaled by
integral. Part (a),0a = 0°; (b),08 = 30°; (c), Qg = 40°; (d),0a = 50°; (e),0g = 70°; and (f),08 =
90°. The closed-form expression, Eqs. (5.8) and (5.10), has been used together with the
values of the coupling constant of
= 56.7 kHz and mosaic spread of CT = 7°. Convolution
with the intrinsic Lorentzian lineshape having a width of 3.2 kHz has been applied as a final
step. Varying the bond orientation 0^ yield dramatic alterations of the spectral lineshapes,
especially for tilt angles 0 of 15°, 30°, and 45° within the range of bond angles 9g from 30 to
50 degrees.
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A comparison of the results for a tilt series of "H NMR spectra obtained by using the closedform lineshape expression, Eqs. (5.8) and (5.10), with those obtained by using the Monte
Carlo method is presented in Fig. 5.5. The two methods yield virtually identical results, but
the calculation time in the latter case is about 50 times longer than for the Monte Carlo
simulation. Consequently the Monte Carlo approach appears to be much more effective from
a computational point of view, especially for the case of a non-axially symmetric EFG tensor
and complicated internal geometries as in the case of DNA (Nevzorov et al., 1998a).
As a representative application to uniaxial immobile samples of integral membrane
proteins, the closed-form lineshape expression, Eqs (5.8) and (5.10), has been used to
simulate experimental "H NMR spectra of bacteriorhodopsin (Moltke et al., 1998), which is
a light-driven proton pump involved in photosynthetic energy conversion (Mathies et al.,
1991). The experimental "H NMR tilt series for macroscopically oriented purple membranes,
containing bacteriorhodopsin with specifically "H-labeled methyl group at position C,6 of the
retinal ring (Moltke et al., 1998) is presented in part (a) of Fig. 5.6.

Figure 5.4. Closed-form simulation of a tilt series of "H NMR spectra for uniaxially-oriented
immobilized samples showing the influence of mosaic spread a at sample inclinations 0 =
0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°. All spectra are scaled by area. Part (a), a = T; (b), (j = 3°;
(c), a = 7°; (d), a = 10°; (e), a = 15°; and (f), a = 20°. The closed-form expression, Eqs. (5.8)
and (5.10), has been used with values of the effective coupling constant of X " = 56.7 kHz
and the bond orientation of 9^ = 70°. A Lorentzian linebroadening of 3.2 kHz has been
applied as a final step. Increasing the local axis disorder a (mosaic spread) primarily
broadens the spectral linewidths. At even greater degrees of the mosaic spread the "H NMR
spectra become similar to the powder-type Pake patterns at larger sample inclinations, cf
parts (e) and (f).
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Figure 5.5. Comparison of the closed-form lineshape expression given by Eqs. (5.8) and
(5.10), part (a), with the Monte Carlo lineshape simulation part (b), at 9 = 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°,
60°, 75° and 90° sample inclinations. All spectra are scaled by integral. The value of the
effective coupling constant has been set to X " = 56.7 kHz and the bond orientation and the
mosaic spread have been fixed at values of 0^ = 70° and a = 7°, respectively. Convolution
with the intrinsic Lorentzian lineshape having a width of 3.2 kHz has been applied as a final
step. The two methods yield virtually identical results, but the computational time in the
former case is about 50 times longer than in the case of the Monte Carlo simulation.
Therefore, the Monte Carlo approach appears to be computationally more effective,
especially for the case of a non-axially symmetric EFG tensor and more complicated internal
geometries.
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The structure of the retinal molecule with specifically deuterated C,6-CH 3 methyl
group is shown below.

5-Me

9-VIe

13-Me
Lys-216

I /J-CDj
1 5-Me

N
H

Fast motions including rotation around the methyl rotor axis yield a decrease of the value of
the coupling constant by approximately a factor three, which can be found from simulating
the powder type "H NMR spectrum to obtain the principal values of the coupling tensor of
- 52.4 kHz and

= 0 (Moltke et al., 1998). As can be seen from part (b) of Fig. 5.6,

a three-dimensional treatment of the mosaic spread, given by Eqs. (5.3a) and (5.3b) yielding
Eqs. (5.8) and (5.10) as a final result, leads to an excellent agreement of the simulated and
experimental spectra if the bond angle 9^ is set to 68.8

Note that at zero degree sample

inclination for a given value of the bond angle 0^ there is an additional solution (0^ = 42°)
which yields a similar spectral pattern but with a reversed sign of the quadrupolar splitting
(Moltke et al., 1998). Therefore, to unequivocally determine the value of the bond
orientation 0^, spectral measurements at other sample inclinations are needed.
Part (c) of Fig. 5.6 illustrates again the necessity to consider properly the threedimensional uniaxial character of the mosaic spread. Here the simplified two-dimensional
treatment of the mosaic spread has been used, Eq. (5.11) (Brown, 1996, Ulrich and Watts,
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1993). The subspectra calculated at various values of 0 ^ 9'distributed around the average
macroscopic tilt angle 0 have been added with a weighting factor of exp [ - (0 - 0')" / 2(r].
As can be seen, the peaks corresponding to the "H NMR splitting at the 0° tilt are predicted
to be much sharper than observed experimentally, and cannot be fitted simultaneously with
the rest of the tilt series. The above means that the simplified treatment, Eq. (5.11), is not
suitable for the description of solid-state -H NMR spectra of uniaxially oriented integral
membrane proteins. If the subspectra are added together with an additional spherical volume
element sin 0', die quality of the simulation for the 0° tilt "H NMR spectrum is improved (not
shown). However, inclusion of the sine factor to account for a three-dimensional character
of the symmetry axis disorder is inconsistent with the neglect of integrating over the
azimuthal angle 0' in the effectively two-dimensional treatment, cf. Eq. (5.11).

Figure 5.6. Simulation of experimental "H NMR spectra of bacteriorhodopsin in oriented
purple membranes for different sample tilt angles at 20 °C (Moltke et al., 1998) using
different treatments of the mosaic spread, (a) Experimental spectra at 0 = 0°, 45°, and 90°
sample inclinations, (b) Simulation by using Eqs. (5.8) and (5.10) corresponding to an
explicit treatment of the three-dimensional uniaxial distribution of the symmetry axes, with
a bond orientation of 0g = 68.8 ° and a Gaussian standard deviation for mosaic spread of a
= 7.2 (c) Simplified treatment, Eq. (5.11) of Ulrich and Watts (1993) corresponding to
effectively two-dimensional approximation for the mosaic spread with a bond orientation of
0g = 69.5 ° and a Gaussian standard deviation of a = 7.0 °. In both cases a coupling constant
of Xq^= 52.4 kHz has been used (Moltke et al., 1998) and a Lorentzian linebroadening of 3.2
kHz has been applied together with a correction (Bloom et al., 1980) for the finite pulse
length of 3.2 ^s. The minor peak in the center of the experimental "H NMR spectra arises
most likely from the natural abundance of deuterium in water. Part (b) shows that excellent
agreement of the simulated spectra with experiment is obtained in the case of an explicit
three-dimensional treatment of the mosaic spread. By contrast, part (c) indicates that the
two-dimensional formulation yields much sharper peaks at 0° sample tilt than observed
experimentally, which implies that the simplified treatment is not applicable for the
description of the static disorder in purple membranes.
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5.5 CONCLUSIONS
Orientational information including bond angles and degree of molecular ordering
can be obtained by analyzing the 'H NMR lineshapes of uniaxially oriented samples, which
can help better understand the structure and biophysical properties of biological solids and
liquid-crystalline assemblies. Main factors that influence the accuracy of the determination
of various bond angles are the choice of a model for the description of the geometry of the
system of interest, as well as the type of the distribution of local symmetry axes (mosaic
spread). In the present Chapter, a general closed-form expression has been derived for the
lineshapes of immobile uniaxially oriented systems as a function of the macroscopic sample
tilt angle. The closed-form lineshape function has been shown to yield identical results with
an alternative numerical Monte Carlo method (Moltke et al., 1998, Nevzorov et al., 1998a).
However, in the case of complicated internal geometries and types of static disorder, as well
as for the case of a non-axially symmetric electric field gradient tensor, the latter approach
seems to be more suitable, since it allows one to avoid substantial increase in computational
time and problems associated with singularities contained in the closed-form lineshape
function.
The "H NMR lineshape theory presented in this Chapter for immobilized uniaxially
oriented samples is applied for a representative example of integral membrane proteins,
bacteriorhodopsin. The same method can be applied to peptides and other integral
membrane proteins at temperatures where they are essentially immobilized to form an
axially-symmetric distribution within the membrane plane; examples include rhodopsin, the
opioid receptor, and the glucagon receptor. The experimental tilt series of the "H NMR
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spectra of macroscopically oriented purple membranes, containing bacteriorhodopsin with
specifically "H-labeled methyl group at position C,6 of the retinal ring (Moltke et al., 1998),
have been simulated in closed form. A simplified treatment (Ulrich and Watts, 1993),
which corresponds to effectively a two-dimensional mosaic spread, does not describe
simultaneously the "H NMR spectra at all tilt angles, nor can a powder pattern be recovered
as a limiting case. By contrast, an excellent agreement of the simulated spectra with
experiment is obtained in the case of a three-dimensional treatment, which allows one to
determine die absolute value of the angle between the methyl group rotor axis at position C,6
of the retinal prostetic group and the membrane normal to be 68.8 ± 1.0 degrees (or
alternatively its supplementary value of 180° - 68.8° = 111.2°). It should be noted that such
precision still lies beyond the reach of one of the most common methods for structure
determination. X-ray crystallography. Although due to the even parity of the quadrupolar
interaction one cannot distinguish between the above two supplementary angles, information
about various bond orientations obtained from "H NMR can be further used as angular
constraints in conjunction with other experimental techniques as a means of determining the
overall orientation of the retinal with respect to the membrane normal. Moreover, the "H
NMR lineshape method described here for uniaxially oriented immobile samples can be
applied to studies of other ligands bound to integral membrane protein receptors in relation
to their mechanism of action.
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CHAPTER 6
STRUCTURE OF A AND B FORMS OF DNA FROM DEUTERIUM NMR
SPECTROSCOPY

6.1 INTRODUCTION
Investigation of the structure and dynamics of DNA has played a central role in
molecular biology and continues to do so with the development of modem molecular
genetics techniques. X-ray diffraction methods have been most widely used in studies of
DNA, and have led to the identification of three major forms, referred to as A-, B-, and ZDNA (Saenger, 1984).

The application of optical methods such as fluorescence

depolarization (Thomas et al., 1980) and dynamic light scattering (Lin et al., 1981) as well
as NMR methods have provided important additional information regarding DNA
microstructure and dynamics.

Multidimensional NMR methods have been used to

investigate small oligonucleotide duplexes, which has made it possible to determine their
time-averaged structure by using NMR distance constraints (James, 1996). In addition,
solid-state NMR studies of DNA, in particular deuterium ("H) NMR spectroscopy, have been
valuable in elucidating further details of the structure and dynamics of DNA in the solid state
(Alam and Drobny, 1991, Brandes et al., 1988a, Brandes et al., 1988b, Brandes et al., 1990,
Shindo et al., 1987, Void, 1996, Void et al., 1986). Here the angular information is directly
accessible through the orientation of the electric field gradient (EFG) tensor corresponding
to the individual C-"H bonds. Comparison of the experimental lineshapes with theory allows
one to determine the bond angles and orientations of the base pairs with respect to the helix
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axis (Brandes et al., 1988a, Brandes et al., 1988b). In previous work, it has been shown that
the "H NMR spectra of Li-DNA (the B-form) can be simulated by assuming a uniaxial
distribution of the base pairs around the helix axis, including pre-averaging of the transition
frequencies due to librations of the base pairs (Brandes et al., 1988b), which leads to a
reduction of the coupling constant due to base plane fluctuations (Shindo et al., 1987).
However, the more complex "H NMR spectra of calf thymus Na-DNA (75% relative
humidity) have been more difficult to explain satisfactorily (Brandes et al., 1988a). When
the average helix axis is oriented parallel to the main magnetic field, the Na-DNA spectrum
consists of two doublets, with broad inner peaks and sharp outer peaks, which have been
interpreted by assuming a superposition of contributions from both the A- and B-forms
(Brandes et al., 1988a, Shindo et al., 1987). However, according to X-ray diffraction, only
the A-form of DNA is detected under these conditions, which is inconsistent with the "H
NMR interpretation. In this Chapter we have addressed this issue by introducing a model
which accounts for the detailed DNA geometry, and includes a realistic treatment of the helix
axis disorder. The "H NMR lineshapes of both the A- and B-forms of DNA (Brandes et al.,
1988a, Brandes et al., 1988b, Brandes et al., 1986, Void et al., 1986) are successfully
described in agreement with the X-ray results. Moreover, these studies reveal strucmral
insights which may provide a valuable source of information in future studies of DNA
microstructure and its interactions with proteins.

6.2 TRANSFORMATION OF THE COUPLING TENSOR IN THE CASE OF DNA
The "H NMR transition frequencies for a particular C-"H bond are given by (Brown
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and Chan, 1996)

Vq

± ^ xl^oo

JL [^-20

"^^20

,(6.1)

where the subscript X = P , I denotes the frame associated with the principal axis system {P)
of the static electric field gradient tensor or the intermediate (/) frame of the residual EFG
tensor {i.e. left-over from motions fast on the "H NMR scale), and L denotes the laboratory
frame defined by the external main magnetic field. In Eq. (6.1), X = Xg o""Xq^ is the static
or residual (effective) quadrupolar coupling constant, and Tj s rjg or V[q^ is the asymmetry
parameter of the EFG tensor, where 0 < t) s 1. The coupling parameters % and

are related

to the principal values of the EFG tensor and can be determined from the powder-type "H
NMR spectrum of unoriented DNA fibers

(Brandes et al., 1986), for which the bond

directions are isotropically distributed. For instance, comparison of the residual values XQ ^
and r]Q^ to the appropriate static values Xq

"Hq yields information about the influences of

pre-averaging due to fast librational motions of DNA base pairs (Void, 1996). The above
transformation can be expanded into various intermediate transformations which include the
orientation of the C-"H bond with respect to the ring system of the base, the orientation of
the base plane, including the roll and tilt angles with respect to the helix axis, the distribution
of the helix axes, and the orientation of the sample as a whole with respect to the external
magnetic field.
In the case of DNA, which involves an asymmetric EFG tensor, analytical derivation
of the lineshape function represents an exceedingly difficult mathematical task. This is due
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to the fact that multiple subtransforaiations are needed to account for the complicated DNA
geometry, including the base pair tilt and roll, and the DNA helix disorder. Therefore, an
alternative is to simulate numerically the lineshape by either summing over the contributions
from all possible angles weighted with an appropriate probability density (Alam and Drobny,
1991, Brandes et al., 1988a, Brandes et al., 1988b, Hentschel et al., 1981, Shindo et al.,
1987), or by randomly sampling over the angles in accordance with their distribution
functions to accumulate the spectrum (Monte Carlo lineshape simulation), as discussed in
the previous Chapter. The latter approach proves to be more suitable when the geometry of
the system becomes more complicated and involves static distributions of more than one
parameter.
In one existing model, herein referred to as Model I, the DNA geometry is
approximated by introducing two subtransformations (Brandes et al., 1988b). Namely, the
matrix elements D^'(nYj can be expanded in the following way,

O.'o (Qxt) = E d2 (Q„)

("„)

.(6.2)

m = -2

The first set of Euler angles Q^f = (0,71/2 - Q-p, ())„,, + (();,) includes the base plane tilt (Gy) and
twist

angles, where

is the angle of the base plane rotation around the helix axis, and

the second set is given by

= (0, cc, 0), where a describes the helix orientation as a whole

with respect to the main magnetic field. To take into account the effects of dynamical preaveraging, Eq. (6.2) can be integrated from (n/2 - By.) - Bg to ( tz/2 - 0^) + 0^ with respect
to 07-, and from

- (j)^ to

+ (j)^ with respect to

about

= 0 , where ©Q and

denote librational tilt and twist amplitudes, respectively (Brandes et al., 1988b), and then
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divided by tiie normalization factor 40o<t)o- As can be seen. Model I contains quantitative
information about the librational amplitudes and base plane tilt angle, which can be obtained
fi-om the lineshape simulation, while treating the DNA geometry and dynamics in a relatively
simple manner.
Here we consider in more detail the microscopic DNA structure and the DNA helix
distribution. We thus expand the matrix elements

using closure (Brown, 1996) into

a set of four subtransformations, depicted in Fig. 6.1 and referred to as Model II, namely
2

^nO

~

2

2

^ ^nm

^m"n

.(6.3)

m = - 2 m ' = - 2 m" - -2

Here we start with the orientation of the principal axis system (PAS) with its z-axis along the
C8-"H bond, the _v-axis lying in the base plane, and consequently the x-axis being
perpendicular to the base plane (Fig. 6.1), which is in agreement with Eq. (6.1). The first set
of Euler angles Qxb =

^2, Yb , 0«) thus pertains to the orientation of the PAS of the static

or residual EFG tensor associated with the average orientation of the C-'H bond with respect
to the roll axis of the base pair plane (Saenger, 1984); the angle Yg denotes the angle between
the C- -H bond and the roll axis, and Qg is the base pair roll angle, cf. Fig. 6.1. The second
set of Euler angles Q.bh = (^2, nJ2 - Sj-, (^fj) describes the orientation of the base pair plane
with respect to the DNA helix axis, taking into account the base pair tilt angle 67- and the
uniaxial distribution of the base tilt axes relative to the local helix axis, as given by the angle
The third transformation Qffp = (0, a', 0') corresponds to the uniaxial distribution of the
local helix axes with respect to the average helix axis as given by a' and 0'.
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helix axis

roll axis

Figure 6.1. Transformation of the coupling tensor from the principal axis system to the
laboratory frame. Here the DNA geometry is described by four transformations in agreement
with the crystallographic notation. The first set of Euler angles
= (~ ^2, yg , 0^)
describes the orientation of the principal axis system (PAS) of the static {X = P) or residual
(X = 1) EFG tensor with respect to the roll axis of the base pair plane; the angle yg denotes
the angle between the C- "H bond and the roll axis, and 0^ is the base pair roll angle. The
second set
= (^2, k/2 - Qf, (|)y) describes the orientation of the base pair plane with
respect to the DNA helix axis, where ©y is the tilt angle and the uniaxial distribution of the
base tilt axes relative to the local helix axis is given by the angle
The third
transformation
= (0, a', (j)') corresponds to the uniaxial distribution of the local helix
axes with respect to the average helix axis as given by the angles a' and (|)'. Finally, the
fourth transformation
= (0, a, 0) describes the sample inclination (tilt) relative to the
external magnetic field BQ .
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Finally, the fourth transformation

s (0, a, 0) describes the sample inclination

(tilt) relative to the external magnetic field. Note that Model I can be reproduced as a
limiting case from Model H by collapsing the first three subtransformations involving
and
involves setting YB = 9/? = 0 where

into one effective transformation

This

= 0 , and eliminating the explicit dependence of the

helix axis disorder, i.e. a' = 0' = 0.
Inserting Eq. (6.3) into Eq. (6.1), one can then simulate the "H NMR lineshape for
Model E in the following simple manner, referred to as Monte Carlo lineshape simulation.
First a random triple of the angles 0^, a', and <j)' is generated, then the corresponding
quadrupolar splitting is calculated, and finally a unit intensity is assigned for this splitting.
The analogous procedure can also be applied to Model I, Eq. (6.2). Uniform distributions
from 0 to 271 are assumed for the angles (j)^ and <{)'. Values of a' are generated in following
way: random values of the distribution function of a', /'(a'), are generated from 0 to I, and
then the corresponding values of a' are calculated. The distribution function for the helix
disorder /'(a') is discussed in the next section. The other angles, such as the bond angle
the roll angle 0^, and tilt angle 0j- constitute the fitting parameters of the model and
correspond to a particular DNA structure, such as the A- or B-form. The starting values for
the parameters can be obtained from the literature (Saenger, 1984). Final refinement of the
theoretical spectrum involves the introduction of small static distributions of the angles 0^
and 07-and convolution of the spectral distribution with the intrinsic lineshape. The spectrum
can thus be easily simulated on a desktop computer. A total of about 100 000 Monte Carlo
random samples is sufficient to accumulate a smooth lineshape within the spectral range of
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±200 kHz.

6.3 TREATMENT OF HELIX AXIS DISORDER
The most widely used expression for the probability distribution involves a Gaussian
probability density function, which approximates the disorder in a general fashion.

pia') « exp

a'
2a(a')-

.(6.4)

Modifications of the normal distribution have been also proposed (Alam and Drobny, 1991),
in which the total probability density is written as a sum of a highly oriented and highly
disordered fraction of helices. In the uniaxial three-dimensional case, the probability density
function should be weighted by the sine of the angle corresponding to a given axis
inclination, which seems most appropriate for the description of non-collective disorder, i.e.
when the axis orientations are distributed independently of one another. One example
involves the case of the uniaxial disorder of immobile integral membrane proteins (mosaic
spread) (Moltke et al., 1998). The Gaussian probability of finding an axis orientation
between a' and a' + da' then has an additional weight, proportional to the area element sin
a'

a' on a unit sphere, which in turn implies that the probability of a perfect alignment

with the average axis is zero, increasing with tilt away from the perfect orientation.
However, in the case of thin films of DNA prepared by the wet-spinning method (Rupprecht,
1966, Rupprecht, 1970), one deals with a two-dimensional disorder which would imply that
the additional sine factor is not needed to describe the orientations of the DNA helix axes
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within a given plane. To take into account the helix disorder in the simpler Model I, one
needs to convolute the spectra calculated at various values of a —. a ± a' with a Gaussian
distribution centered at a' = 0. Note that this approach is valid strictly for Model I only in
the case of two-dimensional disorder, and an additional subtransformation, containing
explicitly the colatitude angle a' and the azimuthal angle <|)', should be included to treat
three-dimensional disorder as in Model H, cf. Eq. (6.3).
As an alternative to the above formulation for the non-collective helix axis disorder,
one can consider possible orientations within an entire DNA molecule, referred to as
collective disorder, which also seems applicable for macroscopically oriented DNA films.
Here a portion of the DNA molecule with its own axis orientation belongs to the entire
molecule, cf. Fig. 6.2. In this case the sine weighting factor for the distribution of a' is also
not needed, since the uniaxial angle ({)' rotates all the orientations of the DNA around the
molecular axis at the same time. It should be noted that, in principle, one could incorporate
both types of distributions by introducing a fifth transformation in Model H, Eq. (6.3).
However, detection of such complex disorder from the lineshape simulation would probably
lie beyond the capabilities of one-dimensional solid-state "H NMR spectroscopy. Therefore,
in the present Chapter we shall use only one type of distribution for a particular simulation
and then compare the results.
In what follows we describe a simple way of treating collective disorder of the DNA
helix axes. For a sample of macroscopically oriented DNA molecules, one may assume that
a DNA molecule behaves as a stiff wormlike chain having a rather long persistence length,
which is still substantially less than the total molecular length. One can, therefore, treat
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deviations of the local helix axes from the average molecular axis in terms of elementary
wave-like disturbances such as cos (k^). Here ^ is the variable corresponding to length, and
k is the disorder "wavevector" related to the inverse persistence length, cf. Fig. 6.2. The
orientation of an element of the DNA molecule with respect to the average molecular axis
can then be calculated as

tana'=—(cos

=-A:sinA:^

(5 5)

If ^ is assumed to be distributed uniformly from O i o K f k , where the cosine function is
single-valued, then p{^) = k/ tz, and differentiating Eq. (6.5) the probability density for a'
can be written as
, ,,

,rx d^

11+ tan-a'
= - - - z =
\Jk--tiin-a

.(6.6,

The total probability density function can then be obtained by integrating over the range of
k in Eq. (6.6) where the integral exists, i.e. from k^^ = tan a' up to a maximum cutoff value
k^^ = tan a'^. The result is

f
via- \/k--tan-a'

where

'1-522^)
cos-a'

.(6.7)

tana ^

is a normalization constant, N = {k/2 tan a'^^)'The corresponding (cumulative)

distribution function now becomes
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Plots of the probability density function pJSf-') for different maximum cutoffs
are presented in Fig. 6.2. One can see that at

< 50 ° one has a sharp peak at zero

orientation with a wide base, which is analogous to the distribution given elsewhere (Alam
and Drobny, 1991), suggesting the presence of a highly oriented and disordered fractions of
the helix axes, but described by only one parameter, a'n^. At larger cutoffs the maximum
asymptotically shifts to 90°, cf. Fig 6.2.

6.4 SIMULATION OF LITHIUM AND SODIUM DNA

NMR SPECTRA

In this Chapter we have relied on published "H NMR spectra of calf thymus Na-DNA
(75% relative humidity) and Li-DNA (66% relative humidity), both having specifically
deuterated purine rings at position C8 (Brandes et al., 1988a, Brandes et al., 1988b, Brandes
et al., 1986, Void et al., 1986). A Monte Carlo lineshape simulation method was used to
simulate the experimental "H NMR spectra of DNA in order to avoid mathematical and
computational difficulties associated with the direct derivation of an analytical expression.
All calculations were performed on a desktop computer operating at 100 MHz using
MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).
A representative "H NMR spectrum of Na-DNA at zero sample inclination (tilt)
(Brandes et al., 1988a) is shown in part (a) of Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.2. Probability distribution for the helix disorder as a function of the cutoff
parameter
, plotted from 5° to 85° in intervals of 20°, and at 89.9°. When
< 50°,
the probability distribution has a sharp peak corresponding to the 0° orientation and a broad
shoulder extending to larger angles, suggesting the presence of both highly ordered and
relatively disordered fractions. At larger cutoffs the maximum asymptotically shifts to 90°.
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Figure 6.3. Simulation of "H NMR spectra of oriented films of Na-DNA at 75% relative
humidity, (a) Experimental "H NMR spectrum taken at 0° sample tilt angle (Brandes et al.,
1988a). (b) Comparison to Model I, Eq. (6.2), assuming a Gaussian distribution for the noncollective helix disorder with a sine weighting factor (three-dimensional distribution), (c)
Comparison to Model I using a Gaussian distribution without the sine factor (twodimensional distribution). A Gaussian line broadening of 0.6 kHz together with a correction
(Bloom et al., 1980) for the finite pulse width of 2.5 p.s has been applied for this and
subsequent figures. (The use of Lorentzian linebroadening yields little difference in spectral
appearance.) At a sufficiently large value of a(a') of 11° or greater. Model I yields sharp
outer peaks in the Na-DNA "H NMR spectrum, corresponding to a contribution from the
perpendicular orientations of the C-"H bonds with respect to the main magnetic field. Note
that no assumption about the presence of a B-DNA fraction is necessary which is in
agreement with X-ray results. The use of the two-dimensional distribution improves the
quality of the fit, which would imply that the sine weighting factor is not needed to describe
helix axis disorder in planar DNA films.

ion
As can be seen, the spectrum contains two relatively broad inner peaks and two sharp
outer peaks. Figure 6.3, part (b), shows the simulation of the Na-DNA "H NMR spectrum at
zero sample tilt by using Model I, Eq. (6.2), with a Gaussian distribution of the helix axes
including the sine factor (three-dimensional non-collective disorder), with the values of the
fitting parameters as reported previously (Brandes et al., 1988a) and reproduced here in Table
D.L
However, as can be seen from comparison of parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 6.3, the use of
a Gaussian distribution of the helix axes with the sine factor gives rise to a significant excess
of intensity in the spectral center, i.e. near the carrier frequency. As an altemative. Model
I has been used assuming a two-dimensional non-collective helix disorder, i.e. a Gaussian
distribution without the sine factor with the fitting parameters summarized in Table D.I,
which led to a significant improvement of the fit, cf. Fig. 6.3, part (c). This would seem to
imply that the two-dimensional distribution of the helix axes is indeed more suitable for
simulating NMR spectra of macroscopically oriented DNA films rather than a Gaussian
function with a sine weighting factor.
One should note that the above theoretical "H NMR spectra of Na-DNA can be
explained in simple intuitive terms. Setting the base plane tilt angle to about 20° (that is 70°
relative to the helix axis) gives rise to the quadrupolar splitting near ± 45 kHz at 0° sample
tilt; whereas a sufficiently large value of a(a') of 16.5° yields the sharp outer peaks at ± 60
kHz, corresponding to perpendicular orientations of the C-"H bonds relative to the main
magnetic field. The perpendicular component is due to the combined effect of mosaic spread
of the helix axes together with the static disorder of base plane tilt and roll, which results in
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a fraction of the C-'H bond distribution which intersects the laboratory (x, y) plane and gives
rise to the characteristic 90° singularities in "H NMR spectroscopy (Brown, 1996).
As a further test. Model I has been used to simulate a powder-pattern "H NMR
spectrum as a limiting case. Indeed, if the helix axis orientations are assumed to be
distributed uniformly over a unit sphere, i.e. if a ^ a r a' and cos a' is uniformly
distributed from 1 to -I, then the model should yield a limiting powder-type spectrum
regardless of the macroscopic tilt angle a of the sample. Figure 6.4, part (a), shows a "H
NMR powder-type spectrum of Li-DNA (Brandes et al., 1986); simulations corresponding
to the powder limit of Model I for sample tilt angles a = 0° and a = 90° are shown in part
(b), with the fitting parameters given in Table D.I. As can be seen, the model generates a
powder-type pattern for the 0° sample tilt, but fails to do so if the sample is tilted at 9CP. The
reason for this is that Model I does not explicitly contain the angle ({>', cf. Eq. (6.2), and thus
effectively corresponds to a two-dimensional treatment of the helix axis disorder. By
contrast, part (c) of Fig. 6.4 shows that the alternative Model H, Eq. (6.3), gives a typical
powder pattern in both cases due to the presence of the non-vanishing azimuthal angle 0'
describing three-dimensional orientations of the helix around its average axis, which justifies
the more detailed expansion in Eq. (6.3).

Note that even though additional

subtransformations are considered in Eq. (6.3), the model still yields a typical powder-type
spectrum, which can also be described by the simple Pake formula (Brown, 1996, Seelig,
1977) in terms of a spherical powder-type average over the bond orientations

From the

fit to the powder-type spectrum, the effective coupling parameters Xq^ =• 173 kHz and x\q^
= 0.065 have been obtained (Brandes et al., 1986), cf. Table D.I.
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a)

b) Model I

c) Model II

0° tilt

90° tilt
' I
200

I
I
100

I
0

I

I
I
I
-100
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frequency / kHz
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L_J
' • • • • • • • •
-100 -200 200 100 0 -100 -200

frequency / kHz

Figure 6.4. Simulation of "H NMR powder-type spectrum of Li-DNA at 66% relative
humidity, (a) Experimental "H NMR spectrum for randomly oriented Li-DNA (Brandes et
al., 1986). (b) Comparison to the powder-type limit of Model I, Eq. (6.2), for 0° and 90° tilt
angles, (c) Comparison to the powder limit of Model II, Eq. (6.3), for 0° and 90° tilt angles.
Note that Model I yields a powder pattern at 0° sample tilt but fails to do so at a sample tilt
of 90°, which is due to the effectively two-dimensional character of the helix disorder
considered by the model. The more detailed Model n, which considers three-dimensional
uniaxial helix disorder, yields a powder-type spectrum as a limiting result at all tilt angles.
The coupling parameters
r\Q^ used in the simulation of the experimental ^ NMR
spectrum are given in Table D.L
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Figure 6.5 shows a comparison of the experimental *H NMR spectra of Li-DNA
(Void et al., 1986), part (a), to simulations obtained by using the more detailed Model E, part
(b), together with the collective distribution of the helix axes as given by Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8),
and the fitting parameters summarized in Table D.I for szunple tilt angles of a= 0° and a =
90°. If the tilt angles of the base planes are set nearly perpendicular to the helix axis for 0°
sample tilt, the cylindrical symmetry about the main magnetic field leads to a single
quadmpolar splitting with peaks at ± 60 kHz, corresponding to the B-form of DNA, cf. Fig.
6.5. When the sample is inclined al 90°, the most probable orientation of the cylindricallydistributed base pair planes is still perpendicular to the magnetic field giving rise to the peaks
at around ± 60 kHz. However, there is also a fraction of base planes aligned parallel to the
external magnetic field which yields the additional peaks at about ± 120 kHz. Note that the
present Model II fits the 0° tilt Li-DNA spectra as well as Model I (Brandes et al., 1988b)
assuming non-collective three-dimensional helix axis disorder. However, an obviously better
quality of the fits of the 90° sample tilt spectra is observed versus Model I (Brandes et al.,
1988b), and no assumption about the orientation dependence of the transverse relaxation
rates (Brandes et al., 1988b) is necessary.
The fits of Model II to the "H NMR spectra of oriented samples of Na-DNA (Void
et al., 1986), part (a) of Fig. 6.6, for sample tilt angles of a = 0 ° and a = 90 ° are shown in
part (b) of Fig. 6.6, and the fitting parameters are presented in Table D.I. The helix axes are
distributed according to Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8) assuming collective helix axis disorder. The
same parameters describe simultaneously the "H NMR spectra of the Na-DNA helices
oriented at both 0 ° and 90 ° relative to the main magnetic field, cf. Table D.I.
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b)
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Figure 6.5. Simulation of "H NMR spectra of oriented films of Li-DNA at 66% relative
humidity assuming collective helix axis disorder, Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8). (a) Experimental -H
NMR spectra for the B-form at 0° and 90° sample tilt angles (Void et al., 1986). (b)
Theoretical simulations for 0° and 90° sample tilt angles using Model II with the fitting
parameters summarized in Table D.I. A Gaussian line broadening of 0.6 kHz together with
a correction (Bloom et al., 1980) for the finite pulse width of 2.5 ^.s has been applied. The
model is able to fit the experimental 'H NMR spectra and the fitting parameters are in
agreement with X-ray results.

0° tilt

tilt

200

100

0

-100

-200 200

100

0

-100

-200
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Figure 6.6. Simulation of "H NMR spectra of oriented films of Na-DNA at 75% relative
humidity assuming collective helix axis disorder, Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8). (a) Experimental "H
NMR spectra for 0° and 90° sample tilt angles (Void et al., 1986). (b) Theoretical
simulations for 0° and 90° sample tilt angles using Model n with the fitting parameters
summarized in Table D.I. A Gaussian line broadening of 0.8 kHz and a correction for the
finite pulse width of 2.5 |is has been applied. Note that Model II having collective helix
disorder describes the data comparably to Model I with non-collective helix disorder for the
0° sample tilt, cf. Fig. 6.3.
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Note that the model for the collective helix disorder gives almost indistinguishable results
with the model for the two-dimensional non-collective helix disorder for the 0° sample tilt,
cf. Fig. 6.3, part (c), but gives rounder shoulders at 90 ° compared to the latter (not shown),
which is more consistent with experimental data.
Finally, theoretical simulations of the

NMR spectra of Na-DNA treated with EtOH

at different relative humidities (Brandes et al., 1988a) are shown in Fig. 6.7 with the fitting
parameters given in Table D.I. Here varying the spread of the helix axes yields different
ratios of the inner to outer peak intensities. It is noteworthy that a previous interpretation
(Brandes et al., 1988a, Void et al., 1986) involved the assumption of a change in the A-form
to B-form DNA ratio at different relative humidities. By contrast, the present model suggests
that the effect of humidity and EtOH treatment mainly affects the helix disorder (mosaic
spread) without changing the DNA strucmre. This conclusion is in full agreement with the
X-ray crystallographic data which also suggest the presence of only the A-form under given
conditions (Brandes et al., 1988a). Thus, the 90° singularities in the "H NMR Na-DNA
spectra are most probably due to a larger degree of helix axis disorder than that used in
Brandes etal. (1988a), which in addition may be sensitive to external conditions (relative
humidity, salt concentration etc.).
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Figure 6.7. Simulation of "H NMR spectra of EtOH-treated Na-DNA at different relative
humidities using Model II. (a) Experimental spectra for 75% and 66% relative humidities
at 0° sample tilt angle (Brandes et al., 1988a). (b) Theoretical simulations for 0° sample tilt
angle with the fitting parameters given in Table D.L The model for the collective disorder
suggests that the ratio of the inner to outer peaks depends on the degree of helix disorder, and
not by a change in the A- to B-form ratio.
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6.5 CONCLUSIONS
It is widely recognized that deuterium ("H) solid-state NMR spectroscopy constitutes
a powerful tool for investigating the dynamical and equilibrium properties of the nucleic
acids (Alam and Drobny, 1991, Brandes et al., 1988a, Brandes et al., 1988b, Shindo et al.,
1987, Void, 1996, Void et al., 1986) in combination with X-ray crystallography (Kim et al.,
1971, Wilkins, 1963, Wing et al., 1980), fluorescence depolarization (Thomas et al., 1980),
dynamic light scattering (Lin et al., 1981), and multidimensional solution NMR spectroscopy
(James, 1996). In previous work (Brandes et al., 1988b, Brandes et al., 1986), it has been
shown that the "H NMR spectra of the B-form of calf thymus DNA can be simulated by a
model that approximates the base plane geometry by using two subtransformations preaveraged over fast (on the 'H NMR time scale) librational motions. However, the more
complicated "H NMR spectra exhibited by the A-form of DNA have been more difficult to
explain satisfactorily (Brandes et al., 1988a). Under conditions where, according to X-ray
diffraction, only the A-form of DNA is present (Na salt, low relative humidity) (Cooper and
Hamilton, 1966, Saenger, 1984), the'H NMR spectrum reveals additional features such as
sharp outer peaks. The "H NMR spectra of the Na-DNA have been previously simulated
(Brandes et al., 1988a) under the assumption of a superposition of contributions from both
the A-form and B-form of DNA, which apparently are not detectable using X-ray diffraction
techniques. One should note that typically only the ordered regions of the sample are
observed with X-ray diffraction, and the contribution from the diffiise background scattering
is neglected. Thus, an additional aspect is whether current theoretical formulations are
sufficient to accurately account for the solid-state NMR spectra of DNA films at the
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microscopic level in terms of the equilibrium properties as established via X-ray diffraction
methods.
In this Chapter we have addressed the correspondence of solid-state "H NMR
spectroscopy to X-ray diffraction data for DNA films using a simple Monte Carlo lineshape
simulation method. The complex DNA geometry is described in detail by four intermediate
rotational subtransformations, including either two-dimensional non-collective disorder of
the average molecular axes, or alternatively, collective disorder within one DNA molecule.
In the latter case the stiff DNA molecules are assumed to have a strong preferrential average
direction which allows one to treat the disorder within one molecule in terms of wave-like
disturbances of a wormlike chain. Experimental "H NMR spectra of both Li- and Na-DNA
have been simulated self-consistently for different sample tilt angles. The assumption about
a two-dimensional character of the helix disorder yields adequate intensities of the inner and
outer peaks with respect to the intensity in the center, in agreement with the experimental "H
NMR spectra of Na-DNA films. Note that in contrast to previous simulations (Brandes et
al., 1988a, Shindo et al., 1987), no assumption about the presence of the B-form in the NaDNA spectra is necessary, which removes previous discrepancies between the results of "H
NMR spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. Moreover, the present approach explains the effect
of relative humidity mainly by changes in the helix axis disorder with water content, and not
by changes in the A to B-form ratio (Brandes et al., 1988a). The values of the roll and tilt
angles obtained from the lineshape simulation are in good agreement with X-ray data
(Saenger, 1984, Wiithrich, 1986). A detailed treatment of the jfaric disorder within the NMR
ft-equency and temperature range studied in terms of the combined effects of the helix axis
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disorder and the distribution of base plane tilt and roll angles proves to be sufficient to
describe the complicated "H NMR spectral features of the oriented DNA samples. In
previous work (Brandes et al., 1988a) the effect of the helix axis disorder has been
underestimated, leading to the possible misidentification of the sharper outer peaks in the 0°
tilt Na-DNA spectra with the presence of the B-form, rather than as a characteristic feature
of the A-form. It should be noted that an attempt to reconstruct the form of the distribution
of DNA helix axes directly from the experimental "H NMR spectra has also been made (not
shown), involving the singular value decomposition method (Pusep and Shokhirev, 1984,
Shokhirev et al., 1986). It was found that the helix distribution could not be obtained to an
acceptable accuracy from the given experimental data, which makes the choice of the model
for the helix disorder somewhat arbitrary depending on the plausibility of the physical picture
employed. This question may be resolved in the future with the use of deconvolution
techniques for two-dimensional solid-state NMR spectra (Schmidt-Rohr and Spiess, 1994,
Tang et al., 1989).
As noted before, the observed DNA "H NMR lineshapes can be simulated by
assuming only a static distribution of the base pair orientations, thus reflecting mainly the
equilibrium properties of DNA. In the present approach the possible effects from motions
have been taken into account in terms of the intrinsic linewidths and effective coupling
constants which are related to motional amplitudes (Void, 1996). On the other hand, the
convenient closure expression combined with the Monte Carlo lineshape simulation makes
it possible to include pre-averaged subtransformations containing the motional amplitudes
instead of using the effective coupling parameters. However, since there are only two
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effective coupling constants, Xq^

ryQ^ which can be determined experimentally, the

number of motional amplitudes used in the model cannot exceed two without being
underdetermined; whereas obviously many more types of motions occur in DNA including
base roll, tilt, and twist librational motions and DNA string undulations (Allison et al., 1982,
Song et al., 1990). Therefore, at present it seems more suitable to treat the dynamical effects
on "H NMR solid-state spectra of complex systems by means of effective coupling constants
and linewidths, leaving the specific details for NMR relaxation studies (Brandes et al., 1990,
Wang et al., 1992). The solid-state "H NMR lineshape method described here can aid in
developing a more comprehensive picture of DNA internal structure and its interactions with
proteins, and may be of interest as an adjunct to other experimental techniques, such as
multidimensional high-resolution NMR spectroscopy, fluorescence depolarization, and lightscattering studies.
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APPENDIX A. Summary of fitting parameters and data tables for Chapter 1
Table A.L Summary of "H NMR relaxation data for 1,2 [3', 3'-"H] DMPC vesicles and C3
acyl segment of DMPC-<i54 multilamellar dispersions in the liquid crystalline state at different
frequencies and temperatures.
7(2(0) /
Frequency /"iz/ ms r,z/ ms Preexpo- Activation r,^/ ms r,g / ms 7(01) /
energy
at 40 "C at 40 "C 10"s
10-" s
at 30 "C at 50 "C nential
/MHz
factor.
± S.D.' ±S.D.^ at40"C •' at40"C ''
± S.D.* ± S.D."
EJkJ
A/ s
mol'
2.500
8.70
10.6
5.44
19.1
6.93"
±0.38
±0.37
—

3.000
3.750

5.56
±0.38
-

9.92
±0.53
-

63.0

-

—

—

23.5

7.50"

—

—

—

-

8.86'-"

-

--

--

4.000

6.47
±0.46

13.1
±0.8

574

28.7

9.32"

-

-

-

5.500

8.01
±0.47

15.8
±0.6

475

27.7

11.4"

—

—

-

7.000

7.96
±0.19

16.4
±0.4

900

29.3

11.6"

-

—

-

-

-

12.0'--

-

14.0

-

7.500

~

-

9.000

9.06
±0.30

18.8
±0.7

1150

29.6

13.2"

-

-

--

13.82

10.3
±0.3

19.0
±0.4

181

24.6

14.1"

—

—

-

—

--

15.34

—

—

16.0
±3.0

30.72

15.7
±0.2

25.7
±0.1

47.7

20.2

20.2"

46.13

18.8
±0.2

30.3
±0.2

43.0

19.5

25.8
±2.6

61.42

21.4
±0.04

32.9
±0.1

22.4

17.5

26.7"

25.0
±3.5
—

30.3
±2.7
-

6.24
5.75
5.14
4.34

5.75

—

3.39

-
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76.78
95.25

23.4
±0.1

35.6
±0.2

20.1

25.4
± 0.4

40.4
± 0.3

46.4

17.0
18.9

32.0

37.3

± 2.0

± 2.0

32.2"

4.18

2.61

3.39

122.8

3.29

153.6

2.61

190.5

2.78

" Data at 30 "C and 50 °C are for vesicles of 1,2 [3', B'-'H] DMPC; the data at 40 °C refer to
C3 segment of multilamellar dispersions of DMPC-i/54 (perdeuterated acyl chains) in the
liquid crystalline phase (Trouard, 1992). The standard deviations (S. D.) correspond to the
random errors from the non-linear regression fits.
'' Values interpolated from data at 30 °C and 50 °C assuming an Arrhenius activation
dependence.
Estimated values from interpolating the data at adjacent frequencies.
'* Values of spectral densities at 40 °C obtained using Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17). In some
cases, e.g. at 46.13 MHz and 95.25 MHz, Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17) have been used to
calculate the approximate values of the spectral densities at twice the Larmor frequency.
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Table A.n. Summary of "H NMR relaxation data for 1,2 [7', 7'--H] DMPC vesicles and C7
acyl segment of DMPC-<i54 multilamellar dispersions in the liquid crystalline state at different
frequencies and temperatures.
Frequency Tiz/ms r,z/ms Preexpo- Activation r,z/ms r,Q/ms /(Q)) /
y(2co)/
/MHz
at 30 "C at50"C nential
energy
at40"C at40"C
10 "s
10 " s
±S.D.' ±S.D.'
factor.
£„/kJ
±S.D." ±S.D.' at40 'C'' at40 'C''
A/ s
mol '
3.000

8.30
± 2.03

15.0
± 2.0

24.0

11.3"

_

_

11.8'

_

ii.o
_

3.750

-

4.000

8.96
±0.31

15.7
±0.8

75.0

22.8

12.0"

_

5.500

11.0
± 0.4

20.0
± 0.9

168

24.3

15.0"

_

_

„

7.000

lO.l
± 0.4

22.0
± 0.7

2820

31.6

15.1"

_

_

„

7.500
9.000
13.82

_

_

11

_

12.5

23.2

±0.6

±1.2

12.8
± 0.2

25.9
± 0.9

15.34
30.72

_

_

_

269

25.2

17.2"

1170

28.8

18.4"

-

-

19.5
± 3.0

119

22.0

25.5"

19.3

33.2

± 0.2

± 0.2

46.13

23.1
± 0.4

36.3
± 0.3

35.9

18.5

31.4
± 2.2

61.42

28.0

40.8

12.4

15.4

34.0"

±0.1

±0.1

76.78

31.9
±0.2

44.9
±0.1

7.92

13.9

37.7
±3.4

95.25

35.6
±0.7

50.6
±0.4

10.4

14.3

42.7"

_

27.3
± 3.5
~
36.2
± 3.7
44.1
±2.3
~

7.17
_

_

5.70

4.58

4.58
4.30

2.65

3.43
3.54
2.65

2.21

222
122.8

2.58

153.6

2.21

190.5

2.08

Data at 30 "C and 50 °C refer to vesicles of 1,2 [7', 7'--H] DMPC; the data at 40 °C
correspond to C7 segment of multilamellar dispersions of DMPC-i/54 (perdeuterated acyl
chains) in the liquid crystalline phase (Trouard, 1992). The standard deviations (S. D.) reflect
the random error from the non-linear regression fits.
'' Values interpolated from data at 30 °C and 50 °C given an Axrhenius activation dependence.
Estimated values from interpolating the data at neighboring frequencies.
Values of spectral densities at 40 °C calculated using Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17). In some
cases, e.g. at 46.13 MHz and 95.25 MHz, Eqs. (1.2.16) and (1.2.17) have been used to obtain
the approximate values of the spectral densities at double the Larmor frequency.
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Table A.III. a) Summary of natural abundance '^C NMR relaxation data for vesicles of
DMPC in the liquid crystalline state.
T'.z/s'
C3 segment

(CHi)„ segments'

Frequency / MHz

30 "C

50 "C

30 "C

50 "C

15.04

0.177+0.017

0.305 ±0.042

0.242 ±0.006

0.456 ±0.014

25.15

0.243 ±0.060

0.364 ±0.040

0.294 ±0.016

0.488 ±0.024

45.29

0.296 ±0.034

0.516 ±0.047

0.408 ±0.015

0.568 ±0.017

90.50

0.475 ±0.063

0.608 ±0.037

0.573 ±0.028

0.776 ±0.030

150.8

0.469 ±0.010

0.689 ±0.019

0.746 ±0.007

0.990 ±0.010

188.7

0.632 ±0.038

0.745 ±0.032

0.828 ±0.016

1.07 ±0.01

b) Summary of high-frequency namral abundance
relaxation times of DMPC vesicles
in the liquid-crystalline state for all resolved resonances.
t , z /s'
150.8 MHz
reson
ance

assign
ment

30 "C

188.7 MHz
50 "C

30 "C

50 "C

1

0.31473 ±0.05737 0.34098 ± 0.04225 0.5433 ±0.06664

0.4552 ± 0.04327

2

0.41302 ±0.01137 0.67535 ±0.01224 0.4866 ±0.02036

0.7656 ±0.03133
0.3082 ±0.02614

3

G,

0.18542 ±0.01422 0.24259 ±0.01005 0.2269 ±0.02628

4

G,

0.23311 ±0.03077 0.22812 ±0.01732 0.2697 ±0.01625

0.2980 ±0.02275

5

0.37395 ±0.01888 0.62593 ±0.01972 0.4649 ±0.02578

0.6984 + 0.03042

6

c„
c.

7

C2

0.42873 ±0.01197 0.53097 ±0.01176 0.5372 ±0.01648

0.5880 ±0.01736

8

C8

1.12618 ±0.03867

1.97799 ±0.05723 1.374 ± 0.04661

1.975 ±0.08048

9

C4-C11

0.7464 ± 0.0072

0.9899 ± 0.0095

0.8281 ±0.01589

1.072 ±0.01316

10

C3

0.4691 ±0.0104

0.6887 ±0.0186

0.6320 ± 0.03756

0.7447 ± 0.03228

11

CI3

1.7379 ± 0.06647

2.51837 ± 0.07632 1.936 ±0.1324

3.034 ±0.09129

12

C14

2.6567 ±0.1531

4.26991 ±0.3718

4.442 ±0.1564

0.48317 ±0.00508 0.83418 ± 0.00706 0.5322 ±0.003886 0.9049 ±0.006987

3.020 ± 0.05698

" Data are from (Williams, 1987); the 150.8 MHz and 188.7 MHz data were measured using
a Varian Unity 6(X) spectrometer (Lund University) and a Bruker AMX 750 spectrometer
(University of Munich), respectively.
'' The unresolved (CH,)^ peak in the '^C NMR spectra corresponds to segments C4-C11 of
the DMPC acyl chains.
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Table A.IV. "H NMR spectral linewidths for vesicles of 1,2 [3',

DMPC and 1,2 [7',

7'--H] DMPC in the liquid-crystalline state"*.
C3

Segment

ci

30 "C

50 °C

30 °C

50 °C

Linewidth / Hz

775

400

570

295

Correlation time''.

4.34

2.99

3.88

2.56

T,/ lO-'s

" Measured as full widths at half-height assuming a Lorentzian lineshape (Brown et al.,
1990a, Brown et al., 1990b).
'' "H NMR spectra of DMPC vesicles obtained at 61.4 MHz. The correlation times were
calculated using the relation /?i(-H) = -j

Xo

^

""-c •
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Table A.V. Summary of fitting parameters used in dynamical models
C3 segment
Parameters

30 "C

40 "C

50 "C

30 "C

40 "C

50-C

o b
JCD

0.209

0.200

0.181

0.190

0.186

0.168

nx

0
0
1.75
±0.04

0
0
2.25
±0.60

0
0
2.64
±0.06

0
0
2.29
±0.08

0
0
2.89
±0.63

0
0
3.50
±0.07

2.95
±1.19

1.83
±1.58

1.27
±0.47

3.01
±1.05

1.45
±1.01

3.46
±0.45

90

90

90

90

90

90

7.07
±1.33
1.74
±0.55
9.11
±1.14
0.707

5.04
±0.51
0J95
±0.175
16.8
±1.9
0.832

3.59
±0.26
0.253
±0.111
30.4
±5.2
0.904

7.07
±1.33
1.74
±0.55
9.11
±1.14
0.707

5.04
±0.51
0.595
±0.175
16.8
±1.9
0.832

339
±0.26
0.253
±0.111
30.4
±5.2
0.904

90

90

90

90

90

90

6.88
±1.26

3.59
±0.25
0.252
±0.108
10.8
±1.6
0.904

6.88
±1.26
1.63
±0.509
4.00
±0.41
0.711

4.95
±0.48
0.553
±0.157
6.65
±0.62
0.832

3.59
±0.25

1.63
±0.51
4.00
±0.41
0.711

4.95
±0.48
0.553
±0.157
6.65
±0.62
0.832

0.252
±0.108
10.8
±1.6
0.904

90

-

90

90

—

90

19.4
±0.7
7.95
±1.66
6.81
±0.87

8.11
±1.37
2.45
±0.58
8.58
±0.86

Model
Segmental D^ / 10's •'
diffusion
with odd
DJ lO^s '
potential,
- A.,/',(cosP„O)
Molecular
diffusion
with odd
potential.

C7 segment

P ,AF/deg'
D, / 10" s

— X^P i (cosP,tfo) DJ 10^ S-'

K

Molecular
P /W/deg'
diffusion
with even D, / 10" s •'
potential.
— XiP J(COSPJJO} DJ 10^ s

51='=
Molecular
P /V/deg'
diffusion
plus vesicle
D, / 10" s
tumbling.
with odd
DJ 10's'
potential
i(cosP^^p)

8.11
±1.37
2.45
±0.58
8.58
±0.86

-

-

--

—

—

—

19.4
±0.7
7.95
±1.66
6.81
±0.87

226

Flexible
surface
Membrane
deformation

S:-'H

0.691

T,/ 10's '

4.11

D'

D! 10-'s

-

0.624

0.691

2.78

4.11

-

0.624
2.78

0

-

0

0

-

0

0.557
±0.038

0.203
±0.031

0.350
±0.040

0.557
±0.039

0.203
±0.031

0.350
±0.040

2.51
±0.02

1.88
±0.05

2.04
±0.05

2.51
±0.02

1.88
±0.05

2.04
±0.05

''All curve fitting has been done by using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The fits have
been statisdcally weighted by the inverse square of the standard deviation (Bevington, 1969).
'' Values obtained from quadrupolar splittings of experimental "H NMR spectra using Eq.
(1.3.7) (Dodd, 1987,Trouard, 1992).
Parameter held constant at this value.
** Values obtained using a Boltzmann distribution, Eq. (1.3.16).
' Average correlation times from Table A.IV corresponding to an additional slow motional
process.

APPENDIX B. Summary of filling paramelers and data tables for Chapter 2
Table B.I. Spin-lattice (/?,^) and quadrupolar order (/?iy) relaxation rates for the ^/j-i and sn-2 acyl chains of DMPC-t/j^in the
liquid-crystalline phase at 40 °C and 46.1 MHz.
acyl chain"
rcson*
ancc
A

(0)/s'

j/i-1

sn-2

|5n.|

0 = 0°

6.5°

20°

72°

78°

80°

86°

90°

0°

20°

80°

89°

90°

2-6

3-6

0,1926

32.4
± 1.6
29.6
± 1.5
25.6
± 1.2

33.9
± 1.7
30.2
± 1,6
26.3
± 1.2
21.7
± 1.1

36.9
± 1.8

37.6
± 1.8
33.9
± 1.6
33.9
± 1.6

38.2
± 1.9

37.4
± 1.8

39.0

34.8
± 1.9

32.4
± 1.5

29,8
± 1,5

30.6

29.7
± 1,6

34.1
± 1.7
33.5
± 1.6

± 1.2

29.1
±2.2
27.7
± 1.4
18.9
±0.9

26.4
±2.0

26.8

34.5
± 1.7
33.2
± 1.6
26.7
± 1.1

34.7
± 1.9
32.8
±0.9

19,4
±0.9

33.8
± 1.7
29.4
± 1,5
26.2
± 1.3
19,7
± 1.0

± 1.1

25.1
± 2.1
23.0
± 1.4
17,5
± 1,3

16.6

18.0

18.0

±0,9

±0.9

23.1
±0.9

16.9
± 1.7

17.6
± 1.2

14.3
± 1.4

14.2
± 1.2

± 1.2

14.7
±0.7
10.3
±0.6

± 1.0
15.5
±0,6
11.6
±0.7

22.9
± 1,1

20.4
±0.8
14.2
±0,6

16.1
± 1.1
9.0
±0.7

13.2
± 1.0
8.8
± 0.9

11.5
±0.9
7.6
±0.8

10,3
±0,6
3.0
±0.2

15.4
± 1.2
10.4
±0.8
8.8
±0.9
2.2
±0.1

18.2
± 1.4
13.8
± 1.0

8.6
±0.7
2.5
±0.2

20.6
±0.9
15.1
±0.8
9.9
±0.8
3.0
±0.4

7.6
±0.8
2.6
±0,1

6.5
±0.6
2.9
±0,2

5.8
±0.5
2.7
±0.2

4.8
±0.5
2.6
±0,1

B

7

7.8

0.1816

C

8

9

0.1696

D

9

10

0.1559

E

10

11

0,1455

F

11

2b

0.1291

G

12

-

0.1089

H

13

"

0.0897

1

14

14

0.0235

18.5
±0.9
14.7
±0.7
9.9
±0.8
3,1
±0,2

32,5
± 1.7
31.3
± 1.5
25.9
± 1.4

± 1,2

27.5
± 1.2

23.3
± 1.4
21,0
± 1.0
14.6
±0.8

23,9
± 1.4
20,9
±0.8
15,1
± 0.9

23.4
± 1.3
21.2
± 1,0
15.3
±0.8

10.8
±0.7
3.6
±0.1

10.6
±0.8
3.0
±0.2

10.2
±0.7
3.0
±0,3

± 1.0

26.7

9,6
±0.8
2.9
±0.2

25.2
± 1.3
15.8

± 17
25.9
±2.0
22.8
± 1.2
17.8
± 1,2

23.3
± 1.9
22,6
± 1.3
16.9
± 1.4
13.8

to

"Spectral assignments are from (Dodd, 1987) and data are from (Trouard, 1992).

to

Table B.Il. Spin-lattice (Ry/i and quadrupolar order (/?|y) relaxation rates for the sn-\ and sn-2 acyl chains of DMPC-(/54 in the liquidcrystalline phase at 40 °c and 76.8 MHz,
«,/(0)/s 1

acyl chain"
AH- 1

sn-2

A

2-6

3-6

B

7

7.8

C

8

9

D

9

10

E

10

II

F

II

2b

G

12

-

H

13

-

I

14

14

0
O
il

rcsonancc

12°

22°

27°

37°

0.2002 28.1
± 1.4
0.1859 23.2

27.9 27.7 27,6 27.6
± 1.4 ± 1,4 ± 1,4 ± 1.5
23.0 23.0 22.5 25.4
± 1.2 ± 1.2 ± 1.2 ± 1.1 ± 1.3

0.1793 21.4 21.7
± 1.1 ± 1.1
0.1612 16.9 16.6
±0.8 ±0.8
0.1471 14.0 14.6
±0.7 ±0.8
0.1292 12.3 12.4
±0.6 ±0,6
0.1093 9.6 10.9
±0.5 ±0,5
0.0803

8.6

22.7
± 1.2
16.8
±0.9

22.5
± 1.2
17.1
±0,9
14.6 16,2
±0.7 ±0.8
14.5 16.4
±0.7 ±0.8
11.5 10,6
±0.6 ±0.6

25,4
± 1.2
19.0
± 1,3
17,2
± 1.0

/e,c.(0)/s'
39°

73°

81°

90°

0°

12°

22°

27°

40°

28.3 29.2 29.9
± 1.4 ± 1.7 ± 1.5
25.4 27.0 27.5
± 1.3 ± 1.4 ± 1.6

28.2 27.6 27.2 24.7 23.7 21.8
± 1.4 ± 1.5 ± 1.6 ± 1.3 ± 1.5 ± 1.5
25.5 23.5 23.6 20.8 21.1 18.6
± 1.4 ±2.0 ± 1.5 ± 1.1 ± 1.1 ± 0.9

25.5
± 1,2
19,3
± 1,0

25.5
± 1.2
20.6
± 1.1
17,8

27.5
± 1.1
22.1
± 1.1
17,7 18.7 19.9
±0,8 ±0.9 ±0.9
14.4 16,6 17.1 17.4
±0.9 ±0,9 ±0.9 ±0.9
11.2 11,8 12.4 13.0
±0,8 ±0,6 ±0.7 ±0.7
27.2
± 1.5
21.2
± 1.1

8.7
8.2
8.1 7.7
8.4
8.7
8,1
±0.5 ±0,6 ±0.6 ± 0.5 ±0.6 ±0.6 ±0.6 ±0,7
0.0232
2,9
2.6 2.7
3.0
2.6 2.6
2.6 2,8
±0.2 ±0.1 ±0,2 ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.3

90"
22.7
± 1.2

18.5
± 1.0 ±0.9 ±0.9
20.2
±0.9
15.2
±0.7
12,6
±0.6
12.3
± 0.4
8.1
±0.5

18.5
±0,7
14,0
±0.7

8.2
7.6
8.4
8.3
6,8
6.0
6,4
4.7
±0.8 ± 0,9 ±0.8 ± 0,5 ±0,8 ± 0,5 ±0.4 ±0.4

5.3
±0.3

2,8
2,8
2.7 2.2
3.1
3.4
2,1
2.5
±0,1 ±0.2 ±0.4 ± 0,3 ±0.1 ± 0.5 ± 0,3 ±0.3

2.9
±0,2

22,2
± 1.8
16.6
±0.6

20.2
± 1.1
16.2
±0,8

89°

23.1 23.8
± 1.2 ± 1.1
18.6 20.6

17.7 18.6
±0.6 ±0.9
15.5 14.0
± 1.3 ±0.7
15,7 14.6 14.4 14,9 13.7 II.O
± 1.1 ±2.0 ± 1.2 ±0.8 ± 1.4 ± 1.7 ±0.5
15.7 12.2 13.7 14.0 15.3 11.7 10.2
±0.8 ± 1.4 ±0.6 ±0.6 ± 1.2 ± 1.2 ± 0.5
11,5 11.6 9.9
8.7
7.7
11.7 9.1
±0.7 ± 1,2 ±0.7 ±0.6 ±0.4 ±0.4 ±0,4
21.6
±0.8
15.8
± 1,6

18.6
± 1.1
18.6
±0.8

81°

11.4
±0.4
10.9
±0.5
6.5
±0.4

"Spectral assignments are from (Dodd, 1987) and data arc from (Trouard, 1992),
to
to

00

Table B.III. Summary of fitting parameters,"
Model

D,/ 10*'s '

Z),/ lO's '

A./AT"

C(2)

Molccular

3.53 ±0.36

8.14 ±0.67

2.91 ±0.07

0.593

Including slow 3.29 ±0.41
moiions

lO.I ±0.2

2.96 ±0.14

0.600

9.87 ± 1.00

6.16 ±0.23

0,592

ll.8±0.l

5.91 ±0.17

0.578

T,/ lO's

«/ 10 \s

(1), / 10'" .s '

«„„/s'

Xv'

0

8.04

lY

9.91

0

9.68

0,00''

4.49

diffusion

Molecular

3.49 ± 0.40

1,57 ±0.22

--

--

diffusion
Including slow 3.72 ±0.3!
motions
3-D director
fluctuations
Linear +

--

--

quadratic

0.178

0,466

1.73 ±0.10 0.419 ±0.135 8.89 ± 1.19

0.882

Including R,„,

4.47 ± 1.42 0.717 ±0.168 6.97 ±0.81

0,847

1.82±0.12 0.523 ±0.171

21.9 ±3.4

0,869

4.50 ± 1.47 0.728 ±0.178

18.4 ±2.59

0,845

Including

--

--

3,91 ±0,13

oo

0'

20.1

1.74 ±2,17

{)'

30.4

1,08 ±0.08

00

(Y

4.55

0,678 ±0,127

C O

12,2 ±2,5

3.36

1.02 ±0.09

oo

0'

4.41

0.681 ±0.130

00

12.3 ±2.6

3.37

--

± 0.029

Composite
model

Composite
model

1.78 ±0.19

--

--

" All simultaneous curve fitting has been done by using the Lcvenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The fits have been statistically
weighted by the inverse .square of the standard deviation (Bevington, 1969).
''The subscript for the energy parameter has been omitled for the ca.se of the molecular diffusion model (11) to emphasize the
analogy with the expression for collective fluctuations (IV), Eq. (1.4.19).
' Parameter held con.stant at this value.
''Parameter value at which D, can be determined with applicable accuracy.
X

APPENDIX C. Summary of fitting parameters and data tables for Chapter 3
Table C.I. Deuterium spin-lattice
and quadrupolar order {R ) relaxation rates for .y/;-! and sn-2 acyl chains of DMPCf/,4;cholesterol (1/1) in the lamellar phase at 40 "C and 46.1 MHz"
x q

/?,c. (0)/.s'

/?I2 (0)/s'

A

2-6

3-6

0.4330

B

7.8

7.8

0.4094

0

|5n,l

OC

sn -2

oo

sn-1

O
II

acyl chain
rcsonancc

80°

90°

0°

13°

30°

68°

80°

90°

19,7
± 1.4

17.6
±0.5

17.0
±0.8

8.8
±0.5

9.2
± 0.3

12.0
±0.5

19.8
± 1.0

19.2
± 1.1

21.0
± 1.5

27,8

19.0

16,1

15.6

16.9

16,5

15.3

±2.6

± 1.6

± 1.1

± 1.3

9.4
±0,7

13.3

±2.6

9.7
± 1.8

± 1.7

± 1.7

± 1.5

± 1.3

13°

30°

38.2
±2.2

37.6
± 1.6

32.7
± 1,6

30.0

29.3

±3.6
C

9,10

9,10

0.3796

23.7
± 1.2

24.1
± 1.0

25.1
± 1.0

18.6
±0.4

16.6
±0.2

17.1
±0.4

11.3
±0.8

11.3
±0.4

13.9
±0.7

16.1
± 1.2

16.7
± 1.6

14.9
± 1.3

D

n

-

0.3380

17.0
±0.5

16.1
±0.4

15.0
± 0.3

13.6
±0.3

14.8
±0.3

14.3
±0.8

8.8
±0,4

7.9
± 0.3

10.2
± 1.8

9,2
± 1.0

10.0
±0.8

11.4
± 1.2

E

--

12

0.3240

13.1

13.0

13.2

10,6

11.5

11,2

5,3

6.8

9.6

7.9

8.8

7.0

±0.3

± 0.3

±0.2

±0,3

±0.3

±0,6

±0.2

±0,8

± 1.7

±0.3

± 1.2

± 1.2

F

12

"

0.2814

9,1
±0.2

9.6
±0.2

10.8
± 0.3

10.4
±0.2

10.6
±0,2

10.2
±0.4

7.7
±0.6

8,1
±0.4

9.5
± 0.9

7,1
±0,6

6.4
± 1.1

7.53
±0.2

G

--

13,2a

0.2551

12.4
±0.6

11.0

11.5
± 0.5

11.0
±0.6

11.7
±0.4

13.1
± 1.0

8,7

9.9

7.5

7.8

± 1.1

10.8
±0.6

±0.6

±0.4

±0.7

7.4
±0.8

8.3

8.7

± 1.0

± 1.1

8.8
± 0.9

9.3
± 1.2

9.1
±0.5

6,9
± 0,3

4.5
±0.3

5.2
±0.2

4.2
± 0.3

3.7
±0.5

4.0
±0.4

4.0
±0.3

4.2
± 0,3

3,2
±0.2

3.2
±0.4

2,2
±0.3

1.9
±0.2

1.9
±0.2

H
1

13
14

"

--

0.2051
0.0635

± 0,5
8.3

7.9
± 0.9

± 1,1

7.7
±0.7

2.8
±0.4

2.8
±0.2

3.3
±0,4

"Spectral assignments and data are from (Trouard, 1992)

Table C.II. Deuterium spin-lattice (/?,;,) and quadrupolar order {R ^Q) relaxation rates for .v/i-l and sn-2 acyl chains of DMPCi/j^xholesterol (1/1) in the lamellar phase at 40 "C and 76.8 MHz"
.-•I
/?,^(0)/s'

acyl chain
reson
ance

SM-1

sn -2

A

2-6

3-6

0.4211

B

7-8

7-8

0.3875 27.1

/?,„(0)/s

0 = 0''

19°

2t

40°

63°

74°

90°

32.8
±3.4

30.1
±2.0

25,6
±2,5

23.6
±2.3

16,4
± 1.3

14,8
± 1.1

13.9
±0.3

22.1
± 1.8

21.3
± 1.6

15.6

±2.2

24.2
± 1.5

± 1.1

14.1
± l.O

23.6
± 1.5

21,3
±2.6

21.6
± 1.8

20,5
± 1.8

16.5
± 1.4

0.3207 13.6
±0.9

14.3
±0.5

15.0
± I.I

16.2
± 1.4

0.3122 11.3
±0.6

11.1
±0.2

12.2
±0.7

0.2657

8.1
±0.2

8,5
±0,4

13,2a 0.2401 10.6
±0.7
0.1942

C

9,10

9.10

D

II

-

E

-

12

F

12

-

G

-

H

13

"

1

14

-

19°

27°

40°

63°

74°

90°

7.2
±0.8

8.2
±0.5

8,8
±0.9

12.8
± I.I

15,2
± 1.3

16.5
± 1.0

17.2
±0,8

13.0

9.1

±0.4

± 1.8

8,4
±0,6

8.4
±0,4

13.2
± 1.3

16.0
±0.9

14.8
± 1.2

14.3
±0.9

15.1
± 1.7

13.0
±0.3

10.1
± 1.9

9,6
±0.6

10.4
±0.6

13.3
±0.6

13.7
±2.1

13.8
± 0.9

12.5
±0.9

13.6
± 1.3

12.5
±0.9

11.2
± 0.3

10.0
±0.6

9.5
± 1.2

12.6
±0.4

II.1
±0.6

12.2
±0.7

10.9
±0.8

7.8
±0.3

12.7
± 1.2

12,2
±0,5

9.9
±0.9

8.4
±0.6

5,0
±0.5

7.2
± I.I

8.5
±0.6

10.4
±0.8

10,0
± 1.0

8.7
±0.4

5.1
±0.2

9.0
± 0.5

9.7
±3.4

9.8
±0.4

8.9
±0.8

8.4
±0.6

5,9
±0,7

7.1
±0.9

8.7
±0.3

8.0
±0.8

7.3
±0,6

6.9
±0.4

5.4
±0,2

10,9
±0.8

9.5
±0.6

9.8

10.7
±0.8

9.1
±0.7

4.9
±0.2

9.9
±0.6

8.1
±0.6

8.1
±0,5

7.6

6.9

±0,6

9.7
± 0.6

±0.4

±0.5

6.2
±0.1

7.0
±0.3

6.7
± 0.5

6,3
±0,2

7,2
±0.3

7.4
±0,1

7.3
±0.4

7,0
±0,1

7.3
±0.4

6,5
±0.3

6.1
± 0.3

6.5
±0.4

5.5
±0.8

4.8
± 0.3

4.2
±0.3

0,0608 2.36
±0.3

2.5
±0,2

2,5
±0,2

2.8
±0,4

3,4
±0,4

3.4
±0.4

3,6
± 0,5

3.1
±0.1

3.2
±0.1

2,9
±0.4

2.6
±0.1

1.8
±0.3

2.0
±0.2

1.9
±0.1

0.3587

"Spectral assignments and data are from (Trouard, 1992)

Table C.III. Summary of parameters for fits to spin-lattice {R^y) and quadrupolar order (/?,y) relaxation rates of DMPC^/j^xholesterol (1/1) in the lamellar phase at 40 "C."
Parameter
lu^uiiaiicu

A

Motions

D||/IO"s '

D./lO's '

H kT

SI"

/J/lO 's'"

a,„/tlcg

Molecular
+
Molecular
only

5.43
± 0.32
5.52
± 0.33

0.399
± 0.249
62.0
± 4,4

40.0''

0.927

90

90''

0.1"

171.6
±9,3

40.0"

0.927

4.91
± 0.45
0

90

90'*

0.1"

171.6
±9,3

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

84.4
±0.4

0.062
±0.011

156.2

I I

I I

I I

I I

/ I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

$ 1

I I

I I

83.6
±0.8
81.4
±0.6

0.034
0.023
0.034
± 0.027

I I

I I

I I

I I

t l

I I

I I

80.7
±0.8

n

II

II

II

n

II

II

0.010
± 0.036
O*"

I I

I I

I I

I I

1 1

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

B

C

D

E

m l '

81.5
±0.7
81.0
± 0.5
85.9

O''
o-*

± 1.3
84.4
±0.7

Xt."/kHx

± 11.1
153.6
± 11.2
146.2
± 13.8
148.9
± 13.9
125.9
±8,2
127.0
±8.2
116.2
±7.4

O**

116.5
±8.0

lO
U)
K>

ft

II

II

//

II

M

t1

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

83,1

0"

101.9
±6.8

O**

98.2
±8.4
101.2
±6.6

± 0.9

F

82.3
±0.8
78.0
±0.5

G

77.6

()''

o-"

±6.8

±0.4
H
"

"

"

"

I
II

II

76.1
± 1.0
76.2
± I.I
65.7
±0,1
65.9
±0.1

II

102.3

()''

()'•

86.2
±7.2
87.3
±6.3

O**

45.4
±2.8

0'

47.0
±2.9

" All curve fitting has been done by using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The fits have been statistically weighted by the
inverse squares.
of the standard deviations of the individual data points(Bevinglon, 1969).
^ Parameter was held fixed at the indicated value to satisfy the condition
Supplementary angles n -

which are indistinguishable from

^ 1.

due to the even parity of the quadrupolar interaction are not

included.
Parameter was held constant at the indicated value since it cannot be determined to within an applicable accuracy from the fits.
to
U>
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APPENDIX D. Fitting parameters used in Chapter 6
Table D.I. Summary of parameters of Models I and II used to simulate "H NMR spectra of
A-form and B-form of DNA.
Li-DNA

Na-DNA
75 % r.h

Na-DNA
Na-DNA
I % excess
1 % excess
NaCl, EtOH
NaCl. EtOH
treated. 66% r.h. treated, 75% r.h.

Coupling constant. Xq I kHz

179

179

179

179

Asymmetry parameter, rig

-0.06

-0.06

-0.06

-0.06

Base tilt angle, 6^- ± 0(6^) / degrees'*

-6 ±3

22.5 ± 3

22.5 ± 3

22.5 ± 3

Tilt librational amplitudes, 0„ / degrees

10

10

10

10

Twist librational amplitudes, (()„ / degrees

12

12

12

12

Parameter

Model I

Non-collective helix axis disorder
with sine factor (3-D), c(a') / degrees'"
Non-collective helix axis disorder
without sine factor (2-D), a(a') / degrees'"

-

11

-

~

•

16.5

14

12

Coupling constant, Xg" / kHz"

173

173

173

173

Asymmetry parameter, ri^""

- 0.065

- 0.065

- 0.065

-0.065

C8-C1' bond angle,

13

13

13

13

Base roll angle, 0^ / degrees

-4

6

6

6

Base tilt angle, dj- ± 0(67-) / degrees'"

-6i3

21.5 ±3.7

21.5 + 3.7

21.5 ±:

Cutoff for the collective distribution
of the helix axes
/ degrees

30

34

27

26

Model n

/ degrees"

''Assuming a Gaussian distribution.
''Average values determined from simulation of the "H NMR powder-type spectrum of LiDNA (Brandes et al., 1986).
"^Obtained from the base pair geometry as given by Saenger (1984).
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APPENDIX E. Script for simultaneous fitting the orientational and frequency dependent
relaxation data (ORIGIN 4.1)

Fitting function name: "cage"
Script filename: c:\origin\cage3.txt
w=nu*I0'^6*2*Pi;
tau=0;
Rint=0;
/*Calculation of the order parameters*/
/*Odd potential*/
Th=(exp(2*l)-1 )/(exp(2*l)+l);
a=5*(l-3/(l*Th)+3/l'^2);
b=5*( 1-1/Th*( 105/l'^3+10/1)+105/lM+45/l'^2);
c=-5*(-l/Th+I/l);
d=-5*(-1/Th»(l+15/l'^2)+6/l+15/1^^3);
/*Even potential*/
/*a=5*(.9983 - I.5595/1M + 3.512/1^^3 -1.852/1^^2 - 0.8780/1);*/
/*b=5*(.9994 + 5.9532/1^^5 - 13.1911/lM +7.8607/1^3 + 1.691/1'^2 - 3.28 l/l);*/
/*c=0;*/
/*d=0;*/;
/*Clebsch-Gordan series expansion*/
d00= l/5*( I+2/7*a+18/35*b);
d0l=l/5*(l+I/7*a-l2/35*b);
d02=l/5*(l-2/7*a+3/35*b);
d21=l/5*(l+c/5-l/7*a-d/5-2/35*b);
d23= l/5*( I-c/5-l/7*a+d/5-2/35*b);
d22= l/5*( 1+2*c/5+2/7*a+d/10+I/70*b);
d24= l/5*(1-2*c/5+2/7*a-d/10+l/70*b);
d20= l/5*( 1 -2/7*a+3/35*b);
/*Moments and diffusion correlation times*/
M00= l/5*(6+6/7*a-72/35*b);
M01=l/5*(6+3/7*a+48/35*b);
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M02= l/5*(6-6/7*a-12/35*b);
M21=l/5*(6-K:-3/7*a+8/35*b);
M23= I/5*(6-c-3/7*a+8/35*b);
M22= I/5*(6+2*c+6/7*a-2/35*b);
M24= l/5*(6-2*c+6/7*a-2/35*b);
M20= l/5*(6-6/7*a-12/35*b);
tOO= l/(D2*M00/(d(X)-(a/5)'^2)+0'^2*(D1-D2));
to1=I/(D2*M0 l/dO I +0'^2*(D1-D2));
t02= l/(D2*M02/d02+0'^2*(D 1-D2));
t21=l/(D2*M2 l/d21+2'^2*(D 1-D2));
t23= I/(D2»M23/d23+2'^2*(D I-D2));
t22= l/(D2*M22/d22+2'^2*(D I-D2));
t24= I/(D2*M24/d24+2'^2*(D I-D2));
t20= I/(D2*M20/d20+2'^2*(D 1-D2));
/* Molecular part */
Jl=l/(l*(a/5)'^2)*((3*d20*2*t20/(l+(w*t20r2)+(d00-(a/5)'^2)*2*t00/(l+(w*t00r2))*3/
2*(Sin(x)*Cos(x))'^2+(4*Cos(x)M-3*Cos(xr2+1 )/2»(3/2*(d21*2*t21/( 1 +(w*t21 r2)-Kl
23*2*t23/( 1 +(w»t23)'^2))-KlO 1 *2*t01/( 1 +(w*tO 1 )'^2))+( 1-Cos(x)M)/2*(d02*2*t02/( I +(w
*t02)'^2)+3/2*(d22*2*t22/( 1+(w*t22)'^2)-Ki24*2*t24/( I+(w*t24)'^2))));
J2=l/( I *(a/5)'^2)*((3*d20*2»t20/( I+(2*w*t20)'^2)+(dOO-(a/5)'^2)*2*tOO/( l+(2*w*t00)'^2
))*3/8*Sin(x)M+( l-Cos(x)M)/2»(3/2*(d21*2*t21/( l+(2*w*t21 )'^2)-Kl23*2*t23/( l+(2*w
*t23)'^2))+d0l *2*t01/( I+(2*w*t01 r2))+( l+6*Cos(xr2+Cos(x)M)/8*(d02*2*t02/( l+(2
*w*t02)'^2)+3/2*(d22»2*t22/(l+(2*w*t22)'^2)-Kl24*2*t24/(I+(2*w*t24)'^2))));
Jw=l/(5*(a/5)'^2)*((3*d20*2*t20/(l+(x*2*Pi*l0'^6*t20r2)+(d00-(a/5r2)*2*t00/(l+(x*
2*Pi* 10'^6*t00)'^2))+2*(3/2*(d21*2*t21/( I+(x*2*Pi* I0'^6*t21 r2)-Ki23*2*t23/( l+(x*2»
Pi* 10'^6*t23)'^2))+d01 »2*tO l/( 1+(x*2*Pi* 10^^6*101 )'^2))+2*(d02*2*t02/( 1 +(x*2*Pi* 1
6*t02)'^2)+3/2*(d22*2*t22/( 1 +(x*2*Pi*10'^6*t22)'^2)+d24*2*t24/( I +(x*2*Pi* 10'^6*t24)

J2w=l/(5*(a/5r2)*((3*d20*2*t20/(l+(2*x*2*pi*10'^6*t20r2)+(d00-(a/5r2)*2*t00/(l +
(2*x*2*Pi* I0'^6*t00)'^2))+2*(3/2*(d21*2*t21/( l+(2*x*2*Pi* I0'^6*t21 )'^2)+d23*2*t23/(
l+(2*x*2*Pi* I0'^6»t23)'^2))+d01*2*t01/( I+(2*x*2*Pi* I0'^6*t0l)'^2))+2*(d02»2*t02/( I
+(2*x*2*Pi*10'^6*t02r2)+3/2*(d22*2*t22/(l+(2*x*2*Pi*10'^6*t22r2)-Ki24*2*t24/(I +
(2*x*2*Pi*10'^6*t24)'^2))));
/*Cross term*/
Jlc=(3/2*(3*
d20*sqrt(t20/(I+(w*t20)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt(I+(w*t20)'^2)+l))+
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(dOO-(a/5)'^2)*sqrt(tOO/( l+(w*t00r2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I+(w*t00)'^2)+l)))+
d02*sqrt(t02/( l+(w*t02)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I +{w*t02)'^2)+l))+
3/2*(
d22*sqrt(a2/(l+(w*t22)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(w*t22r2)+l))+
d24*sqit(t24/( l+(w*t24)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I+(w*t24)'^2)+1 ))))*
(4*Cos(x)'^4-3*Cos(x)'^2+1 )/2+
((I-Cos(xr4)/2+3*3/2*Sin(2*x)'^2/4)*
(3/2*(
d21*sqrt(t21/(1+(w*t21 )'*'2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(w*t21 )'^2)+1 ))+
d23*sqrt(t23/( l+(w*t23)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( l+(w*t23)'^2)+l )))+
dO 1*sqrt(tO l/( l+(w*tO 1 )'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(w*tO 1 )'^2)+1)));
J2c=(3/2*(3*
d20*sqrt(t20/( l+(2*w*t20)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I+(2*w*t20)'^2)+I ))+
(dOO-(a/5)'^2)*sqrt(tOO/( l+(2*w*t00)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( l+(2*w*t00)'^2)+1)))+
d02*sqrt(t02/( l+(2*w*t02)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( l+(2*w*t02)'^2)+l))+
3/2*(
d22*sqrt(t22/(l+(2*w*t22)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(2*w*t22)'^2)+l))+
d24*sqrt(t24/(l+(2*w*t24)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( l+(2*w*t24)'^2)+l ))))*
(l-Cos(x)M)/2+
((l+6*Cos(x)'^2+Cos(x)'^4)/8+3*3/8*Sin(x)'^4)*
(3/2*(
d21*sqrt(t21/( 1 +{2*w*t21 )'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(2*w*t21 )'^2)+1 ))+
d23*sqrt(t23/( l+(2*w*t23r2))*(sqrt(sqit( l+(2*w»t23r2)+l)))+
dO 1*sqrt(tO l/( I +(2*w»t01 r2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(2*w»i01 )'^2)+1)));
Jwc=(3/2*(3*
d20*sqrt(t20/(l+(x*2*Pi*10'^6*t20)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(x*2*Pi*10'^6*t20r2)+l))+
(dOO-(a/5)'^2)*sqrt(tOO/( l+(x*2*Pi*10^6*tCK))'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I+(x*2*Pi* 10'^6»t00)'^2)+1 )))+
d02*sqrt(t02/(l+(x*2*pi*10'^6*t02)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(x*2*pi*10'^6*t02)'^2)+l))+
3/2*(
d22*sqrt(t22/( l+(x*2*Pi*10'^6*t22r2))*(sqrt(sqrt( l+(x*2*Pi*10'^6*t22)'^2)+l))+
d24*sqrt(t24/(l+(x*2*Pi*10'^6*t24r2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(x*2*Pi*I0'^6*t24)'^2)+l))))*
2/5+
(3/2*(
d21*sqrt(t21/( 1 +(x*2*Pi* 10^^6*121 )'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(x*2*Pi*10^^6*121 )''2)+l))+
d23*sqit(t23/( l+(x*2*Pi* 10^^6*123 r2))*(sqrt(sqrt( l+(x*2*Pi*10'^6*t23)'^2)+l)))+
d01*sqrt(t0I/(l+(x*2»Pi*l 0^^6*10 ir2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(x*2*Pi*l 0^^6*101)'^2)+1)));
J2wc=(3/2*(3*
d20*sqrt(t20/(l+(2*x*2*Pi*10'^6*t20r2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(2»x*2*Pi*10'^6»t20r2)+l))+
(d00-(a/5)^2)*sqit(t00/(l+(2*x*2»Pi»10'^6*t00r2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(2*x*2*Pi*10'^6*t00)'^
2)+l)))+
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d02*sqrt(t02/( 1+(2*x*2*Pi* 10'^6*t02)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(2*x*2*Pi*10'^6*t02)'^2)+1))+
3/2*(
d22*sqrt(t22/(l+(2*x*2*Pi*I0'^6*t22r2))*(sqrt(sqrt(I+(2*x*2*Pi*I0^6*t22r2)+I))+
d24*sqrt(t24/(I+(2*x*2*Pi*l0'^6*t24r2))*(sqrt(sqrt(I+(2*x*2*Pi*I0'^6*t24r2)+I))))*
2/5+
(3/2*(
d21*sqrt(t21/( I +(2*x*2*Pi*10^^6*121 )^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I+(2*x*2*Pi* 10^^6*121 )'^2)+1))+
d23*sqrt(t23/( I+(2*x*2*Pi*10'^6*t23r2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I+(2*x*2»Pi* I0'^6*t23)'^2)+I)))+
dO I *sqrt(tO l/( l+(2*x*2*Pi*
I )'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I +(2*x*2*Pi* I0'^6*t01 )'^2)+1)));
fc=I;
B2=1*B 1/(1*(3/5^2);
B3=1*B1;
/*ColIective part*/
Jcoll=l.5*B3/sqrt(w)*(4*Cos(x)M-3*Cos(x)''2+l)/2;
Jcol2=1.5*B3/sqrt(2*w)*( 1 -Cos(x)M)/2;

Jwcol=l .5*B3/sqrt(2*Pi*10'^6*x)*2/5;
J2wcol=I.5*B3/sqrt(2*2*Pi*10'^6*x)*2/5;
/*Relaxation expressions for RIZ and RIQ, segments C3 and C7*/
/*Orientation dependence*/
if(r=31)
y=21.39* lO'^ 10*.2002'^2*(fc*(J 1 +4*J2)+B2*(J lc+4*J2c)+l *(Jcol l+4*Jcol2))+Rint;
if (r==32) y=21.39* 10'^10*.2002'^2*(fc*3*Jl+3*B2*Jlc+3* 1 *Jcoll)+3/5*Rint;
if(r=71)
y=21.39*10^10*.1859'^2*(fc*(JI+4*J2)+B2*(Jlc+4*J2c)+l*(JcolI+4*Jcol2))+Rint;
if (r=72) y=21.39* lO'^ 10*.1859'^2*(fc*3*J1+3*B2*J1c+3* 1 »Jcol 1 )+3/5*Rint;
/•Frequency dependence*/
if(r=3)
y=21.39*10'^10*.2002'^2*((fc*Jw+2/5*tau/(l+(x*2*Pi*10'^6*tau)'^2)+4*(fc*J2w+2/5*ta
u/( l+(2*x*2*Pi*10'^6*tau)'^2)))+B2*(Jwc+4*J2wc)+l *(Jwcol+4*J2wcol))+Rint;
if(r=7)
y=21.39* lO'^ 10*.1859'^2*((fc*Jw+2/5*tau/( l+(x*2*Pi*10'^6*tau)'^2)+4*(fc*J2w+2/5*
tau/(l+(2*x*2*Pi*10'^6*tau)'^2)))+B2*(Jwc+4*J2wc)+l*(Jwcol+4*J2wcol))+Rint;
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APPENDIX F. Script for the composite membrane deformation model including residual
coupling tensor (ORIGIN 4.1)
Fitting function name: "asmm"
Script filename: c:\origin\chol.txt
w=nu*10'^6*2*Pi;
/*Calculation of order parameters*/
/*Odd potential*/
Th=(exp(2*l)-1 )/(exp(2*l)+1);
a=5*(I-3/(l*Th)+3/l'^2);
b=5*( 1- l/Th*( 105/l'^3+10/1)+105/1M445/1'^2);
c=-5*(-l/Th+l/l);
d=-5*(-1/Th*( I+15/l'^2)+6/l+15/1-^3);
/*Even potential*/
/*a=5*(.9983 - 1.5595/lM + 3.512/1^^3 -1.852/1'^2 - 0.8780/1);*/
/*b=5*(.9994 + 5.9532/l'^5 - 13.1911AM +7.8607A'^3 + 1.69m'^2 - 3.281/1);*/
/*c=0;*/
/*d=0;*/
/*CIebsch-Gordan series expansion*/
d00=l/5*(l+2/7*a+18/35*b);
d01=l/5*(I+I/7*a-I2/35*b);
d02=l/5*(l-2/7*a+3/35*b);
d2 l=l/5*( l+c/5-l/7»a-d/5-2/35*b);
d23=I/5*(l-c/5-l/7*a-Kl/5-2/35*b);
d22= l/5*( 1+2*c/5+2/7*a-Kl/10+l/70*b);
d24=l/5*(l-2*c/5+2/7*a-d/l0+l/70*b);
d20=l/5*( l-2/7*a+3/35*b);
dll=l/5*(l+c/10+l/14*a+2*d/5+8/35*b);
dl3=l/5*(I-c/10+l/14*a-2*d/5+8/35*b);
/•Moments and diffusion correlation times*/
M00= l/5*(6+6/7*a-72/35*b);
M0l=l/5*(6+3/7*a+48/35*b);
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J2=l/(fc0*(a/5r2)*((fc2*2*d20*2*t20/(l+(2*w*t20r2)+fcl*2*dl 0*2*t 10/(1+(2*w*t 10
r2)+fc0*(d00-(a/5)'^2)*2*t00/(l+(2»w»t00)'^2))*3/8*Sin(x)'^4+(l-Cos(xr4)/2*(fc2*(d2
l»2*t21/(l+(2*w*t2ir2)-Kl23*2*t23/(l+(2*w*t23r2))+fcl*(dl l*2*tl l/(l+(2*w*tl IT
2)-Ki13*2*t 13/( 1 +(2*w*t 13)'^2))+fc0*d01*2*t01/( 1 +(2*w*t01)''2))+( 1+6*Cos(x)'^2+Cos
(x)M)/8*(fc0*d02*2*t02/( 1+
(2*w*t02)'^2)+fc 1*(d 12*2»t 12/( I+(2*w*t 12)'^2)-Ki 14*2*t 14/( 1 +(2*w*t 14)'^2))+fc2*(d22
*2*t22/( I+(2*w*t22)'^2)-Kl24*2*t24/( l+(2*w*t24)'^2))));

/*Cross-term*/
Jlc=(fcO*(3/2*
(dOO-(a/5)'^2)*sqrt(tOO/( l+(w*t00)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(w*t00)'^2)+l))+
d02*sqit(t02/{ l+(w*t02)'^2))*(sqit(sqrt( l+(w*t02)'^2)+l)))+
fc2*(3*
d20*sqrt(t20/( l+(w*t20)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( l+(w*t20)'^2)+l ))+
d22*sqrt(t22/( 1 +(w*t22)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1+(w*t22)'^2)+1 ))+
d24*sqrt(t24/(l+(w*t24)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(w*t24)'^2)+l)))+
fcl*(3*
d 10*sqrt(t 10/(1+(w*t 10)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1+(w*t 10)'^2)+1 ))+
d 12*sqrt(t 12/( 1+(w*t 12)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1+(w*t 12)'^2)+1 ))+
d 14*sqrt(t 14/( 1 +(w*t 14)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I+(w»t 14)^^2)+1 ))))*
(4*Cos(x)'^4-3*Cos(x)'^2+1)/2+
((l-Cos(x)M)/2+3*3/2*Sin(2*xr2/4)*
(fc2*
(d21*sqrt(t21/(1+(w*t21 )'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(w*t21 )'^2)+1 ))+
d23*sqrt(t23/( I +(w*t23)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt(1+(w*t23)^2)+1)))+
fcl*
(d 11 »sqrt(t 11/(1+(w*t 11 r2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(w*t 11 )'^2)+1 ))+
d 13*sqrt(t 13/( 1 +(w*t 13)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( l+(w*t 13)'^2)+1 )))+
fc0*d01*sqrt(t01/( 1 +(w*tO 1 )'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(w*tO 1 )'^2)+1)));
J2c=(fcO*(3/2*
(d00-(a/5)'^2)*sqrt(tCX)/( l+(2*w*tOO)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( l+(2*w*t00)'^2)+l))+
d02*sqrt(t02/( 1 +(2*w*t02)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I +(2*w*t02)'^2)+1)))+
fc2*(3*
d20*sqrt(t20/( l+(2*w*t20r2))*(sqrt(sqrt( l+(2*w*t20)'^2)+l ))+
d22*sqrt(t22/( 1+(2*w»t22)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1+(2*w*t22)'^2)+1 ))+
d24*sqrt(t24/( I +(2*w*t24)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(2*w*t24)'^2)+1 )))+
fcl*(3*
d 10*sqrt(t 10/( l+(2*w*t 10)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(2*w*t 10)'^2)+1 ))+
d 12*sqrt(t 12/( 1+(2*w*t 12)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( 1 +(2*w*t 12)'^2)+1))+
dl4*sqrt(tl4/(I+(2*w*tl4)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(2*w*tl4r2)+l))))*
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(l-Cos(x)M)/2+
((I+6*Cos(x)'^2+Cos(x)M)/8+3*3/8*Sin(x)M)*
(fc2*
(d21*sqrt(t21/( 1+(2*w*t21 )'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I +(2*w*t21 )'^2)+1 ))+
d23*sqrt(t23/( 1+(2*w*t23)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I +(2*w*t23 )'^2)+1)) )+
fcl*
(dl l*sqrt(tl I/(I+(2*w*tl l)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt(l+(2*w*tl 1)'^2)+1))+
d 13*sqrt(t13/( I +(2*w*t 13)'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I +(2*w*t13 )'^2)+1 )))+
fcO*dO I *sqrt(tO l/( 1+(2*w*tO I )'^2))*(sqrt(sqrt( I +(2*w*t01)'^2)+1)));

B2=l*Bl/(fcO*(a/5r2);
B3=l»Bl;
/*Collective part*/
Jcol 1=1.5*B3/sqrt(w)*(4*Cos(x)M-3*Cos(x)'^2+1 )/2;
Jcol2=1.5*B3/sqrt(2*w)*(l-Cos(x)M)/2;
/*R1Z (r=l) and RIQ (r=2) relaxation rates*/
if(p= 1 )y=21.39*10^ 10*SCD'^2*( I *(J144*J2)+B2*(J 1C44*J2c)4-1*(Jcol 144*Jcol2) )4-Rint;
if (r=2) y=21.39* IC^ 10*SCD'^2*(3*J l+3*B2*J lc4-3*1*Jcol 1 )4-3/5*Rint;
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APPENDIX G. Program for simulating "H NMR tilt series spectra of uniaxially oriented
immobilized samples by using the closed-form expression (MATLAB)
filename c:\matIab\bin\mos4cf.m
clf;
clear all;

global ms
tic
gO=pi/l 80*42; %bond angle between methyl rotor axis and membrane normal
ms=pi/180*5.2; %moseUC spread
Nm=I024;
^frequency grid size
Nm2=100;
%angular grid size
dg=pi/180*0; %distribution of bond angle
tau=24.56;
%intrinsic linewidth, chi/tau, tcHz
w l=2*pi*46.13e6; %carrier frequency
tl=3.2e-6;
%pulse width, ms
chi = 39.3; %interaction constant, kHz
fc=50/chi;
nymin = -fc*chi;%abscissa boundaries and plot style
nymax = fc*chi;
ny = linspace(nymin,nyTnax,Nm);
newplot;
h=gca;

set(h,'nextplot','add','XDir','reverse');
axis([nymin nymax 0 700]);
axis(axis);
xlabel('frequency / kHz');
hold on
scf = 0;
%generation of intrinsic lineshape
kem=zeros( 1, Nm);
for n=l:Nm
kem(n)=2*tau/( 1 +(fc*(2*(n-1 )/(Nm-1)-1 )*tau)'^2);
end

%begin generation of the theoretical lineshape
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for lc=l:7
k
if k=l, ai=pi/l80*0; end %sample tilt angles
if k—2, ai=pi/l80*I5;end
if k=3, al=pi/180*30;end
if k=4, al=pi/I80*45;end
if k=5, al=pi/I80*60;end
if k=6, al=pi/I80*75;end
if k=7, al=pi/180*90;end
LI=zeros(I, Nm);
g=gO;
for p=I:Nm
x=(- I+2»(p-I )/(Nm-1 ))*fc;
for q=I:Nm2
a2=(q-1 )/(Nm2-1 )*pi;
rho=exp(-{a2)'^2/(2*ms*nis));
%rho=l;
ifx>=-I/2
if x<=l
if
(cos(aI-a2)-cos(g)*sqrt((2*x+l)/3)+sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3))*
(-cos(aI+a2)+cos(g)*sqrt((2*x+l)/3)+sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3))>=0
L1(p)=L I (p)+rho*sin(a2)/sqrt(2*x+1 )/sqrt((cos(a 1 -a2)-cos(g)*sqrt((2*x+1 )/3)+
sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3))*(-cos(al+a2)+cos(g)*sqrt((2*x+l)/3)+sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3)))*
eIIipke((4*sqrt((2-2*x)/3)*sin(g)*sin(al)*sin(a2)/((cos(al-a2)-cos(g)*sqrt((2*x+I)/3)+
sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3))*(-cos(aI+a2)-i-cos(g)*sqrt((2*x+I)/3)+sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3)))));
end
if
(cos(al-a2)-K:os(g)*sqrt((2*x+l)/3)+sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3))*
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(-cos{al+a2)-cos(g)*sqrt((2*x+l)/3)+sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3))>=0
L1(p)=L I (p)+rho*sin(a2)/sqrt(2*x+1)/sqrt((cos(a I -a2)+cos(g)*sqrt((2*x+1 )/3)+
sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3))*(-cos(aI+a2)-cos(g)*sqrt((2*x+l)/3)+sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3)))*
eIIipke((4*sqrt((2-2*x)/3)*sin(g)*sin(aI)*sin(a2)/((cos(al-a2)+cos(g)*sqit((2*x+l)/3)+
sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3))*(-cos(aI+a2)-cos(g)*sqrt((2*x+I)/3)+sin(g)*sqrt((2-2*x)/3)))));
end
end
end
end
end
^convolution with intrinsic lineshape using Fourier convolution theorem
cnv=real(ifft(fft(L1).*fft(kem)));
for i= 1 :Nm/2
t=cnv(i);
cnv(i)=cnv(i+Nni/2);
cnv(i+Nm/2)=t;
end
%Bloom correction (Bloom et al, 1980) for finite pulse
for i=l:Nm
Kl=sqrt( l+(2»pi*ny(i)*1000/(2*pi/2/t 1 ))'^2);
convol(i)=(cnv(i)+cnv(Nm-i+1));
1(i)=(L1(i)+L 1 (Nm-i+1));
convolspec(i)=convol(i)*(sin(Kl*pi/2)/Kl)'^3;
end
%scaling the spectra on first spectrum and plotting
ifk=l
%scf= IOO/max(convol);
scf2 = 100/max(convolspec);
end
plot(ny, 100*(k-1 )+scf2*convolspec,'m-')
%plot(ny, l(X)*(k-1 )+scf*Ll ,'y-')
%plot(ny,100»(k-1)+1*L 1 ,'y-')
end
hold off
toe
%L
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APPENDIX H. Program for simulating the NMR tilt series spectra of bacteriorhodopsin
by using the Monte Carlo method (MATLAB)
filename c:\matlab\bin\mosaic2.m

clf;
clear all;
global ms
tic
gO=pi/180*69; %bond angle between methyl rotor axis and membrane normal
ms=pi/l80*7; %mosaic spread
Nm=1024; %grid size
dg=pi/180*0; ^distribution of bond angle
tau=25;
%intrinsic linewidth, chi/tau, kHz
wl=2*pi*46.13e6; %carrier frequency
tl=5e-6;
%pulse width, ms
chi = 39.3; %interaction constant, kHz
nymin = -l.5*chi;%abscissa boundaries and plot style
nymax = 1.5*chi;
ny = linspace(nymin,nymax,Nm);
newplot;
h=gca;
set(h,'nextplot','add','XDir','reverse');
axis([nymin nymax 0 700]);
axis(axis);
xlabelCfrequency / kHz');
hold on
scf = 0;
%generation of intrinsic lineshape
for n=l:Nm
kem(n)=2*tau/( I+( 1.5*(2*(n-1 )/(Nm-1)-1 )*tau)'^2);
end
%generation of distribution function P(a2) for a2
amax=5*ms;
Norm=quad8('sinus', 0, amax);
P=zeros(2,Nm);
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0=zeros(l,Nm);
for n= 1:Nm
b=(n-1 )/(Nm-1 )*amax;
P(l,n)=quad8('sinus', 0, b)/Norm*(Nm-l)+I;
P(2,n)=b;
end
n
%begin generation of the theoretical lineshape
x2=[l;Nm];
0=spline(P(I,l:Nm),P(2, l:Nm),x2); %inverse of distribution function
for lc= 1:7
k
if k=l, al=pi/180*0; end %sample tilt angles
if k—2, a 1 =pi/180* 16;end
if k=3, al=pi/180*30;end
if k=4, al=pi/I80*42;end
if k=5, al=pi/l80*57;end
if k=6, al=pi/180*75;end
if k=7, al=pi/180*90;end
LI=zeros(l, Nm);
rand('seed', 0);
randn('seed', 0);
%Monte Carlo accumulation of lineshape
for p=1:5000
fl=2*pi*rand;
f2=2*pi*rand;
%a2=ms*abs(randn);
a2=0(l, round(l+rand*(Nni-l)));
g=gO-Klg*randn;
%caIculation of cosine theta by using rank 1 Wigner matrices
Cs=cos(g)*(cos(a2)*cos(al)-sin(a2)*sin(al)*cos(f2))-sin(g)*sin(a2)*cos(al)*cos(fl)+
sin(g)*sin(al )*(sin(f2)*sin(f 1 )-cos(f2)*cos(f1 )*cos(a2));
%finding the corresponding frequency
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n=round(( l+(3*Cs'^2-1)/2/l .5)*(Nm-1 )/2+1);
%single accumulation step
Ll(n)=LI(n)+I;
end
%cnv = conv(LI,kem);
%convol = cnv(Nm/2;3*Nm/2);
%convol = convoi + fliplr(convol) + I00000*(lc-1);
%convolution with intrinsic lineshape using Fourier convolution theorem
cnv=reaI(ifft(fft(L I ).*fft(k;em)));
for i=l:Nm/2
t=cnv(i);
cnv(i)=cnv(i+Nm/2);
cnv(i+Nm/2)=t;
end
%Bloom correction (Bloom et al, 1980) for finite pulse
for i=l:Nm
KI=sqrt( l+(2*pi*ny(i)* I000/(2*pi/2/tI )r2);
convol(i)=(cnv(i)-K:nv(Nm-i+1));
convolspec(i)=convol(i)*(sin(KI *pi/2)/KI )'^3;
end
%scaling the spectra on first spectrum and plotting
ifk=I
scf = 100/max(convol);
%scf2 = 100/max(convolspec);
end
plot(ny, IOO*(k-1 )+scf*convolspec,'m-')
plot(ny,100*(k-1 )+scf*convol,'y-')
end
hold off
toe
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APPENDIX 1. Program for simulating the "H NMR tilt series spectra of the A-form and Bform of DNA by using the Monte Carlo method (MATLAB)
filename c:\matlab\bin\dna7.m
clf;
%clear all;
global ms
tic
%NOTE THAT RANK 1/2 HAS BEEN USED AND ALL ANGLES MUST BE DIVIDED
BY %TWO
theta0=(pi/2-pi/180*20)/2; %base pair tilt angle
dtheta=pi/180*2.2/2;
% variation in base tilt angle
ms=pi/180*19;
%mosaic spread
Nm=2000; msize=IO;
%grid sizes

fd0=(pi/2+pi/180*(6))/2; %base pair roll angle
dfd=pi/180*0/2;
^variation in roll angle
fc=.6;
gO=pi/180* 18/2;
%angle between C8-2H bond and base pair roll axis
dg=2*pi/180/2;
%variation of the above angle
dnu=le3;
tau=l50;
%intrinsic linewidth, nu/tau, kHz
tc=le-l2;
eta=-0.065/l;
%asymmetry parameter
%eta=0;
wl=2*pi*38.4e6;
%carrier frequency
tl=2.5e-6;
%pulse duration, ms
chi=3/4*l73;
^coupling constant, kHz
%chi= 121.3;
%chi=I26.93;
nymin = -fc*chi;
%plot style etc
nymax = fc*chi;
ny = linspace(nymin,nymax,Nm);
%newplot;
h=gca;
set(h,'nextplot','add','XDir','reverse');
axis([nymin nymax 0 200]);
axis(axis);
xlabel('frequency / kHz');
hold on
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scf = 0;
Sm=0;
for n=l:Nm
^generation of intrinsic lineshape, Gaussian or Lx)rentzian
%R2=2/3*chi*chi*le6*pi*pi*(6*tc+I0*tc/(I+((wl+2*pi*2*chi*Ie3*fc*(2*(n-l)/(Nm-I
)-1 ))*tc)'^2)+4*tc/( 1 +4*((w l+2»pi*2*chi* Ie3*fc*(2*(n-1 )/(Nm-1)-1))*tc)'^2));
%tau=2*chi* le3/(dnu);%+R2/pi);
% kem(n)=2*tau/( 1 +(fc*(2*(n-1)/(Nm-1)-1 )*tau)'^2);
kem(n)=exp(-(fc*(2*(n-1 )/(Nm-1)-1 )*tau)'^2/2);
end
%generation of the distribution function P(a2)
amax=l*ms;
Norm=quad8('fiberd', le-6, amax);
P=zeros(2,Nm);
P(l,l)=l:
0=zeros(l,Nm);
for n=2:Nm
b=(n-1 )/(Nm-1 )*amax;
%P(I,n)=quad8('fiberd', le-6, b)/Norm*(Nm-l)+l;
P( 1 ,n)=(asin(tan(b)/tan(ms))+tan(b)/tan(ms)*acosh(tan(ms)/tan(b)))/(pi/2)*(Nm-l )+l;
P(2,n)=b;
end
n
%inverse of distribution function
x2=[l:Nm];
0=spline(P( 1,1:Nm),P(2,1:Nm),x2);
%begin accumulating the lineshapes
for k=l:l
k
if k=l, a1=0*90/2; end %sample tilt angles
if k=2, al=pi/180*90/2;end
if k=3, al=pi/I80*30;end
if k=4, al=pi/180*42;end
if k=5, al=pi/180*60;end
if k=6, al=pi/180*75:end
if k=7, al=pi/180*87;end
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LI=zeros(l, Nm);
rand('seed', 0);
randnCseed', 0):
i=sqrt(-l);
for p=1:200000
fl=l*pi*rand;
f2_i*pi*rand;
%a2=acos( 1 -(I -cos(ms))*rand)/2;
%a2=0(round( l+rand*(Nm-1)))/2;
a2=ms*abs(randn)/2;
%a2=pi/2;
g=gO;
dieta = thetaO-Kltheta*randn;
fd=fdO:%+dfd*randn;
%calculation of transition frequencies using Wigner matrices of rank 1/2
aux I =cos(a I +a2)*cos(f2)-i*sin(f2)*cos(a2-a I);
aux2=(sin(g+theta)*cos(fd)+i*sin(fd)*sin(theta-g))*exp(-i*fI);
aux3=sin(al+a2)*cos(f2)+i*sin(f2)*sin(aI-a2);
aux4=(cos(g+theta)*cos(fd)+i*sin(fd)*cos(g-theta))*exp(i*fl);
Ddownup=aux 1*aux2+aux3*aux4;
Dupup=aux 1*conj(aux4)-aux3*conj(aux2);
Cs= I -2*Ddownup*conj(Ddownup);
Sn=2*Dupup*conj'(Ddownup):
n=round(( 1 +((3*Cs*Cs-1 )+eta/2*(Sn*Sn+conj(Sn*Sn)))/2/fc)*(Nm-1 )/2+1);
%single accumulation step
if n<=Nm & n>= 1, LI (n)=L 1 (n)+1; end
end
P
%convolution with intrinsic lineshape using Fourier convolution theorem
en v=real(ifft(fft(L1).*fft(kem)));
for i=l:Nm/2
t=cnv(i);
cnv(i)=cnv(i+Nm/2);
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cnv(i+Nm/2)=t;
end
%Bloom correction (Bloom et al, 1980) for finite pulse and symmetrization of spectrum
for i=l:Nm
Kl=sqrt( l+(2*pi*ny(i)*1000/(2*pi/2/t 1 ))'^2);
convoI(i)=(cnv(i)+1*cnv(Nm-i+1));
convolspec(i)=convol(i)*(sin(K I *pi/2)/K1 )'^3;
end
%ifk=l
scf = 100/max(convol);
%scf2 = 100/max(convolspec);
%end
%scaling and plotting
%plot(ny, 100*(k-1 )+scf*con volspec,'g-')
%plot(ny, 100*(k-1)+scf*convol,'y-')
for q=1:msize:Nm-msize+1
l=(q-l)/msize+l;
Lx(l)=mean(convolspec(q:q+msize-1)):
end
plot(Lx, 'g-')
end
hold off
toe
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